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A bstract

Diluted magnetic semiconductors have evolved as a fascinating area of research for potential
spintronics applications at practical temperature. The generic problem of resistance mismatch at
metal-semiconductor interfaces hinders the effective spin injection therefore; much attention is
being focused on the development of room temperature ferromagnetic semiconductors. If
successful, we could have new generation devices having miniaturation, high energy efficiency,
non-volatile memory, large Zeeman splitting and high speed devices e.g. the Spin-field effect
transistors (SFET), Spin light emitting diode (SLED) etc. In order to bring these materials into
practical application, we need a ferromagnetic semiconductor showing ferromagnetism above
room temperature. In order to achieve this challenge, i.e. making a non-magnetic semiconductor
into ferromagnetic semiconductor, several theoretical and experimental works are being carried
out in this field. Several theoretical and experimental works have been done on Chalcogenides
based magnetic semiconductors and transition element doped Group II-VI, Group III-V and
Group IV-VI semiconductors. However in the above class of materials, the ferromagnetic
transition temperature is quite below room temperature. Another interesting group of DMS
materials are the transition element doped wide band gap oxide semiconductors.
The transition element doped oxide semiconductors such as TiO2, ZnO and SnO2 have potential
applications in spintronics devices with room temperature ferromagnetism. They are generally
called the oxide based diluted magnetic semiconductors (ODMS). However a few reports on thin
film and bulk samples display other type of behaviors such as simple paramagnetism,
antiferromagnetism (AFM), spinglass, etc. Giant magnetic moment as high as 7µB/TM-ion with
high ferromagnetic transition temperature more than 600 K has been obtained in these ODMS.
The material preparation technique needs to be optimized for consistent results and the
mechanism of magnetic interaction needs to be understood. Even though, several theoretical
models have been proposed such as, bound magnetic polaron, polaron percolation, spin-split
impurity band model, etc; the detailed investigations of experimental data in terms of available
models are yet to be carried out.
At the beginning of the thesis work and as per literature survey, it was observed that, there were
several reports on the TM doped ZnO and TiO2 based DMS with room temperature
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ferromagnetic. SnO2 is one of the well known wide band gap semiconductors having wide range
of applications in optoelectronic devices, solar cells, gas sensors, etc. Doping of trace amount of
TM can gives rise to robust FM semiconductor for potential applications in optoelectronic and
spintronic devices. Ogale et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 2003. 91(7). p.077205] have reported a giant
magnetic moment of the order of 7.5 ± 0.5 µB/Co-ion and large Curie temperature as high as 650
K in Co-doped SnO2 thin film. In view of the reported interesting giant magnetic moment in
SnO2 based thin film and due to the lack of detailed reports on bulk samples, I have taken up the
preparation of Co and Ni doped bulk SnO2 under different experimental conditions and the
detailed study of magnetic properties.
Following samples were prepared for the present thesis work,
1) Sn1-xCoxO2 (x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07, 0.10) samples by using solid state route and ball
milling technique.
2) Pure and 2 at % Co-doped SnO2 samples prepared by co-precipitation method.
3) Sn1-xNixO2 (x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07, 0.10) samples by using solid state route and ball
milling technique.
The above prepared samples were characterized by recording and analyzing room
temperature powder X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD). The recording of microstructural images
and compositional analysis were carried out by using LEO SEM machine equipped with energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDX) facilities. The microstructure and the composition at
crystallites level were studied by recording TEM images using transmission electron microscope
(TEM) coupled with an EDS analyzer. The samples were also characterized by recording Raman
and FTIR spectra. The field variation of magnetization (M-H loop) was measured at different
temperatures by using a Lakeshore make vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). Temperature
variation of magnetization was also measured to determine the Curie temperature. Electron spin
resonance (ESR) spectra were recorded to study the presence of magnetic phase separation and
magnetic clusters if any.
The Co-doped and Ni-doped SnO2 samples were successfully prepared with room temperature
FM. The role of particle size and oxygen vacancy on magnetic properties is discussed. Probably
for the first time, we have carried out critical behavior studies in oxide based DMS, i.e. on Codoped SnO2. The critical exponents are found to be comparable to the mean field model.
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The present thesis is divided into 5 chapters, namely, (1) Introduction, (2) Experimental
Techniques, (3) Co-doped SnO2, (4) Ni-doped SnO2 and (5) Conclusions.
Introduction to DMS materials along with a brief review of basic concepts of various types of
magnetic ordering, magnetic interaction and related phenomena are given in chapter 1. An
overview of various theoretical models proposed in explaining the magnetic properties of DMS
materials are also presented. Detailed experimental results on the magnetic properties of various
oxide based DMS materials with special emphasis on SnO2 based materials are presented.
Chapter 2 is devoted to experimental techniques. Here the detailed experimental techniques
followed in material preparation and physical measurements are given. In addition to that brief
details of working principle of various sophisticated instruments such as X-Ray diffractometer,
scanning electron microscope, transmission electron microscope, Raman and FTIR spectrometer
and vibrating sample magnetometer, are presented.
In Chapter-3, magnetic properties of Co-doped SnO2 samples prepared by solid state route,
co-precipitation method and mechanical alloying are discussed in detail.
Sn1-xCoxO2 samples were prepared in single phase form up to x =0.10 by solid state route.
The magnetic properties were studied from magnetization and electron spin resonance
measurements. Large increase in magnetization by an order of magnitude has been observed on
sample prepared by N2 gas environment compared to air annealed sample. The M-H curves of air
annealed samples recorded at three different temperatures could be analyzed based on bound
magnetic polaron model. Temperature variations magnetization show clear paramagnetic to
ferromagnetic transitions for all the Co doped samples. The susceptibility in the paramagnetic
region could be fitted to Curie-Weiss law and the maximum Curie temperature was found to be
692K for x=0.02.
Nanocrystalline samples of pure and 2 at % Co-doped SnO2 were prepared by a
co-precipitation technique with average crystallite size of the order 10 nm. The homogeneity and
single phase nature of the samples were confirmed by using various characterization techniques,
such as X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscope and Fourier infrared spectroscopy.
Magnetization measurement shows a signature of room temperature FM. The observed reduction
in magnetization value with decrease in crystallite size has been explained in terms of reduction
in the range of bound magnetic polaron interaction. The samples prepared under nitrogen gas
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environment exhibit an improvement in ferromagnetic behavior and enhanced electrical
conductivity.
Pure SnO2 based wide band gap semiconductors were prepared by mechanical alloying
method by using steel and tungsten carbide (WC) vials. They were further annealed at 900oC.
The as milled powders obtained from both the vials were found to exhibit room temperature FM,
i.e. without any transition element doping. However upon annealing, the FM was destroyed in
one of the samples. The observed FM was explained in terms of oxygen vacancy induced
defects. The FM Tc determined from the temperature variation of magnetization measurement is
found to be 915 K. The initial magnetization data could be analyzed in terms of bound magnetic
polaron model. A shift in the resonance field of electron spin resonance spectrum towards the
lower field was observed on samples having strong FM interaction with larger Tc and is
explained in comparison with magnetization measurement.
The Co-doped SnO2 samples were also prepared by mechanical alloying followed by
annealing at 900oC. Room temperature FM was observed with a maximum saturation
magnetization of 2.9emu/g for Sn0.98Co0.02O2 sample and its value at 20 K was found to be
5.9emu/g (7.9µB/Co-ion). So, a giant magnetic moment of the order of 7.9µB/Co-ion was
observed in bulk Co doped sample and this value is comparable to the giant magnetic moment
(7.5µB/Co-ion) reported by Ogale et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 2003. 91(7). p.077205] in thin film
sample of Co doped SnO2. The magnetization data could be analyzed based on bound magnetic
polaron model. Temperature variation of magnetization exhibits a clear paramagnetic to FM
transition with a maximum Tc of 640 K for 2 at % Co-doped sample. Susceptibility in
paramagnetic region could be fitted to modified Curie-Weiss law.
One of the Co-doped SnO2 samples having relatively strong room temperature FM was taken
up for detailed isothermal magnetization measurements in the vicinity of FM Tc. The critical
behavior was studied by analyzing the magnetization data in terms of modified Arrott plot
method and, independently by Kouvel-Fisher method. The sample is found to exhibit a second
order phase transition. The critical exponents β, γ and δ corresponding to spontaneous
magnetization, initial susceptibility and isothermal magnetization, respectively, were determined
and the values are found to be comparable to the predicted values by the Mean field model. The
critical exponent values are found to be consistent with the Widom scaling relation and the
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universal scaling hypothesis. The temperature variation of effective critical exponent was
determined and was found to show the characteristic behavior of disordered system.
In Chapter 4, the study magnetic properties of Ni-doped SnO2 samples prepared by solid state
route and ball milling method are presented.
The Ni-doped SnO2 based diluted magnetic semiconductors were prepared in single phase
form up to 10 at % of doping by solid state preparation technique. They exhibit room
temperature FM with FM Tc as high as ~ 770 K. The initial M-H loops measured for the samples
could be explained based on bound magnetic polaron model and the interaction between BMP
and magnetic moments of matrix. Typical polaron size estimated at 80 K was found to be 60Å.
The magnitude of electrical resistivity is found to decrease with increase in doping concentration
and its temperature dependence could be explained based on variable range hopping mechanism.
Ni-doped SnO2 samples up to the doping concentration of 10 at % were prepared by ball
milling followed by annealing at 900oC. All the prepared samples are found to be in single phase
form. The Raman spectra showed the presence of disorder and oxygen vacancy related peaks for
7 at % Ni-doped sample. Room temperature FM was obtained in all the prepared samples. The
maximum saturation magnetization, Ms value was found to be 1.3emu/g for 7 at % Ni-doped
SnO2. The Ms value was found to increase with increase in doping concentration up to a limit of
7 at % and beyond that it decreases. The observed FM was explained in terms of bound magnetic
polaron model. The temperature variation of susceptibility in the paramagnetic region was fitted
to modified Curie-Weiss law and the typical effective magnetic moment was found to be
3.7µB/Ni. It shows that doped Ni ions are mostly in high spin Ni2+ state.
To summarize, Co and Ni doped SnO2 based DMS with room temperature FM were prepared
successfully. The values of FM Tc were found to be quite large and much above the room
temperature. The Ms value was found to depend upon the sample preparation techniques. The
interaction mechanism prevailing in these compounds were explained in terms of the Bound
magnetic polaron model. In addition to the transition element doping, the oxygen vacancy was
found to play an important role in the observed FM behavior. The critical behavior was studied
from the detailed magnetization measurement in the vicinity of transition temperature and the
estimated critical exponents values were found to be comparable to the Mean Field model
prediction. The summary of conclusions is presented in chapter 5.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The electronic industry is dominated by semiconductors, because their electrical
conductivity could be tuned in a wide range by doping appropriate impurity at the desired level.
It is known that their electrical properties are quite sensitive, even for doping at the level of 1
percentage per million. On the other hand, ferromagnetic materials are mostly metallic in nature
but with an advantage of ability to polarize the spin of charge carriers. Diluted Magnetic
semiconductors (DMS) are a special class of materials having the dual characteristics of
semiconductor and a ferromagnet. Such materials facilitate one more degrees of freedom, i.e.
spin polarization of charge carriers, in addition to the type and concentrations of charge carriers
in tuning and controlling the electrical transport in devices. Devices having such extra degree of
freedom regarding the spin polarization of electrons are called spintronic devices and they have
potential applications in electronic circuits for high speed signal processing, miniaturization, low
power consumption, etc. DMS materials are obtained by replacing a fraction of host ions in
semiconductors with magnetic ions, such as transition or rare earth element as shown in Fig.1.1.

Substitution of
magnetic ion

Element (Magnetic)

Element(non magnetic)

Fig. 1.1 Schematic representation of non-magnetic semiconductor (left), and a diluted magnetic
semiconductor (right)
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Following different types of DMS materials are studied in literature.
 Chalcogenides based magnetic semiconductors.
 Transition element doped Group II-VI, Group III-V and Group IV-VI
semiconductors.
 Transition element doped wide band gap oxide semiconductors.
Europium chalcogenides EuX (X= O, S, Se) were known to exhibit ferromagnetic
semiconducting properties but with a maximum transition temperature (Tc) of 69 K [14].
Transition element (TM = Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) doped Group II-VI semiconductors such
as Zn1-xTxS, Zn1-xTxSe, Cd1-xTxTe etc. are known to exhibit ferromagnetism (FM) with the
highest Tc of 15K in Zn1-xCrxTe [5, 15-19]. Mn doped Group III-V semiconductors, such as
(Ga,Mn)As, (In,Mn)As were studied extensively and the maximum FM Tc was reported to be
110 K [20-25]. The group IV-VI based semiconductors by transition element doping such as
Sn1-xMnxTe and Pb1-xMnxTe have been studied by several authors [26-31]. Their magnetic
properties are quite sensitive to charge carrier concentrations. Materials having charge
concentrations in the range of 1017-1019 cm-3 exhibit antiferromagnetism (AFM) and spin glass
behavior down to liquid helium temperature and on the other hand FM with Curie temperature T
< 30 K was observed in materials with charge concentrations of the order of 1021 cm-3 [26-31].
The FM ordering was due to RKKY type of interaction [26, 31]. The main drawback in the
above type of DMS materials is the low FM Tc far below the room temperature. Moreover, it is
quite difficult to prepare some of the above materials and to carry out the desired doping. For
spintronic applications, the DMS materials should exhibit FM with Tc quite higher than room
temperature.
Based on Zener model of FM [32], Dietl et al.[5] have predicted room temperature FM in Mn
doped ZnO. Following this prediction, there were several experimental reports on room
temperature FM in transition metal (TM) doped ZnO series. The TM doped oxide based
semiconductors, such as TiO2, SnO2, In2O3 were also found to exhibit FM above room
temperature [33-40]. Several theoretical models such as, charge carrier mediated RKKY type of
interaction [41-43], bound magnetic polaron [10], polaron percolation theory [44], and spin-split
impurity band in insulating oxides were used to explain the FM in DMS materials[11, 35]. In
addition to that, the observed giant magnetic moment in some of the oxide based DMS was
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explained in terms of oxygen defect and unquenched orbital magnetic moment [39, 45-47]. The
exchange interaction mechanism prevailing in these materials is not yet understood clearly.

1.2 Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors in Spintronics
Type, mass and concentration of charge carriers in semiconductors play important role in
electronic circuits. High frequency electronic devices made up of semiconductors with
appropriate electron concentrations are used in integrated circuits for information processing and
communications. The mass storage of data in information technology is achieved by the
magnetic recording technique by using spin of the electrons in ferromagnetic metals. The
performance of the devices can be enhanced, if the charge and spin of the electrons are utilized in
a single device called spintronic device. This is possible by developing a new class of materials
called magnetic semiconductors. Diluted magnetic semiconductors can be utilized for such
applications.
Some of the properties of DMS materials, devices made up of DMS materials and their
applications towards spintronic are discussed.

1.1.1 Enhanced Zeeman Splitting
Zeeman Effect is a well known phenomenon, which is observed in the presence of magnetic
field. In the presence of an external magnetic field, the degeneracy of electrons is lifted due to
the interaction between spin of electrons in the material and magnetic field. The spin magnetic
moment parallel to the field direction will have lower energy than that of the spin magnetic
moment opposite to the field direction. This difference in energy between the two spin-polarized
electrons in opposite direction due to the external applied magnetic field is the well known
Zeeman effect [48]. This energy difference is quite low for a wide band gap non-magnetic
semiconductors. Now, if a magnetic element such as Mn2+ is doped in Group II-VI
semiconductors, i.e. in case of Cd1-xMnxTe, it exhibits FM and magnetic polarization in the
presence of external magnetic field. Thus in this system, the magnetic field due to FM will also
contribute for Zeeman splitting. This results in huge Zeeman splitting of the conduction
electrons, which is quite large compared to the conventional Zeeman Effect in non-magnetic
semiconductors[15, 48]. This effect has potential applications in diagnostic studies, optical
devices etc. [15].
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1.1.2 Spin Field Effect Transi
Transistor (Spin-FET)
Based on the ab-initio
tio electronic structure calculation, Sato and Yoshida [1] proposed a design
for spin-FET. The Mn-doped
doped ZnO exhibits AFM spin glass state, but it becomes half metallic
FM upon hole doping. Moreover
reover the FM state of Co
Co-, Ni- or Fe- doped ZnO becomes more
stable upon electron doping. Usi
Using these properties of ZnO, one can fabricate the spin-FET
spin
as
shown in Fig.1.2. The channel is made up of Mn
Mn-doped
doped ZnO and the source and drain are made
up of Co-doped ZnO. Here, when a negative voltage is applied to the gate terminal of Spin-FET,
holess would be doped in the channel made up of Mn-dope ZnO. Because of the hole doping of
Mn-ZnO,
ZnO, it is transformed from AFM spin glass state to half metalli
metallicc ferromagnetic state and
thereby
by introducing channel of spin polarized charge carriers. Upon biasing the source and drain,
spin polarized electrons from the source due to the presence of Co ions are injected into the
channel. The spin polarized charge carrier
carriers, whose spin alignment is parallel to those of
polarized drain spins would feel no resistance and could be successfully collected at the drain.
So, a realistic Spin-FET
FET having 100% spin polarized electrons flowing through half-metallic
channel made up of Mn-doped
doped ZnO can be constructed
constructed. Since Co doped ZnO and Mn doped
ZnO are used as spin injectors and channel respectively
respectively, there won’t be any resistance mismatch
and also it could be operated at room temperature as they exhibit FM with Tc above room
temperature.
Similar type spin-FET
FET was proposed by Datta and Das [49],, where the drain and the source are
made up of ferromagnetic material i.e. iron and the gate
te voltage was controlled by using narrow
gap semiconductors such as InAlAs
InAlAs.

Fig. 1.2 Spin FET based on ZnO
ZnO, (from ref. [1]).
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1.1.3 Photo Induced Ferromagnet
According to Sato and Yoshida[1], photo induced ferromagnet can be obtained in ZnO based
semiconductor. The Mn doped ZnO, (ZnO:Mn) is an insulator with spin glass state and on the
other hand Cr or Fe doped ZnO (ZnO:Cr or ZnO:Fe) behaves like half metallic ferromagnets.
One can make a mixture of Mn and Cr doping, such as ZnO:Mn1-xCrx and can be made into a
paramagnet. The paramagnetic mixture on GaAs substrate could be grown as shown in Fig.1.3.
Electrons and holes can be excited at GaAs and ZnO:Mn1-xCrx interface by photo-excitation by
using photons of energy hυ > Eg of GaAs and hυ < Eg ZnO:Mn1-xCrx. By biasing the junctions
with appropriate voltage, the excited charge carriers can be introduced in the ZnO:Mn1-xCrx
region and the system can be converted to half metallic ferromagnet. The ferromagnetically
ordered state can be detected by using the technique of magneto optical effect by introducing
another photon of energy hυ < Eg of ZnO. Optically turning on and off of FM in (III-Mn)V type
of DMS have been reported by Koshihara et al.[50] and Munekata et al. [51].

Eg(GaAs) < hν
ν < Eg (ZnO)
ZnO
DRAIN

ZnO:Cr1-xMnx

or

ZnO:Mn1-xFex

hν
ν < Eg (ZnO)

V
hole

electron

GaAs
Fig.1.3 A schematic representation of photo induced ferromagnet (ref.[1]).
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1.1.4 Spin-LED
Hono et al. [2] reported the fabrication of light emitting spintronic device using III-V based
(GaMn)As DMS materials. Fig.1.4 shows the device structure grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) method. Here n-type GaAs is used as substrate and over which n-type GaAs of 500 nm
was grown as buffer layer. GaAs layer of 10 nm thin; InGaAs of 10 nm thin, GaAs spacer of
thickness up to 220 nm and GaMnAs of 300 nm thick were grown over the substrate.
Spontaneous magnetization will occur in p-type GaMnAs below the transition temperature as
shown as black arrows in Fig.1.4. Under forward bias condition, the spin polarized holes from
GaMnAs are allowed to pass through the GaAs spacer layer of thickness d and then injected into
the InGaAs strained Quantum well (QW) which acts as a detector. The depth of the spin
injection can be studied by placing the QW at different depth. Simultaneously the un-polarized
electrons from the n-type GaAs substrate were allowed to inject into the InGaAs QW (hatched
region). The spin polarization of the injected holes were directly determined from the
polarization of emitted electroluminescence following the recombination of holes with the
unpolarised elcectrons.

Fig. 1.4 Schematic block diagram of Spin-FET from (ref.[2])
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1.3 Structural Properties
In this section, the crystal structure of wide band gap oxide semiconductors such as ZnO,
TiO2, SnO2 are discussed. Other structural effects such as crystal field effect and Jahn Teller
distortion are also given. Since DMS materials are prepared by transition element doping in
oxide semiconductors, it is essential to understand their crystal structure.

1.3.1 Crystal Structure
ZnO mainly crystallizes in two different forms, namely the wurzite and the cubic zincblende
structure. The wurzite structure is more stable and mostly forms in ambient preparation
conditions, whereas the zincblende structure forms under hydrostatic pressure. The wurzite
structure is mainly a hexagonal closed pack (hcp) system. It belongs to P63mc space group with
Zn atoms occupying the (0.667, 0.333, 0.000) position having a multiplicity factor of 2 and
oxygen atoms occupying the (0.667, 0.333, 0.380) site with multiplicity factor 2. Thus there are
two formula units per unit cell. The lattice parameters are given by a = b = 3.250 Å and c = 5.206
Å [52]. In both the cases Zn and O atoms have tetrahedral coordination.

TiO2 mainly crystallizes into rutile, anatase and brookite structures. In addition to that, the
pressure induced monoclinic baddeleyite and orthorhombic forms are also seen. The rutile state
is found to be the most stable state. Upon heating, the anatase and brookite states are converted
to rutile form. The rutile and anatase belong to the tetragonal crystal structure and brookite
structure exhibits orthogonal cell. The rutile phase belongs to the P42/mnm space group with
lattice parameters a = b = 4.594 Å and c = 2.959 Å and z = 2 [53]. The anatase phase belongs to
the I41/amd space group with lattice parameters a = b = 3.785 Å and c = 9.514 Å and the number
of formula units per unit cell z=4 [53]. The brookite phase belongs to the Pcab space group with
Z = 8 and a = 5.456 Å, b = 9.182 Å, c = 5.143 Å.

SnO2 is a mineral of cassiterite and exhibits rutile crystal structure similar to that of TiO2. The
Bravis lattice describing the SnO2 is tetragonal closed packed structure. Here, the Sn atoms are
six coordinated and oxygen atoms are three coordinated as shown in Fig.1.5. The space group for
SnO2 is P42/mnm and two SnO2 molecules are accommodated in a unit cell (Z=2). The lattice
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parameters a = b = 4.737 Å and c= 3.185 Å [54], and bond angles α = β = δ= 90o. The atomic
positions and their multiplicity factors are given in table-1.1.
SnO2 is an n-type wide band gap semiconductor with band gap around 3.6eV. It is a
diamagnetic solid having amphoteric nature. There has been a great deal of interest in the
preparation of inexpensive thin films of SnO2 because they are attractive from the scientific and
technological point of view [55]. Several potential applications have been reported previously,
such as, a transparent conductive electrode for solar cells [56-58], a gas sensing material for gas
sensor devices [59], photochemical and photoconductive devices in liquid crystal display [60],
gas discharge display and lithium-ion batteries. SnO2 based varistors having highly nonlinear
current–voltage characteristics similar to that of back-to-back Zener diodes but with much
greater current and energy handling capabilities are also studied [61, 62].

Fig.1.5 Crystal structure of SnO2. Here the bigger and smaller size atom represents Sn and O
respectively.
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Table-1.1: Atomic positions of SnO2 in P42/mnm space group.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ion

Site

(x, y, z)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sn

2a

O1

4f

(0,0, 0)
(x, x, 0) ≅ (0.3, 0.3, 0)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.2.2 Crystal Field Effect in TM-ions
Atoms in a solid with a regular crystal structure are influenced by the electric field of the
neighboring atoms. Such electric fields are called crystal field [13]. Crystal field depends upon
the local environments, such as the nature of atomic co-ordination, etc. The crystal field effect on
d orbitals can be illustrated by moving a set of negative point charges close to a metal ion. As
one would expect, the energies of the d orbitals rise as the negative charges approach the metal
ion, owing to the Coulomb repulsion between the d orbital electrons and the surrounding
charges. The d shell has five orbitals, namely dxy , dxz , dyz , d z , and d x 2 − y 2 ; out of them, the first
2

three are called t2g orbitals and last two are called eg orbitals. The electronic distributions of d
orbitals are shown in Fig.1.6. In the absence of crystal field, all the five levels are degenerate.
The t2g orbitals point along in between x, y and z axes, but the eg orbitals point along the
direction of x, y and z axes. If the surrounding negative charge is spherically symmetric, all five
d orbitals are equally affected. In practical cases, the surrounding negative charge is never
spherically distributed, because the charge is associated with specific ions that occupy specific
positions. The consequence is that each d orbital is affected differently, and how a particular d
orbital is affected depends upon the geometry of the surrounding point charges. This effect is
clearly seen in the splitting of the energy levels for the five d orbitals. The Crystal Field effects
are summarized in the chart shown in Fig.1.7. Each geometry of point charges (linear, square
planar, tetrahedral, or octahedral) produces a characteristic splitting pattern for the five d orbitals
(xy, xz, yz, x2-y2, and z2).
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Fig. 1.6 The electronic distribution of 3-d orbitals. In the cubic crystal field, this fivefold
degeneracy is lifted to two eg orbitals (x2-y2 and 3z2 – r2) and three t2g orbitals (xy, yz and zx).
(Reproduced from Tokura et al. [3])
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Fig.1.8 TM-ion in (a) octahedral and (b) tetrahedral environment.

High Spin and Low spin arrangement in TM-ion
In the case of octahedral environment as shown in Fig.1.8(a), the 3d electrons will first fill up the
t2g level before filling eg. However the competition between the crystal field energy and pairing
energy will decide the manner
anner in which each orbital is filled up. In the presence of weak
wea crystal
field, the electrons filling in the orbitals will take place as per Hund’s rule, i.e. electrons will
singly occupy in each orbital followed by pairing of electrons with opposite spin in each orbital.
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On the other hand, in the presence strong crystal field,, where the crystal field energy dominates
dominate
the Hund’s energy, electrons will doubly occupy in some of the orbitals (t2g or eg) before the
electrons are filled in the higher energy orbitals. For an example, Fig.1.9 shows
show the electronic
arrangement in 3d shell of Co2+ ion under weak and strong crystal field cases.
case The net spin
quantum number for the weak field case is found to be S=
S=3/2, whereas S=1/2 for the strong field
case.

Fig.1.9 Electronic configuration
uration of (a) high
high-spin (weak field) and (b) low-spin
spin (strong-field)
(strong
cases for 3d7 shell of TM ion.

Orbital quenching
In general, the effective magnetic moment of an ion is calculated by following the Hund’s
rule and taking the values of S, L and J. The formula is given by

µeff = g µB J ( J + 1)

--------------------------------- (1.1)

where µ eff is the effective magnetic moment per magnetic ion. g is the Lande’s g-factor
g
whose
value is equal to g = 1 +

J ( J + 1) + S ( S + 1) − L( L + 1)
and J=L+S is the total angular momentum
moment
2 J ( J + 1)

quantum number. L and S are the orbital and spin angular moment
momentum quantum number
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respectively. In 3d shell of TM ions, the crystal field interaction is much stronger than the spinorbit coupling interaction and as a result, the system chooses a ground state, such that L = 0. This
is called quenching of orbital momentum and it leads to J = S and g = 2. Thus eq. 1.1 modifies to
the following form.

µ eff= 2µ B[S(S+1)]1/2

----------------------------- (1.2)

The theoretically calculated µ eff values for a few TM-ions by considering total angular
momentum quantum number, J (P1) and independently by taking only spin quantum number
S (P2) are tabulated in table-1.2. The experimental values are found to deviate from P1 but are
comparable to P2 as shown in the table.
Table-1.2 Theoretical effective magnetic moment by considering Hund’s coupling (P1) and
orbital quenching (P2) along with experimental values for selected TM ions. (ref.[13]).
L

J=
L+S

g

P1= g J ( J + 1)
(µ B)

P2= 2 S (S + 1)
(µ B)

Pexp (µB)

2

2

4

3/2

6.70

4.9

4.82

3d5
3d7

5/2
3/2

0
3

5/2
9/2

2
1.33

5.92
6.63

5.92
3.87

5.82
4.90

3d8

1

3

4

5/4

5.59

2.83

3.12

Ion

Shell

Fe2+,
Co3+
Fe3+
Co2+,
Ni3+
Ni2+

3d6

S

1.2.3 Jahn-Teller Distortion
The observed degeneracy in crystal field splitting can be further broken by the lattice
distortion. For example, in MnO6 octahedral environment, the electrons in the 3d shell of Mn
ions are under the Coulomb interaction of electrons from the 2p shell of O ions. Since the px, py,
pz orbitals of O point along x, y and z directions respectively, there will be a overlapping with eg
orbitals of Mn ions ( d x 2 − y 2 ,   ). So, the energy of eg orbitals is raised compared to t2g
orbitals. Fig. 1.10(a) shows a two dimensional diagram of typical overlapping of one of the eg
orbitals ( d x 2 − y 2 ) with p orbitals of neighboring O ions. On the other hand, we can see no such
overlapping with a typical t2g orbital (dxy), as shown in Fig. 1.10 (b). In view of the above crystal
field effect, the degeneracy in eg orbitals and t2g orbitals of d-shell are further lifted as shown in
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Fig. 1.10 (c) for octahedral co-ordination [13]. Thus in addition to the splitting of d-orbitals into
t2g and eg orbitals due to crystal field, there is further splitting of orbital within t2g and eg due to
Jahn-Teller effect.
The oxygen ions are surrounded by Mn3+ ions. The readjustment of position of oxygen ions in
MnO6 octahedra can lead to asymmetry in MnO6 octahedra. The above lattice asymmetry lifts
the degeneracy of t2g and eg orbitals. The lifting of degeneracy due to orbital-lattice interaction is
known as Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion. The Jahn-Teller distortion is significant for partially filled
orbitals, where there is a net energy gain. This distortion leads to increase in elastic energy and
decrease in electronic energy such that there is a net reduction in energy. Mn3+ ions are JT active,
while Mn4+ ions are inactive for JT distortion in octahedral environment. Mn3+ ions have one eg

electron out of two eg orbitals namely,    and     . The elongation of MnO6 octahedra
along z-axis gives rise to reduction in    level compared to     .level. Since, there is

only one eg electron, which occupies the    level, there is a reduction in electronic energy.

The splitting of eg and t2g orbits due to JT distortion is shown in Fig. 1.10 (c). On the other hand,
Mn4+ ion does not have any eg electron, so reduction in electronic energy is not feasible and
hence no JT distortion.
The TM-ion doped semiconductors are also affected by the Jahn-Teller distortion as estimated
theoretically in Cr-doped Group II-VI based DMS by Blinowski et al.[18]. The susceptibility
data obtained by Brumage et al. [63] on Cu-doped ZnO samples could be explained based on the
crystal field effect and by incorporating the Jahn-Teller distortion, where the doped Cu was in
Cu2+ state with electronic configuration 3d9.
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Fig. 1.10: (a) Typical overlapping of one of the eg orbitals ( d x 2 − y 2 ) with p orbital of neighboring
O in a two dimensional diagram. (b) One of the t2g orbitals with p orbital. (c) The crystal field
splitting of d shell in octahedral environment. The Jahn-Teller distortion leads to a further
splitting of both t2g and eg states.
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1.4 Magnetic Ordering
Materials having appreciable magnetic moment in macroscopic scale are generally
referred as magnetic materials. The fundamental parameter of magnetism is magnetic moment.
The origin of magnetic moment of a material lies in the orbital and spin motion of electrons and
how, the electrons interact with one another. The magnetism in microscopic scale depends upon
how, atoms or group of atoms interact among themselves and to external field. The best way to
introduce different types of magnetism is to describe, how materials respond to external
magnetic field. The main distinction is that in some materials, there is no collective interaction of
atomic magnetic moments, whereas in other materials there is a presence of very strong
interaction between atomic moments [13, 64, 65]. The magnetic behavior of materials can be
classified into the following major groups:
1. Diamagnetism, 2. Paramagnetism, 3. Ferromagnetism, and 4. Antiferromagnetism
Generally in the first two groups of materials, there is no collective magnetic interactions
among the atomic or molecular moments, however they respond to applied magnetic field.
Ferromagnetic materials are usually what we consider as being magnetic in macroscopic scale
and they exhibit collective magnetic interaction among the dipoles in a long range such that the
moments are aligned parallel to each other and the application of magnetic field enhances such
alignment. Antiferromagnetism is exhibited by another class of materials, where there is a long
range interaction among moments such that they align opposite to each other.

1.3.1 Diamagnetism
Diamagnetism is a fundamental property of materials, which try to oppose the applied
magnetic field but it is usually very weak. It generally occurs in materials having completely
filled electronic configuration. The atoms and molecules of diamagnetic substances do not
posses any net magnetic moments (i.e. all the orbital shells are filled and there is no unpaired
electron). However, when exposed to a magnetic field, the electrons orient themselves such that
they try to oppose the applied magnetic field and hence they register negative magnetization and
negative susceptibility. Most of semiconductors like ZnO, SnO2 etc. are diamagnetic in nature.
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1.3.2 Paramagnetism
Some of the atoms or ions in this class of materials have a net magnetic moment due to
unpaired electrons in partially filled orbital. However, the individual magnetic moments do not
interact magnetically, and like diamagnetism, the net magnetization is zero in the absence of
external magnetic field. In the presence of an applied magnetic field, there is a partial alignment
of atomic magnetic moments in the direction of the applied field, resulting in a net positive
magnetization and hence positive susceptibility. The tendency of alignment of magnetic
moments along the field direction is opposed by the thermal energy, which tries to randomize the
spin orientation. So, they exhibit a temperature, (T) dependent susceptibility, χ known as the
Curie Law,





------------------------------------------ (1.3)

with a Curie constant C [13].
In classical theory, each atomic moment is considered as magnetic dipole aligned in a
particular direction with an angle θ with respect to applied field and the average magnetic
moment along the field direction, z is written as, < µz > = µ L(y). Here, µ is the magnetic
moment of each dipole and L(y) is the Langevin function, L( y ) = Coth y −

1
and y = µB/kBT.
y

This function explains the magnetization of small particles made up of atomic clusters. For low
applied field or at high temperature, such that y is small, L(y) tends to y/3. So, < µz > =




, or the magnetization M=N< µz >=

 


. So, the susceptibility  

and the Curie law is obtained by the classical theory.








 










According to quantum mechanical treatment and by considering the quantization of total
angular momentum of each atom, the average magnetic moment per atom aligned along the
magnetic field direction, (i.e. z direction) of any paramagnetic sample can be written as [13, 64,
65]

〈 µ Jz 〉 = g µ B JBJ ( x )

----------------------- (1.4)

here, g is Lande’s factor and it depends on spin-orbit coupling of electrons in each atom. J is the
total angular momentum quantum number. µB = 9.27 × 10-24 J/T is Bohr magnetron. BJ (x) is
Brillouin function, which can be written as,
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BJ

(x ) =

1 
1 
1
1
x

 J +  C o th  J +  x − C o th  ----------------------- (1.5)

J 
2
2
2
2


here the variable x =

gµ B
B , where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. If N is
kT

the number of atoms per unit volume, the volume magnetization M can be written as,

M = N 〈 µ Jz 〉 = Ng µ B JBJ ( x )

----------------------- (1.6)

For the selection of magnetic field B and temperature T such that x is small, BJ ( x ) ~

( J + 1) x
3

.

Such assumption holds true for paramagnetic sample in a wide temperature region and for low
applied field. So,

M = Ng µB J

( J + 1) x = Ng 2 µB2 B J
3

or, the susceptibility, χ =

3kT

µ0 Ng 2 µB2
3kT

( J + 1)

J ( J + 1)

----------------------- (1.7)
----------------- (1.8)

It is in the form of Curie law C/ T.
Thus the magnetic susceptibility based on Brillouin function expression reduces to Curie-law.
The examples of paramagnetic materials are W, Ce, Al, Li, Mg etc. with typical χ value of
6.8 x 10-5, 5.1 x 10-5, 2.2 x 10-5, 1.4 x 10-5, 1.2 x 10-5 respectively in SI unit[13].

1.3.3 Ferromagnetism
The property of parallel alignment of atomic moments due to their exchange interaction is
called ferromagnetism. Unlike paramagnetic materials, the atomic moments in these materials
exhibit very strong interactions. These interactions are produced by electronic exchange forces
and result in a parallel alignment of atomic moments. The exchange force is a quantum
mechanical phenomenon, due to the relative orientation of spins of two electrons. Ferromagnetic
materials exhibit parallel alignment of moments resulting in large net magnetization even in the
absence of external magnetic field. Two distinct characteristics of ferromagnetic materials are
spontaneous magnetization and Curie temperature.
The spontaneous magnetization is the net magnetization that exists inside a uniformly
magnetized microscopic volume called domain, even in the absence of external magnetic field.
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All the magnetic moments align in a single unique direction. This effect is generally due to
exchange interactions. The magnitude of this magnetization at 0 K, depends on the individual
atomic magnetic moments in the magnetic domain. A related term is the saturation magnetization
and it is the maximum induced magnetic moment per unit volume that can be obtained in a
magnetic field (Hsat); beyond this field, no further increase in magnetization can occur. The
difference between spontaneous magnetization and the saturation magnetization has to do with
magnetic domains.
Even though the electronic exchange forces in ferromagnets are very large, thermal
energy eventually overcomes the exchange interactions and produces a randomizing effect
beyond a characteristic temperature called Curie temperature. When a FM material is heated, the
thermal energy causes their magnetic moments to fluctuate. If the thermal energy becomes larger
than the exchange energy, which keeps the moments parallel to each other, the materials tend to
lose their magnetic ordering and behave like PM. The temperature at which this transformation
occurs is called Curie temperature, (Tc). So, they undergo transition from ordered FM state to
disordered PM state at Tc.
The phenomenon of ferromagnetism can often be well described by a mean field or
molecular field model. The molecular field model simply assumes that all the interactions from
the neighboring magnetic species can be described in terms of an effective internal or molecular
field Bm, which is proportional to the magnetization, i.e. Bm = λM, where λ is the Weiss
molecular field constant. So, the total magnetic field experienced by each dipole is the sum of
applied field Ba and the molecular field Bm. So, the expression for magnetization can be written
by following eq. 1.6 with the modification that
x/ =

g µB
( Ba + λ M )
kT

----------------------- (1.9)

( )

----------------------- (1.10)

M = Ng µ B JBJ x /

At temperature close to Tc, BJ (x/) is small and can be approximated to

J +1
( ) ( 3 )x

BJ x / →
or,

/

----------------------- (1.11)

Ng 2 µ B2 J ( J + 1)
M=
( Ba + λ M )
3kT

----------------------- (1.12)
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or,

χ=

C
T − θc

----------------------- (1.13)

The above equation is called Curie-Weiss law with the Curie temperature, θC =

λC
and it is
µ0

equivalent to ferromagnetic transition temperature. The examples of FM materials are Co, Fe,
Ni, EuO with Tc 1388 K, 1043 K, 627 K, and 69 K respectively. The magnetic moment per
formula unit for these materials are found to be 1.714, 2.22, 0.605 and 6.9 respectively in the unit
of µB/formula unit[13].

1.3.4 Antiferromagnetism
In antiferromagnetic materials, the spins of electrons align in a regular pattern with
neighboring spins pointing in opposite directions, below a certain temperature called Neel
temperature. Above the Neel temperature, the material is typically paramagnetic. The magnetic
susceptibility of antiferromagnetic material will appear to go through a maximum as the
temperature is lowered. The antiferromagnetic ordering is possible based on different type of
magnetic unit cell structures as shown in Fig. 1.11 except B type, which is a FM one.
In A-type structure, the magnetic ions are coupled ferromagnetically in each (001) plane
but with alternate planes aligned in opposite spin orientation such that it they exhibit net antiferromagnetic interaction. B-type structure is a ferromagnetic one with all six nearest neighbor
magnetic ions coupled ferromagnetically. In C-type structure, the atoms in (101) and ( 110)
planes are ferromagnetically aligned. Each atom has two ferro and four antiferromagnetic
nearest neighbors such that there is a net antiferromagnetic unit cell.
In G-type structure, each ion is coupled antiferromagnetically to all its six nearest
neighbors. Hence the atoms of positive and negative spins are arranged periodically. The other
types of magnetic structures, D, E and F along with relative number of FM and AFM bonds are
shown in Fig. 1.11. Some of the materials follow a structure which is a result of coupling of two
types of magnetic structures. One such example is CE type, where there is coherent stacking of
octants of C and E type structures. The examples of antiferromagnetic materials are MnF2, MnO,
CoO, FeO, Cr2O3, α-Fe2O3 with respective Neel temperature of 67 K, 116 K, 292 K, 116 K, 307
K and 950 K with θc of -80 K, -510 K, -330 K, -610 K, -485 K, -2000 K respectively[13].
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Fig. 1.11 Different types of antiferromagnetic arrangement in a unit cell.
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1.3.5 Ferrimagnetism
Ferrimagnetism is a special class of antiferromagnetism and for a long time it was mistaken
for ferromagnetism. Here the magnetic moment of atoms in two sublattices A and B are not
equal in magnitude. As a result, in antiparallel arrangement, there is a net non-zero magnetic
moment. Ferrites are a family of ferrimagnet. Their general chemical formula is MFe2O4, where
M is a divalent cation such as Zn2+, Co2+, Fe2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Sn2+, Mn2+, etc. They form spinel
crystal structure, that contains two kinds of lattice sites; one is the tetrahedral site with four
oxygen neighbors, and this is known as the A-site. The other one is known as the B-site or
octahedral site, with six neighboring oxygen atoms. The B-sites accommodate twice the number
of atoms compared to A site. In normal spinels, the M2+ ions occupy the A-site and Fe3+ ions
occupy the B-site. In inverse spinels, the M2+ ions occupy half of the B-site. The other half of B
site and the whole A-site were occupied by the Fe3+ ions. The atomic moments of Fe3+ cations in
inverse spinel structure cancel each other because they equally occupy the A and B sites but
opposite spin alignment. In this case, the net moment comes from the M2+ ions only.
The familiar example is magnetite, Fe3O4, where M2+ is Fe2+. It exhibits all the
hallmarks of ferromagnetic behavior such as spontaneous magnetization, Curie temperatures,
hysteresis, and remanence. However, ferromagnet and ferrimagnet have very different magnetic
ordering. Ferrimagnets are mostly ceramics in nature without any free electrons and this property
has some practical applications. As the FM materials are mostly metallic in nature, they are not
suitable for high frequency applications, where there is a presence of oscillating magnetic field.
The rapidly changing magnetic field induces voltage, which results in eddy currents and heats up
the metal. But by using the ferrimagnet, we can overcome such kind of problems. So they have a
wide range of high frequency applications such as aerials, transformers, etc. which require high
permeability and low energy loss. These ferrimagnets have corrosion resistance as they are
already oxides.
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1.3.6 Spin Glass Behavior
A frustrated magnetic system due to competing magnetic interactions undergoes a
transition from disordered spin state to metastable frozen disordered state below a spin glass
transition temperature Tg [66-70]. The frozen disordered state is known as spin glass. Here each
spin is under the competing magnetic interactions with the nearest or next nearest ions. The spins
cannot find a ground state by simultaneously minimizing their energy with each neighboring
spins, so they are frozen in a metastable random direction to minimize the total energy. Unlike
the other phase transitions, where a system undergoes transition from disordered to ordered state,
here the system undergoes transition from one disordered state to another disordered state. The
debate was, whether it is really a thermodynamic phase transition. More or less, it is agreed that
spin glass is a phase transition because the high temperature disorder is due to random thermal
fluctuations without any interaction between magnetic spins. On the other hand, the low
temperature frozen disordered state is due to long range magnetic interaction of opposite signs.
Conventional spin glass materials are basically the transition element doped metallic alloys
known as diluted magnetic alloys, namely CuMn, AgMn, AuFe, etc. [66, 67]. The dc
susceptibility of conventional spin glass materials exhibit bifurcation of zero field cooled (ZFC)
and field cooled (FC) curves at Tf as reported by Nagata et al. [71].
Spin glass transition was reported on TM-doped DMS materials. Nagata et al.[72] found a
spin glass behavior with Tc below T=10.9K in his work on (Hg,Mn)Te based DMS material.
Also Chen et al. [73] found that the Fe-doped HgSe, CdS, ZnSe and ZnS group II-VI based
DMS, exhibit typical spin-glass behavior. Here, the doped Fe concentration was found to be in
the range 10 to 20 at %. The localized magnetic moments (resulting from localized d or f
electrons) distributed randomly in nonmagnetic host lattice, are coupled by long range AFM
interaction. This interaction yields frustration of magnetic moments, which is the possible reason
for the observed spinglass behavior in these DMS materials. Moreover, the theoretical
calculation of Marinari et al.[74] on II-VI based DMS suggests that a dilution beyond 80% leads
to spin glass behavior. Shand et al. [75] studied the critical exponent corresponding to spin glass
transition in II-VI based DMS and found that it obeys short range Heisenberg interaction. The
critical exponent values were found to be γ = 4.0±1.0 and β=0.8±0.2[75].
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1.4 Magnetic Interactions
1.4.1. Magnetic Dipole-Dipole Interaction
Magnetic dipole-dipole interaction [13] , also called dipolar coupling, refers to the direct
interaction between two magnetic dipoles. The energy of the interaction is as follows:
H =−

µ0
4π rij3

Λ
Λ
 



3  µ i . rij   µ j . rij  − µ i .µ j 


 


(

)

----------------------- (1.14)

where, rij is a unit vector parallel to the line joining the centers of the two dipoles; µi and µj are
the moments of two dipoles separated by a distance |rij|. This interaction is important in the
properties of those materials, which order at milliKelvin temperature. The magnetic dipolar
interaction is too weak to account for the ordering of most of the magnetic materials. There is a
built in anisotropy to the dipolar interaction which can orient the spins either parallel (FM) or
anti-parallel (AFM). If the spins are oriented along rij, they couple ferromagnetically and if they
are oriented perpendicular to rij, they couple antiferromagnetically.

1.4.2. Direct Exchange Interaction
If the electrons of neighboring atoms interact directly to each other without any
mediating ions, this is known as direct exchange. This is because the exchange interaction
proceeds directly without the need for an intermediary. The direct exchange involves the
overlapping of electronic wave functions of neighboring atoms and the Coulomb electrostatic
repulsion. The Pauli’s exclusion principle keeps the electrons with parallel spins away from each
other to reduce Coulomb repulsion. So, mostly anti-parallel spin configuration is favored in
direct exchange interaction. The wave functions of the magnetic ‘d’ or ‘f’ electrons decrease
exponentially, thereby too small overlap of wave functions and the direct exchange interaction is
very weak.
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1.4.3. Superexchange Interaction
Kramer [76], Anderson and his group [77, 78] , Goodenough [79] and Kanamori [80]
pointed out that ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic interactions are possible by a mechanism
called superexchange (SE) interactions. Here, two magnetic ions interact through an intermediate
non-magnetic ion. This is a common interaction in insulating magnetic oxides, where the
intermediate ion is O2-. The basic interaction mechanism is as follows.
For example, consider two Mn4+ ions with an intermediate O ion. Let us discuss the case,
where the unoccupied 3d orbital of Mn4+ ions point towards O-2p orbital as shown in Fig.
1.12(a). Due to this overlapping, the two spins of O-2p with opposite alignment likely to spend
some time on the unoccupied 3d-orbitals and thus there is a simultaneous bond formation of the
anion (O) with the cations (Mn4+) on both sides. If the spins of the cations are anti-parallel, the
positive spin of O-2p orbital forms the partial bond with the cation having positive spin and the
negative spin of O-2p orbital forms the bond with the other cation having negative spin. So, there
is FM coupling between electron of anion and cation and, this process leads net antiferromagnetic interaction between two Mn4+ ions as shown in Fig.1.12(a). Similar SE interaction
is possible between two Mn3+ ions separated by O [79] . The above type of bond formation
cannot occur if the spins of the cations are parallel.
According to Goodenough [79], the superexchange interaction in Mn-O-Mn network can
be also ferromagnetic, if one of the Mn-O bonds is covalent, while the other Mn-O bond is ionic.
Below the Curie temperature, the covalent bond becomes semi-covalence (bonding occurs
between parallel spins) and the O2- ion is left out with a single electron, since the other electron
is associated with Mn ion in covalence bonding. There is a direct exchange interaction (AFM)
between magnetic moment of anion (due to its isolate electron) and that of other Mn ion, which
ionically bound to it. Thus two Mn ions are coupled FM as shown in Fig. 1.12(b).
Thus according to Goodenough, the superexchange between Mn3+-O2--Mn3+ and Mn4+O2--Mn4+are anti-ferromagnetic in nature, while Mn3+-O2--Mn4+ is ferromagnetic. The
superexchange interaction mainly leads to insulating behavior.
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Fig.1.12 Schematic diagram showing the arrangement of spins and orbitals in (a)
antiferromagnetic super-exchange interaction (b) ferromagnetic super-exchange interaction.
In many DMS materials, the SE interaction comes into picture at large concentrations of TMion. The First-principles study of the superexchange interaction in (Ga,Mn)V, (V=N, P, As, and
Sb) by Chang et al. [81] reports that the short-range SE interaction is found to be AFM in nature
and is found to be quite strong in (Ga,Mn)N, where as it is found to be weak in (Ga,Mn)As and
(Ga,Mn)Sb. The SE interaction was found to be quite significant at large TM concentrations and
it plays an important role in reducing the Curie temperature of ferromagnetic (Ga,Mn)N. The
decrease in Curie temperature was attributed to the enhanced SE interaction due to Mn
clustering. The lack of room temperature FM in Ga1−xMnxN is explained in terms of strong SE
interaction which competes with carrier induced ferromagnetic interaction. The SE interaction
mediated by anions is expected to be short range and strong between the nearest-neighbor Mn
atoms.
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1.4.4 RKKY Interaction
In rare earth metals, or in alloys of magnetic ions in a non-magnetic metallic host, the
magnetic ions are placed too far away to interact with each other directly. Here the ferromagnetic
ordering is due to the nonmagnetic conduction electron. The RKKY (Ruderman-Kittel-KausyaYosida) model [13, 82-84] explains the magnetic interaction between the localized single
magnetic ion and the delocalized conduction electrons band. Here a localized magnetic moment
spin-polarizes the conduction electrons and this polarization in turn couples to a neighboring
localized magnetic moment at a distance r away. The exchange interaction is thus indirect
because it does not involve direct coupling between magnetic moments. The coupling takes the
form of an r-dependent exchange interaction Jex(r) given by

  !"# 

$% &'(*)
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----------------------- (1.15)

m* is the effective mass, kF is the Fermi wave vector of the electron gas. The oscillating function
/0012
*

and is plotted in Fig.1.13 as a function of x.
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Fig. 1.13. The oscillatory part of RKKY interaction energy. F(x) is proportional to the product of
the Fermi wave vector and the distance from the localized moment.
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It is a long range interaction with oscillatory dependence on the distance between the magnetic
ions. Hence, depending on the separation it may be either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic
[85]. This model will be applicable in host materials having delocalized charge carriers.
RKKY interaction is also found to play a major role in many DMS materials when the solubility
of carrier level is quite high [26, 31, 41]. The carrier concentration in such case is found to be
quite high i.e. in the order of 1019 cm-3 to 1021 cm-3 and it correspond to about 60 at % of carrier
doping in Group IV-VI based DMS [26, 31]. Evidence of magnetic phase transition from PM
state to FM state with high carrier concentration has been observed experimentally. In DMS
materials, doping of extra charge carriers along with magnetic ions, i.e. codoping gives rise to
enhanced FM [42, 43, 86-90]. (Ga,Mn)As and (GaMn) alloys exhibit FM due to exchange
interaction between Mn ions for a distance longer than the average Mn-Mn distance. In both of
these alloys, exchange interactions are found to be oscillatory and are damped due to disorder.
However, isolated Mn impurities in the semiconductor host with same number of valence holes
exhibit un-damped RKKY type behavior [91-93].

1.4.5 Anisotropic Exchange Interaction
Anisotropic exchange interaction or magnetic anisotropy is the dependence of magnetic
properties on the direction in which they are measured. The anisotropy could be intrinsic i.e. due
to the sample crystal structure and could be also extrinsic, due to several factors such as shape of
the sample, stress, preparation and annealing methods, plastic deformation etc. [48, 94, 95]. In
general, isotropic exchange interaction is taken into account, where the exchange constant
Jij = J ("453 6 4"5#
453 6 "475# 8, however it is valid only in highly symmetric system. In case of
7 = J 8!"
alloys and oxides with noncubic crystal structure, disordered and partially ordered magnets,

magnetic nanostructures, and in multilayer, strong bond anisotropy was found. The bond
anisotropy (exchange anisotropy) is different from that of relatively weak relativistic anisotropy.
The relativistic anisotropy arises due to spin-orbit coupling and angle between magnetization and
crystal axis. The examples of relativistic anisotropy are magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interaction. The relativistic anisotropy contribution is quite less
compared to Heisenberg contribution by a factor α2, where α is the Sommerfeld’s fine structure
constant and given as α = 1/137 [96, 97]. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy mainly arises in
samples, exhibiting strong spin-orbit coupling. In order to orient the spins along the field
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direction, additional energy is required to reorient the orbitals also due to strong spin-orbit
coupling in some of the materials. In such case, one would expect large coercive field. However,
in transition element based alloy the spin-orbit coupling is quite weak because of the strong
crystal field effect and hence negligible magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The magnetocrystalline
anisotropy also arises from the shape of the samples, which in turn depends on the
demagnetization factor.
The DM interaction was independently developed by Dzyaloshinsky [98] and Moriya [99] in
order to explain the weak FM occurring in α-Fe2O3, Co3O4, MnCo3 etc. This also comes under

relativistic anisotropic interaction, where the Hamiltonian is given by HDM = Dij. S1 x S2. Here
the vector Dij = -Dji and vanishes when the crystal field has inversion symmetry with respect to

the centre between the two magnetic ions. However, in general it may not vanish and lie either
parallel or perpendicular to the line connecting the two spins.

1.4.6 Double Exchange Interaction
The First principle electronic structure calculation of Sato and Yoshida [4] on tetrahedral
coordinated TM-ion based DMS materials predicts that FM state was stabilized by double
exchange interactions. In 1951, Zener presented a theory of indirect magnetic exchange between
3d atoms [32, 100]. Carrier electrons can hop between two ions only if the electron spins of the
two ions are parallel and Zener showed that FM interactions are energetically favored when
conduction electrons are present. To describe the exchange interaction between Mn3+ and Mn4+
ions via an oxygen ion, Zener introduced the concept of double exchange, i.e. simultaneous
transfer of an electron from Mn3+ to oxygen and from the oxygen to Mn4+. Two simultaneous
motions are involved in this process, and so it is called double exchange (DE) interaction. The
movement of electron can be shown as, Mn13↑+ O2↑ ,3↓ Mn 4 + → Mn 4 + O1↑ ,3↓ Mn23↑+ , where the electron
spins are labeled as 1, 2 and 3. Anderson and Hasegawa [77] presented the DE mechanism in
detail by visualizing a second order process in which the electron transfer takes place as follows
Mn13↑+ O2↑,3↓ Mn 4+ → Mn13↑+ O3↓ Mn23↑+ → Mn 4+ O1↑,3↓ Mn23↑+ .
Double exchange is always ferromagnetic; if the spins of the d-electrons of the two
manganese ions are parallel, the configurations Mn3+-O2--Mn4+ and Mn4+-O2--Mn3+ will be
degenerated. If the manganese spins are not parallel, the electron transfer becomes more
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difficult due to strong onsite Hund’s coupling. The electron transfer will be more difficult if the
Mn-O-Mn bonds are bent, i.e. deviated from 180°. The overlap of the manganese d-orbitals and
the oxygen p-orbital is the largest and hence the interaction is strongest, where the bond angle is
180o. It has been presented that, the effective hopping integral for the electron to move from one
Mn site to another Mn site is proportional to the square of the hoping integral between p-oxygen
and d-manganese orbitals. If the localized spins (t2g, S = 3/2) are considered as classical objects
and if they are canted with an angle θ between the nearest neighbor spins, the effective hopping
integral would be proportional to cos(θ/2). For θ = 0, cos(θ/2) attains maximum value 1 and the
hopping is maximum and, it corresponds to ferromagnetic interaction. If θ = 1800, the cos(θ/2)
becomes 0 and it corresponds to antiferromagnetic interaction [77].

Fig. 1.14 (a) Sketch of the double exchange mechanism which involves two Mn ions and one O
ion. (b) The mobility of eg electrons is depicted for parallel alignment of localized spins. The
transfer integral is shown in the Fig. (c).
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Coming to the calculation done by Sato et al. [4], here the 3d levels of TM ions are split by
crystal field into lower energy doublet eg and higher energy triplet t2g levels, as the TM ion lies in
a tetrahedral environment. Again the spin-up (↑) and spin-down (↓) states are also split by
exchange splitting. Here the spin-up 3d-states are lower in energy than the spin-down states. The
wave functions of these t2g states are extended to anions, therefore, t2g states hybridize well with
O-2p states which make the host valence band, so that bonding states (tb) remain localized and
anti-bonding (ta) orbitals only contain electrons having itinerant characters, as schematically
shown in Fig. 1.15(a). On the other hand, the wave functions of the eg states are extended to the
interstitial region, therefore, the hybridization of the eg states with the host valence band is weak
and eg states remain as non-bonding localized states as shown in Fig. 1.15. If neighboring TMions of 2+ or 3+ states have parallel alignment of their magnetic moments, and the electrons
from the partially filled t2g orbital are allowed to hop from one ion to the other ion and stabilize
the ferromagnetic ground state. Based on the above conditions, the 3d-orbital configuration
which leads to FM or a spin glass behavior is shown in Fig. 1.16. Their results explain the
observed magnetic behavior in group II-VI and III-V based DMS. But it contradicts with the
observed FM in ZnO with Fe, Ni and Co. So, in the case of ZnO doped TM-ion, it is explained
that the eg state is extended well to the conduction band and so they contribute itinerant charge
carriers.
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Fig. 1.15 A schematic electronic structure of TM at the tetrahedral substitutional site. The antibonding ta states and non-bonding eg-states appear in the band gap ref.[4].
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Fig. 1.16 Schematic 3d orbital electronic configuration of TM-ions in presence of a tetrahedral
environment. The + and – sign indicate the spin up and spin down states respectively
(reproduced from ref. [4]).
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1.5 Theoretical Models in DMS
Many theoretical models have been proposed in order to explain the FM ordering in DMS
materials, but the complete understanding of origin of FM interactions prevailing in these DMS
materials are yet to be understood. Here, some of the theoretical models most commonly used for
explaining the FM in DMS materials are summarized.

1.5.1 Zener Model
The solubility limit of the dopant level is very low in Group III-V based DMS [21, 101,
102]. The observed FM in these materials was first explained by Dietl et al. [5] in Znic Blende
Ga1-xMnxAs and their model is based on Zener’s Model that was originally developed in 1950’s.
According to Zener model, the FM is driven by the exchange interaction between carriers and
localized spins [32, 100, 103]. The Zener model explains that, direct exchange interaction
between the adjacent d-shell atoms will leads to AFM in all circumstances, where as the itinerant
carriers lead to FM ordering. According to Dietl et al.[5] the divalent magnetic ions such as Mn2+
in

Ga1-xMnxAs provide a localized spins and at the same time act as acceptors. These Mn

acceptors compensate the deep antisite donors present in GaAs and produce p-type conduction.
In case of Zener model, the FM was mediated by the spin polarized conduction electrons,
whereas in GaMnAs, the FM was due to the spin polarized free holes. Moreover RKKY and
Zener Models lead to same value of predicted Tc in the mean field approximation [5] as long as
the carrier concentration is lower than that of the localized spins. By determining, how the
Ginzburg-Landau free energy F depends on magnetization, M and by minimizing the free energy
with respect to M by considering F due to carriers, (Fc) and F due to localized spins, Fs. Fc(M)
was determined by considering the p-d exchange contributions and the spin-orbit splitting. Fs(M)
was determined by using the relation


+0 !:#  6 ;< :< =! :< #

…………………………………………

(1.16)

here H(M0) is the inverse function of experimental dependence of M0 with H. By minimizing
Fc(M)+Fs(M) with respect to M at a given T and hole concentration p, they determined the FM

Tc within the mean field approximation, which is valid quantitatively for long range exchange
interaction.
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The computed Curie temperature values for various semiconductors doped with 5 at % of Mn as
shown by Dietl et al. [5] are reproduced in Fig.1.17. According to the above model, Mn doped
GaN and ZnO are expected to be FM at RT.

Fig.1.17 Computed Tc values for 5 at % Mn doped semiconductors (ref.[5]).

1.5.2 Bound Magnetic Polarons
The magnetic polaron in magnetic semiconductor was introduced by Kasuya et al. [104].
The concept of bound magnetic polaron (BMP) was introduced by Torrance et al. [105], while
explaining the unusual electrical conductivity of EuO in the presence of magnetic impurity.
According to them, the oxygen vacancies in EuO behave like shallow donors, i.e. one of the
electrons is loosely bound. The electron in a large radius of molecular orbital around the oxygen
vacancy interacts with the spin of localized magnetic impurity such that the magnetic spins are
aligned parallel. Thus, the exchange interaction between localized carriers and magnetic ions
within the carrier orbit leads to bound magnetic polaron.
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Thus BMPs are entities, where the carrier spins couple to the localized spins of the
magnetic elements through the exchange interactions [10, 104, 105]. BMP are produced in
magnetic semiconductors by the exchange interaction between carrier spins and magnetic ion
spins. At low temperatures, carriers bound to impurities align nearby magnetic ions, creating a
finite local magnetization. The bound hole (electron) interacts with the spins of the magnetic ions
within the sphere of Bohr orbit and tends to produce ferromagnetic alignment in those spins as
shown in Fig.1.18. Thus, in a simple model, the material can be considered as an irregular
assembly of ferromagnetic spheres in a matrix, which may be antiferromagnetic or paramagnetic,
depending upon various conditions
The localization of these trapped (bound) charge carriers will increase their interaction
with the surrounding (magnetic) environment. Due to the interaction, the magnetic spins can
have a significant net FM alignment and in that case the BMP resembles a ferromagnetic bubble
embedded in a PM matrix.
The ferromagnetic ordering of TM ions in DMS materials is also explained by the BMP
model [6-9]. The effect of thermodynamic fluctuations on BMP was theoretically worked out by
Dietl et al.[106]. According to them, the degree of spin alignment around the donor impurity
depends not only the molecular field produced by the impurity electron but also by the
thermodynamic fluctuations of magnetization.
The schematic representation of isolated polarons, polaron overlap and nearest neighbor
antiferromagnetic interaction between impurity ions are shown in Fig. 1.18 by reproducing the
plot reported by Coey et al.[35].
The observed magnetic behavior of transition element doped insulating DMS was theoretically
explained by Durst et al.[10, 107] by BMP and interaction between polaron pairs as shown in
Fig.1.19. According to their model, at low temperature, where the carrier ion exchange
interaction becomes more significant, both polaron size and total intrapolaron exchange energy
increase logarithmically with decrease in temperature in the range, K/<<T<<K. Here K/ is the
ion-carrier exchange constant in the interstitial region (region between polaron pairs) and K is
the intrapolaron ion-carrier exchange constant. At very high temperature, the spins within the
system are not aligned and their model parameters yield a constant value. At high temperature,
the intrapolaron ion-carrier exchange constant K is less than T (K<< T). At very low
temperatures, T<<K/, the interstitial parameters would become temperature dependent and for
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reasonable carrier and ion densities, the polar
polarons
ons grow large enough size such that they touch
each other and in such temperature region, the above model cannot be used.

Fig.1.18 The bound magnetic polaron model. The red circle shows a single polaron of radius aB.
(following ref. [6-9])

Fig.1.19 Schematic of polaron pair model as per (ref.[10]
[10]).
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Kaminski and Das Sharma [44] have derived the analytical expression for FM Tc and
temperature dependent magnetization of DMS by introducing polaron percolation model. They
have assumed that holes (or electrons) are localized and the concentration of holes is smaller
than magnetic impurity concentrations (nh<<ni). The hole wave function was assumed to fall off
exponentially away from the localization centers with decay length aB. Because of low
concentration of localized holes, the mean distance between localized holes is much longer than
the hole localization radius. The FM Tc and the temperature at which two polarons correlate is
given by,
2
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Here s and S are spin of hole and magnetic impurity respectively. Jo is the exchange energy
constant of impurity hole exchange interaction. The limit of applicability of the above equation is

B CD << 1. The expression for magnetization as per polaron percolation theory is,
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Here the universal function γ is the infinite cluster volume in the model of overlapping spheres
and it depends on the product of diameter of spheres and the cube root of their concentration.
The theoretical M(T)/M(0) versus temperature curve is found to show a concave shape and is
comparable to the experimental data of group III-V sample [108]. The above polaron percolation
theory reduces to free carrier, Weiss molecular field theory at the limit B CD =1.

The experimental magnetization data recorded on several oxide based DMS materials are also

analyzed in terms of BMP model [109-111].
McCabe et al. [112] analyzed the magnetization data in terms BMP model in the p-type
magnetic semiconductor alloy Cu2Mn0.9Zn0.1SnS4. They showed that BMPs were present up to a
temperature of about 60 K. According to them, the measured magnetization can be fitted to the
following relation based on BMP model [112, 113].

M = M 0 L( x) + χ m H

---------------------------------------- (1.19)

where, the first term is from BMP contribution and the second term is due to paramagnetic
matrix contribution. Here M0 = Nms, N is the number of BMPs involved and ms is the effective
spontaneous moment per BMP.

L ( x ) = coth x − 1 / x
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x = meff H /(k BT ) , where meff is the true spontaneous moment per BMP and at higher
temperature it can be approximated to ms = meff. χm is the susceptibility of the matrix.
The magnetization data of several DMS samples could be explained in terms of BMP model [47,
109, 110, 114-117].

1.5.3 Spin Split impurity band model
The spin split impurity band model was developed by Coey et al. [35] in order to
explain the interaction mechanism prevailing in diluted ferromagnetic oxides, that exhibit high
Curie temperature and giant magnetic moment per TM-ion. The Oxide based DMS materials are
known to exhibit high dielectric constant k and n-type semiconducting behavior. The
conventional super-exchange interaction cannot account for the observed long range magnetic
ordering, with a few percentage of the magnetic cation. Also there is no experimental evidence
of presence of mixed valent TM ions such that they may lead to double exchange FM interaction.
The model proposes that FM exchange is mediated by shallow donor electrons that form BMPs,
which overlap to create a spin spilt impurity band.
The general formula for the oxides is,
(A1-xMx) (O□δ)n

……………………………………

(1.20)

where A is a non-magnetic cation, M is the magnetic ion, □- represents donor defect and n=1 or
2. The electron associated with a particular defect is confined within a hydrogenic orbital radius,
rh = ε(m/m*)ao, where ε is the dielectric constant, m- mass of electron, m* effective mass of
donor electron, ao is the Bohr radius. With increase in donor concentrations, the impurity levels
merge to form an impurity band. The donors tend to form a BMP, coupling the spin of 3d
electrons of magnetic ions within their orbits. Such interaction can be written in terms of s-d
exchange parameters Jsd, i.e.
-Jsd S.s|\!"#|] ^

……………………………………… (1.21)

where S is the spin of 3d cations with volume Ω and s is the spin of donor electron.
As the density of defects n□ increases, the hydrogenic orbitals of donor electrons overlap and

percolation occurs, when they fill 16 % space. The percolation threshold for long range FM
ordering is γ3δ=4.3, where oxygen vacancy δ=n□/no (ratio of oxygen vacancy and oxygen
concentrations) and γ is a constant. The Curie temperature as per molecular field approximation
is,
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where x is the concentration of magnetic cations and it must lie below the percolation threshold,
xp to avoid antiferromagnetic interaction. Here wc is the product of cation/anion volume ratio
(~ 6%) and the oxygen packing fraction fo, (~ 0.74). As per eq. 1.22, the Curie temperature for
substituted ZnO, can be written as >/  0.04c@!@ Y 1#dJe

fgh


and it is found to be 18 K[11].

However, the experimental Tc values are above the room temperature.
The only option to boost the theoretical Tc is to increase the donor concentration in the
vicinity of magnetic impurity, i.e. to the level of 1 to 2 % electrons from the donor states to each
magnetic ion. The electron transfer effect can be represented by introducing a factor i
1.22 for Tc, i.e.
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The electronic structure required for high Curie temperature along with the electronic structure
for low Curie temperature is shown in Fig. 1.20. High Curie temperature is expected whenever
unoccupied 3d states overlap with impurity band. For light 3d elements such as Ti and V, 3d↑
states lie high within 2p(O)- 4s(Zn) gap, and overlapping the spin split donor impurity band, as
shown in Fig.1.20(a). In the middle of the series, i.e. for TM = Mn, there is no overlap of 3d
levels with spin split impurity band and the exchange interaction is weak as shown in Fig.
1.20(b). Towards the end of the series, the 3d↓ levels overlap with impurity band giving rise to
high Tc, i.e. for TM = Co.
Thus the spin-split impurity band model explains the high Tc observed in TM doped oxide
semiconductors [39, 118, 119].
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Fig.1.20 Schematic diagram of electronic structure of TM doped oxide semiconductor for (a) M
= Ti, (b) M = Mn, and (c) M = Co. (reproduced from ref.[11]).

1.6 Critical Exponents in Magnetic Transition
The study of critical phenomena in the second order magnetic phase transition, i.e., close
to FM TC in amorphous and crystalline ferromagnets has been the field of interest for a long time
to understand the type of magnetic interactions. The famous Landau theory for the second order
magnetic phase transition assumed that the Gibb’s free energy is a function of the order
parameter and temperature dependent coefficients [120]. The Gibb’s free energy G is written in
terms of powers of order parameter. The magnetization M is taken as the order parameter. The
expression for G as per Landau theory is given as,
n!>, :#  n< 6 := Y B:] Y p:$ Y q

-------------(1.23)

Here, the coefficients a and b are temperature dependent parameters. The condition for
minimum free energy in isothermal system, without any external influence can be written as
(∂G/∂M = 0), and it gives rise,

=
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According to eq. 1.24, a plot of M2 versus H/M should be a straight line with a positive slope
[121]. So, for a second order magnetic phase transition, the plot of M2 versus H/M is expected to
be a straight line, with a positive slope [122]. The spontaneous magnetization, Ms(0, T), the
inverse susceptibility, χ0-1(T) and the isothermal magnetization at the critical temperature M(H,
T=TC) follow the power law behavior as given below [120],
:r !># s |t|u
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Here β, γ and δ are critical exponents corresponding to MS, χ0 and isothermal magnetization at TC
and ε = (T−TC) /TC is the reduced temperature. According to Arrott and Noakes [123], the meanfield relation (eq.1.24) can be modified for a more general case as given below,
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where, T1 and M1 are material dependent constants. For the critical exponent values
corresponding to the mean-field model, i.e., β = 0.5 and γ = 1, eq. (1.28) reduces to eq. (1.24).
In the mean-field model (or molecular field model), the magnetic spins interact with one another
through a molecular field proportional to the average magnetization. Here, the exchange
interaction, Jij between all the spins Si and Sj is identical and independent of displacement. This
model is appropriate, whenever the interaction is in long range. Chamberlin [124] has proposed
the mean-field cluster model to explain the existence of long range interaction in different
substances.
For high magnetic anisotropic materials, the critical exponents generally follow the Ising
model. This model deals with only one component of the spins. In highly anisotropic materials, a
stronger magnetic coupling is seen in one of the components of spin compared to other two
components. The γ value corresponding to three dimensional Ising model is 1.25.
Heisenberg model is an isotropic model, where all components of spins play equal role in
magnetic interactions. The magnetic interaction energy between spins Si and Sj of atoms present
at nearest neighboring positions i and j can be written as U = - 2 J Si . Sj, where, J is the
exchange integral and is related to the overlap of the charge distributions of the atoms i, j. Such
interaction takes place mostly with nearest neighbor magnetic ions and known as short range
interaction.
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The list of critical exponents γ, β and δ predicted by different theoretical models are
given as follows.
3-D Heisenberg model

γ = 1.336,

β = 0.365

δ = 4.80

3-D XY model

γ = 1.30,

β = 0.34

δ = 4.80

3-D Ising model

γ = 1.241,

β = 0.325

δ = 4.82

Mean-field model

γ = 1.00,

β = 0.50

δ = 3.0

Tricritical mean-field

γ = 1.00,

β = 0.25

δ = 5.0

The above critical exponents are related to each other by the Widom scaling relation [125], δ
= 1+ γ/β and follow the static scaling hypothesis.

Fig.1.21: Scaling law for nickel sample using the data of Weiss and Forrer. The left side and
right side curves correspond to T < TC and T > TC respectively. ‘t’ denotes the reduced
temperature ε = (T – TC)/ TC and M1 is a constant. (Reproduced from Green et al. [12]
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The static scaling hypothesis predicts that M(H, ε) is an universal function of ε and H as given
below,

:!=, t#|t|u  z{ P=|t|!u|w# S

-------------- (1.29)

where, f+ and f- are regular analytical functions for ε > 0 and ε < 0, respectively. According to
eq. (1.29), plots of M (H, ε)|ε|-β versus H|ε|-(β+γ) would lead to universal curves, one for
temperatures T > TC (ε > 0) and the other for T < TC (ε < 0). A typical scaling hypothesis plot
for Ni sample reported by Green et al.[12] from the experimental data of Weiss and Forrer [126]
is shown in Fig.1.21. They used the exponent values of β = 0.4, γ = 1.315 with Curie temperature
TC = 353.8 °C.
To exclude the possibility of error in Tc obscuring the critical exponents, the χo data could be
analyzed independently in terms of Kouvel-Fisher method [127] and according to that, the
expression for susceptibility can be written in the following form
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versus T is expected to exhibit a liner behavior with a slope 1/γ and

the intercept in the T axis equal to Tc. Thus Tc and γ can be determined simultaneously.

Critical exponent analysis has been reported in many metallic alloys, metals and spinels such as
Cu-Ni, Co-Ni, Fe-Ni, Fe84B16, FeZr, Fe, Co and Ni metal and also in ferrites such as Fe3O4,
TiFe2O4, MnFe2O4 etc.[128-132]. Critical exponent analysis have carried out by Hiroyoshi et al.
[129] in Ni and other metallic alloys. They have shown the linear behavior of M2.5 vs (H/M)0.75
for all the metallic and alloyed samples and it signifies that the type of interactions are same for
all the FM alloys. The observed critical exponents were comparable to Heisenberg Model.
Flores et al.[132] studied the phase transition in Ti0.2Fe2.8O4 based ferrite samples by using
Arrott plots and Kouvel-Fisher method and, the magnetic interaction was found to be short range
Heisenberg type. The reported values of critical exponents on various perovskite colossal
magneto-resistance materials have been found to be disparate with values corresponding to both
long range and short range FM interactions. Motome et al. [133] estimated the value of β from
the Monte-Carlo simulation and predicted that the above class of materials follow three
dimensional (3D) Heisenberg model. Lofland et al. [134] and a few other research groups [135,
136] have observed long range interactions in (La, Sr)MnO3 system, with estimated critical
exponent values following the mean-field model. On the other hand, FM transitions in Sr, Ba and
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Ag substituted La-Mn-O compounds have been found to follow either 3D Heisenberg [137-139]
or 3D Ising [140] model. Venkatesh et al. [141] extracted the critical exponents from
magnetization, ac susceptibility, resistivity and specific heat measurements on Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3
single crystalline sample. They reported that, the exponent values were all between mean-field
and 3d-Heisenberg models.
Critical behavior of DMS materials such as Ga1-xMnxAs was studied theoretically by Priour et
al.[142] using the large scale Monte Carlo calculation. They have modeled the magnetic
transition in DMS materials in terms of strongly disordered Heisenberg model in 3D lattice. In
the presence of strong disorder, there could be an apparent change in critical behavior especially
at relatively large ε value. In such case, the expression for χ can be written by taking into account
the correction to scaling as follows [142]

χ = χo (ε-γ+ B t  + Ct  Y q)

-----------------

(1.31)

Where γ is the genuine critical exponent for χo and, y1 and y2 are the exponents for correction in
the scaling relation. The effective critical exponent, γeff can be written as

γ~ !t# 
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-------------------

(1.32)

At ε→0, γeff → γ, the genuine critical exponent of χo.
Fukuma et al.[143] studied the critical exponents behavior in Ge1-xMnxTe based DMS materials.
The obtained parameters deduced from Modified Arrott plots and scaling behavior were found to
be in good agreement with the theoretically predicted mean field model. However the values of
critical exponents corresponding to (Cd,Mn)Sb and (Cd,Mn)Te [144, 145] show the nearest
neighbor Heisenberg interaction.
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1.7 Electrical Resistivity of Semiconductors
Electrical resistivity is a measure of the ability of a given material to oppose the flow
of electric current. According to quantum mechanical treatment, the energy of an electron in an
atom cannot take any arbitrary value and the energy states are quantized by specific energy
.O 

values given by E ≈ 

2

eV. Here n is a positive integer known as principal quantum

number, and Z stands for atomic number. Conglomeration of such discrete energy levels results

in an energy band. There can be many such energy bands in a material, depending on the atomic
number and electron distribution. According to the band theory, the energy levels of
semiconductors can be grouped into two bands, the valence band and the conduction band. For
an electron to jump from the valence band to the conduction band, it requires a specific
minimum amount of energy and the required energy varies depending on different materials.
Electrons can gain enough energy to jump to the conduction band by absorbing either a phonon
(heat) or a photon (light). In case of intrinsic semiconductors, the Fermi level lies in between the
conduction band minimum and valence band maximum. Since the conduction band lies above
the Fermi level, at 0 K, when no thermal excitations are available, the conduction band remains
unoccupied. So conduction is not possible at 0K, and resistance is infinite. As temperature
increases, occupancy of the conduction band goes up, thereby resulting in decrease of electrical
resistance of the semiconductor. The temperature dependence of resistance follows an
exponential relation, R = R0e-α/T. Here, R is the resistance of the material, α = Egap/2kB, where
Egap is the bandgap energy and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The resistivity is given by ρ =
R.A/l, where A is the area of cross-section and l is the length of the sample.
Depending on the nature of hopping of the itinerant charge carriers, different models have been
formulated in literature and are summarized below.
If the range of association of charge carriers to crystalline distortion is less than the size of
the unit cell, they are called small polarons. In this case, the charge carriers are always found at
the lattice site. The temperature variation of resistivity above as per small polaron model[146] is,

ρ = ρ spT n exp(

E sp
k BT

)

----------------------- (1.33)

Here, Esp is the hopping energy, T is the temperature. n = 1 corresponds to adiabatic small
polaron hopping and n = 3/2 corresponds to non-adiabatic small polaron hopping. According to
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adiabatic small polaron hopping, the charge carriers hop more rapidly and each time the carrier
hops, the configuration of vibrating atoms in the adjacent site coincides with that of occupied
state. In non-adiabatic case, the motion of small polaron is quite slow.
According to three dimensional Mott variable range hopping (Mott-VRH) model, the
expression for electrical resistivity can be written as, [147, 148],

ρ = ρ 0m

T 
exp  0m 
 T 

1/ 4

----------------------- (1.34)

Here, ρ0m is the Mott residual resistivity and T0m is the Mott characteristic temperature. The
density of states in the vicinity of Fermi level, N(EF) and, hopping distance Rhop(T) and hopping
energy, Ehop(T) can be written as,

N ( EF ) =

18
k B T0m a 3

R hop (T ) =

3  T0 m 
a

8  T 

E hop (T ) =

1
k B T 3 / 4T01m/ 4
4

----------------------- (1.35)
1/ 4

----------------------- (1.36)
----------------------- (1.37)

Here a is the localization length. According to VRH model, the charge carriers hop from one
localized state to another localized state having overlapping electron wave function. The energy
required for such hopping is taken from phonon (lattice vibration). Efros and Skhlovskii (ES)
[149] have modified the Mott-VRH model by taking into account the coulomb interaction
between the charge carriers and the corresponding resistivity expression is,
 T0s 

 T 

1/ 2

----------------------- (1.38)

ρ = ρ 0 s exp 

where, ρ0s is the ES residual resistivity and T0s, the ES characteristic temperature is defined as,
T0 s =

β1e 2
k B a 4πε 0ε r

----------------------- (1.39)

Here a is the localization length, εr is the dielectric constant and β1 = 2.8 is a numerical
constant.
Chou et al. [150] carried out the resistivity measurement in ZnO:Co based DMS materials.
They prepared a series of Co doped ZnO thin films, under different atmosphere and annealing
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conditions. Especially in order to introduce vacancy in the samples the films were grown in Ar
atmosphere and annealed in vacuum. The resistivity data were analyzed based on the
combination of both thermal excitation model and the Mott-VRH model.
The total conductivity, σ(T) can be written as
σ(T) = A exp[-(C/T)1/4] + B exp (-Ed/kBT)-----------------------------------------

(1.40)

Here A and B are constants, Ed is the activation energy and C is a constant associated with the
localized radius and hopping radius around localized states.
The thermal excitation term in eq. 1.40 describes about the thermal energy required by the
localized charge carrier to overcome the bandgap and to reach the conduction band. They found
that as the oxygen vacancy was increased in the system, the carrier concentration increases,
which in turn decrease the activation energy.
Prathiba et al.[151] studied the transport properties in SrSn0.9Sb0.05Fe0.05O3 based oxide DMS and
the obtained electrical conductivity could be well analyzed based on the Mott-VRH model. The
localized radii of localized carriers (rVRH) are found to be of the order of 2.32nm and it was found
to be larger than the BMP radius which is of the order of 0.49nm. They suggested a concentric
bounded model, where a larger VRH sphere surrounds the smaller BMP sphere[151, 152]. The
long range FM ordering and electrical conduction in these oxide based DMS, evolves as a
function of defect concentrations.
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1.8 Experimental Work on Oxide based DMS
As discussed briefly in the beginning of this chapter, diluted magnetic semiconductors based
on alloys such as, Group III-V, Group II-VI, etc. did not yield Curie temperature above room
temperature, and the maximum Tc of 110 K was obtained in Ga1-xMnxAs. Following the
prediction of room temperature FM in Mn doped ZnO by Dietl et al.[5], there are several reports
on the DMS based on oxide semiconductors. In this section, the experimental works carried out
on ZnO, TiO2 and SnO2 based DMS are reviewed.

ZnO based DMS:
ZnO is one of the well known semiconductors with a wide band gap of 3.4eV. It forms in
Wurtzite crystal structure with hexagonal symmetry, where each Zn atom is surrounded by four
oxygen atoms in tetrahedral coordination[153]. ZnO has been the focus of research because of its
applications such as light emitters, transparent conductor in electronic circuits, piezo electric
transducer and window materials for display and solar cells[154, 155]. TM doped ZnO has been
investigated to achieve room temperature FM and application towards spintronics [156-162].
Based on first principles calculations, Sato and Yoshida [163] showed that Zn1-xTMxO
compounds exhibit ferromagnetic ordering without any additional carrier doping for TM = V, Cr,
Fe, Co and Ni. For TM = Ti and Cu, it results in paramagnetic state. Following the above reports,
room temperature FM has been reported by several authors by doping the transition elements
such as Ti [11, 35], V[118, 164, 165], Cr [11, 156, 164, 166], Mn [38, 86, 153, 167-173], Fe
[111, 174-176], Co[11, 35, 42, 47, 177-189] etc.
Fukumura et al. [190] studied the Mn doped ZnO prepared by pulsed laser deposition
technique on polished C-plane sapphire substrate. The substrate temperature was maintained at
600oC and the oxygen partial pressure of 10-5 Torr. From magnetization measurement, they have
observed a spin glass behavior with a freezing temperature of 13 K and with a strong AFM
behavior. The solubility limit of Mn was reported to be up to 35 % due to the variation of thin
film growth technique [165, 190-194]. The magnetic moment per Mn ion and the FM Tc were
found to decrease with increase in Mn concentration [86, 153, 194, 195]. For example, by
increasing Mn concentration from 2.2 to 30%, the magnetic moment per Mn atom was found to
fall from 4.8µB to 0.02µB [193].The FM Tc was found to be above room temperature for Mn
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concentration within 5 % [86, 153] and generally well below 100 K for higher concentration
[194]. Bulk samples of Mn doped ZnO were studied by several authors and reported room
temperature FM [196-198]. Theodoropoulou et al.[199] reported FM with Tc~ 250 K in Mn
implanted (3%) single crystal sample of Sn doped ZnO. Mn (2 at %) doped ZnO sintered at
temperature T < 700oC was reported to exhibit FM with Tc > 420 K and Ms = 0.16 µB [37]. The
strength of FM interaction was found to reduce with increase in Mn concentration. In contrast to
the above report, a few authors have reported dominant AFM ground state in Mn doped ZnO
samples [200, 201].
The first report of Co-doped ZnO thin film was from Ueda et al.[156], where they have
reported room temperature FM for x = 0.05 to 0.25 in Zn1-xCoxO2. Their x = 0.05 and x = 0.15
samples showed Ms values of 1.8 and 2.0µB with carrier concentrations 1.2x1018 and 2.9x1020
cm-3 respectively. The Ms and Tc values were found to increase with increase in doping
concentration. The Co doped ZnO was studied by several authors [11, 182, 200, 202] and the
stronger room temperature FM with magnetic moment per Co ion in the range of 1 to 6 µB/Coion were reported for Co concentration in the range of 3 to 5 at %. Giant magnetic moment of 5.9
µB/Co-ion and 2.6 µB/Co-ion were reported on 3 at % and 5 at % Co doped ZnO and these values
are quite high even compared to Ms value of bulk Co metal, i.e. 1.7 µB/Co-ion[182, 203]. A giant
magnetic moment of 6.1 µB/Co-ion with a high Curie temperature of 790 K was reported by
Song et al.[47] on Co doped ZnO deposited on dielectric LiNbO3. Due to the insulating nature of
the sample, it was suggested that the magnetic coupling is not due to any carrier mediated
exchange interaction but rather due to a super cooling mechanism based on bound magnetic
polarons as result of magnetoelectric coupling between the substrate and Zn1-xCoxO thin film.
Bulk polycrystalline samples of Zn1-xCoxO for x = 0 to 0.15 were studied by Risbud et al.[89]
and found that these materials exhibit nearest neighbor AFM interaction. Based on density
functional calculation, they have suggested that the FM can occur only in the presence of
additional hole doping. Liu et al.[90] reported that the FM coupling in Co:ZnO is induced
through charge transfer between Co-3d and donor defect and it depends on the electron
localization of oxygen defect. The distance between the Co atoms and oxygen vacancy plays
important role in mediating FM coupling and is realized when the distance between Co atom and
oxygen vacancy is less than 5Å. AFM coupling would be dominant, when the distance is larger
than 5Å.
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In addition to Mn and Co doping, other TM ions in ZnO was studied by several authors in thin
film and bulk form [116, 204-207].

TiO2 based DMS
TiO2 is one of the interesting wide band gap semiconductors and occurs in different forms such
as rutile, anatase and Brookite. Rutile is tetragonal with lattice parameters a = b = 4.59Å and c =
2.96Å with a band gap of 3.6eV and anatase phase also crystallizes in a tetragonal structure with
lattice parameters a = b = 3.78Å and c = 9.52Å and, bandgap of 3.2eV [208].
The room temperature FM in Co doped TiO2 thin film was first reported by Matsumoto et
al.[33] for Co concentration up to 8 at %. They have used LaAlO3 (001) and SrTiO3 (001)
substrates at oxygen partial pressure of 10-6 to 10-5 Torr and temperature of 680-720oC. The Ms
value was reported to be 0.32µB/Co-ion and the observed low Ms value was explained in terms of
low spin state of Co. The resistivity and carrier concentration were 0.1-1 Ω-cm and 1018 cm-3
respectively. Following the above discovery, there are several reports on Co-doped TiO2 by
using various type of substrates, oxygen partial pressure and substrate temperature [34, 209-215].
Shinde et al.[209] reported FM Tc close to 650 K in Co:TiO2 under low doped regime and
explained that it is due to intrinsic DMS effect. FM Tc up to 400 K was reported by several other
authors in Co:TiO2 [33, 34, 209, 213]. The highest Ms value of 1.7µB/Co-ion was measured by
Stampe et al.[211] in 7 at % Co doped sample on LaAlO3 substrate. The Ms values in the range
of 0.94µB/Co-ion to 1.4 µB/Co-ion were reported by several authors [33, 34, 209, 215].
Other transition element doping such as V, Cr, Fe, Ni in TiO2 have been carried out by several
authors. The solubility limit of Cr was found to be 16 at % [216-218] and its Ms value was found

to vary from 2.9 µB/Cr-ion to 0.9 µB/Cr-ion with increase in Cr concentration from 0.06 to
0.12%. The Fe doping in TiO2 was found to yield Ms value ranging from 0.14 µB/Fe-ion to 2.4
µB/Fe-ion [219-221]. Xiaoyan et al.[222] reported that ball milled α-Fe doped TiO2 exhibits FM
with Tc = 650 K and Ms = 0.15µB/Fe-ion. The observed FM was found to be an intrinsic
property. Duhalde et al.[223] found RT FM in Cu doped TiO2 where the observed FM was
explained based on the formation of oxygen defects near the Cu ion.
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SnO2 based DMS:
SnO2 is the first transparent semiconductor that was commercialized extensively. Extensive
literature exists on preparation and electrical and optical properties of single crystal SnO2 [224227]. Under optimum condition of deposition, SnO2 films are generally polycrystalline with
grain size 200-300Å and retain tetragonal rutile structure of bulk SnO2. It exhibits n-type
conductivity and it is mainly due to non-stoichiometry. SnO2 films are degenerate
semiconductors

with

typical

carrier

2

-3

concentrations

N~1019-1020

cm-3,

a

mobility

-2

µ = 5-30 cm /V.s and resistivity ρ ~ 10 -10 Ω-cm[224]. Pure SnO2 films exhibit direct optical
band gap of 3.87 - 4.3 eV [224, 228].
Due to the interesting electrical and optical properties of SnO2 and their applications in solar
cells, gas sensors, as transparent conductors, etc., several authors have perused the research on
TM doped SnO2 to explore RT FM for spintronic applications. The RT FM with giant magnetic
moment in SnO2 was first reported by Ogale et al. [39] by depositing Co doped SnO2 on R-plane
sapphire substrate. They have grown the Sn1-xCoxO2 films by PLD technique and keeping the
substrate at 700oC in 10-4 Torr oxygen pressure. Giant magnetic moment of the order of
7.55±0.5µB/Co-ion was observed for 5 at % of Co doping. From magnetization measurement, the
FM Tc was found to be 650 K. This moment is much larger than the moment of metallic Co or
any other known Co oxides. Gopinadhan et al.[43] studied the Sn1-xCoxO2 thin film prepared by
spray pyrolysis technique. They have observed room temperature FM with increase in Ms value
monotonically with Co concentration up to 0.10. The maximum carrier concentration and Ms
values were reported to be 2.2x1019 cm-3 and 0.26 µB/Co-ion respectively. They have emphasized
the role of carrier concentration in stabilizing the FM.
Bulk polycrystalline samples of Co doped SnO2 were also found to exhibit room temperature FM
with Ms = 0.13 µB/Co-ion [40]. The analysis of M-H data in terms of Brillouin function model
gave an indication that the doped Co ions are in Co2+ state with effective magnetic moment,
µeff ~ 4.57µB/Co-ion. Mn doped SnO2 was also found to show FM behavior but with Tc above
and below room temperature [229, 230]. However Duan et al.[198] observed AFM interaction in
Mn doped SnO2 and they have explained in terms of lack of free charge carrier density to induce
RKKY type of FM interaction.
The theoretical calculation of Errico et al. [231] taking into consideration 25 at % TMconcentration in TiO2 shows that the low spin state is more energetically preferable. In TM-ion
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doped rutile crystal structure, the TM-ion is surrounded by the O atom in octahedral crystal field.
The octahedral crystal field splits the d-orbital into lower energy triplet t2g and higher energy
doublet eg states. The crystal field created by octahedral coordination of ligand field is twice as
large as that created by tetrahedral coordination [232]. So, the crystal field dominates over the
pairing energy. Thus low spin state is more preferable. Thus the resulting magnetic moment of
2.38µ B/Fe-ion, 0.78µ B/Co-ion etc. is expected in these compounds. As SnO2 also has the same
rutile structure as TiO2 so, similar kind of result is expected.
Many TM-doped oxide based DMS, are found to be ferromagnetic insulating along with giant
magnetic moment [47]. It is claimed that FM interaction prevailing in these insulating DMS is
not carrier mediated. The other way of explanation is the defect mediated FM. Kilic and Zunger
[233] predicted that even in pure SnO2, oxygen vacancy has very low formation energy and
would commonly exists. Moreover the ab-initio calculation of Errico et al. [231] on Co-doped
TiO2 and first-principle calculations on Co-doped SnO2 by Wang et al. [45] predicted that there
is a strong tendency of oxygen vacancy formation near the Co and Fe-ion. They found that the
doped system is more energetically favorable than the undoped system for oxygen vacancy
formation. As per the calculation of Wang et al. [45] the presence of vacancies increases the
magnetic moment of the TM-ion. Also a sharp increase in magnetic moment was observed when
the TM-ion and oxygen vacancy remain in the same octahedron, in which distance between TM
ion and vacancy is 2.06Å [45]. This can be understood as follows. In order to have charge
neutrality, the Co-ion replacing the Sn4+ ion must have the valence of Co4+ in Co-doped SnO2
without introducing any defects. However, the Co4+ state is not energetically favorable and in
order to maintain the charge neutrality an adjacent oxygen vacancy is created near the TM-ions
[45]. Their results show that strong p-d coupling and hopping is possible in the Co and Fe-doped
SnO2. The calculations done by Wang et al. show that without the presence of oxygen vacancy,
the magnetic moment in 12.5 at % of Co-doped SnO2 is found to be of the order of
0.8µ B/Co-ion and the value was found to be 2.3µ B/Co-ion by including the vacancy in the
system. Such oxygen vacancy mediated FM was reported in Fe doped SnO2 [234].
In addition to that TM doping in a few other wide band gap semiconductor such as In2O3 and
CeO2, Cu2O etc. were discussed in literature [46, 87, 117, 235-244].
Thus even though room temperature FM has been achieved in TM doped oxide
semiconductors, the mechanism of FM is yet to be understood in detail.
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1.9 Motivation of the present thesis work
At the beginning of the thesis work, and as per literature survey, it was observed that, there
were several reports on the TM doped ZnO and TiO2 based DMS with room temperature FM
[33-38]. SnO2 is one of the well known wide band gap semiconductors having wide range of
applications in optoelectronic devices, solar cells, gas sensors, etc. Doping of trace amount of
TM can gives rise to robust FM semiconductors for potential applications in optoelectronic and
spintronic devices. Ogale et al.[39] have reported a giant magnetic moment of the order of 7.5 ±
0.5 µB/Co-ion and large Curie temperature as high as 650 K in Co-doped SnO2 thin film. In
view of the reported interesting giant magnetic moment in SnO2 based thin film and due the lack
of detailed reports on bulk samples, it was taken up for the preparation of Co and Ni doped bulk
SnO2 under different experimental conditions and the detailed study of magnetic properties.
Following samples were prepared for the present thesis work,
4) Sn1-xCoxO2 for (x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07, 0.10) samples by using solid state route and ball
milling technique.
5) Pure and 2 at % Co-doped SnO2 samples prepared by co-precipitation method.
6) Sn1-xNixO2 (x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07, 0.10) samples by using solid state route and ball
milling technique.
The above prepared samples were characterized by recording and analyzing room
temperature powder X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD). The recording of microstructural images
and compositional analysis were carried out by using LEO SEM machine equipped with energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) facilities. The microstructure and the composition at crystallites level
were studied by recording TEM images using transmission electron microscope (TEM) coupled
with an EDS analyzer. The samples were also characterized by recording Raman and FTIR
spectra. The field variation of magnetization was measured at different temperatures by using a
Lakeshore make vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). Electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra
were recorded to study the presence of magnetic phase separation and magnetic clusters if any.
The magnetic properties were studied by measuring magnetization versus field (M-H) loops at
room temperature and a few selected low temperatures. Temperature variation of magnetization
was also measured to determine the Curie temperature.
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The Co and Ni doped SnO2 based DMS with room temperature FM were prepared successfully.
The FM Tc was found to be quite large and much above the room temperature. The Ms value was
found to depend upon the sample preparation techniques. The interaction mechanism prevailing
in these compounds were explained in terms of the Bound magnetic polaron formation. In
addition to the transition element doping, the oxygen vacancy was found to play an important
role in the observed FM behavior. Probably for the first time, we have carried out critical
behavior studies in oxide based DMS, i.e. on Co-doped SnO2. The critical behavior was studied
from the detailed magnetization measurement in the vicinity of transition temperature and the
estimated critical exponents values are found to be comparable to the Mean Field model
prediction. The results of Co doped samples are reported in Chapter 3 and those of Ni doped
samples are given in chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Techniques
It is essential to understand the principle and the mechanism of operation of various experimental
facilities used in experimental research, in order to extract best possible and reliable
experimental data and their meaningful interpretation. In this chapter, the experimental
techniques

used

in

material

preparation,

their

structural

characterization,

electrical

characterization and magnetic measurements are given. The samples for the current
investigations were prepared by solid state route and ball milling technique. For heat treating the
materials during the preparations, both homemade and commercial muffle furnaces were used.
The prepared materials were studied by using X-ray diffractometer (XRD) to check their phase
purity and crystal structure parameters, scanning electron microscope (SEM) to study the
microstructure, energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) for determining the sample composition
and transmission electron microscope (TEM) to estimate particle size, to study the composition
and the crystal structure at nano-crystalline level. Raman and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopic techniques were also employed to characterize the samples and to look for the
presence of impurity if any. The electrical transport and magnetic properties were studied by
carrying out temperature variations of electrical resistivity and dc magnetization measurements.
Magnetization loops at different temperatures were also recorded. The experimental setup used
for electrical transport and magnetic measurements are also discussed in this chapter.

2.1 Sample Preparation
Bulk samples of ceramics and oxides are generally prepared by solid state route. Solids do not
usually react together at ambient temperature over laboratory time scales due to the lack of
diffusion and mixing of constituent elements at the atomic scale. So, it is necessary to heat the
reactants at high temperatures to overcome the kinetic barriers. The powders of stoichiometric
ratio of starting compounds are often pressed into pellets before heating to high temperature in
order to increase the contact between the particles. Reaction times are usually several days and it
is best to repeat the process to ensure homogeneous samples. The starting materials are usually
single cation oxides, carbonates, nitrates or hydroxides which decompose to form oxides when
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heated. Samples used in the present thesis work were prepared by using different techniques such
as solid state route, mechanical milling and by co-precipitation.

2.1.1 Solid state reaction
The stoichiometric ratios of starting compounds were weighed using an electronic
balance supplied by Mettler Toledo model no. AG135 with an accuracy of ±0.01 mg. The
weighed compounds were grinded under the medium of acetone (99%) using an agate mortar and
pestle. The homogeneous mixture of starting compounds was transferred into an alumina
crucible and was presintered at 400oC for over 24 h followed by furnace cooling to room
temperature. The presintered powder was grinded again to get a homogeneous mixture. The
presintered powder was pressed into cylindrical shape pellets by using a 13 mm die and a
hydraulic press supplied by Techno Search instruments, Thane, India with a maximum load
capacity of 6 Ton/cm2. The sintering in pellet form was carried out in a step by step process in air
at different temperatures with several intermediate grindings and repelletizing. The final
sintering temperature was 900oC.

2.1.2 Mechanical Alloying Technique
Mechanical alloying (MA) of stoichiometric ratio of starting compounds was carried out by
high-energy ball milling using a planetary ball mill (Insmart, India). The photographic view of a
planetary ball mill, comprising of a horizontal support disc on which vials are mounted is shown
in Fig. 2.1(a). The schematic view of MA process is shown in Fig.2.1(b). The vial rotates in a
direction opposite to that of the disc, thereby simulating a planetary motion. This planetary
motion result in a large centrifugal force acting on the balls kept inside the vial. This causes the
balls collide with themselves and with the wall of the vial with high impact. The mixture of
starting compounds along with balls in the vial are subjected to repeated cold welding and
fracture at the surfaces of the balls and the vial. This process leads to the disintegration of the
powders, resulting first in the refinement of crystallite size and ultimately in atomic level mixing
of the elements and alloy formation. Hence, size refinement is a natural consequence of a MA
process. The refinement and alloying processes are determined by the milling parameters such as
the powder to ball weight ratio, ball size, rotation speed, milling time, etc. The nature of the
milling vial, the balls and the milling media play an important role in the process of mechanical
alloying.
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In the present work, dry milling of high purity oxides such as SnO2 and transition element oxides
has been carried. The hardened steel vial and hardened steel balls were used for milling all the
powder compositions. The ball to powder ratio of 10:1 and the rotating speed of 500 rpm were
maintained during the milling process. In order to avoid excessive heating, it was programmed to
stop for 10 minutes after every 15 minutes of continuous milling. For a comparison, we have also
carried out the ball milling of selected samples by using tungsten carbide vial and balls with the
help of a commercial ball mill.

Fig. 2.1 (a) Photographic view of planetary ball mill and (b) schematic view of mechanical
milling process

2.1.3 Co-precipitation Technique
Coprecipitation technique is a convenient method for preparing the highly homogeneous and
stoichiometric composition. It is also relatively easy to prepare the materials in nanocrystalline
form. Here the size of the nanoparticle depends upon various parameters such as, the type of salt
used, reaction temperature, pH value, ionic strength of the system, etc. In a typical procedure,
1.48 mmol of Co(NO3)2·6H2O and 82.5 mmol of SnCl2 were dissolved in 150 mL of deionized
water. To this pink solution, concentrated aqueous NH3 was added drop wise with stirring, over
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about 1 hr. The addition of NH3 was stopped when the pH of the solution reached 12 and during
this time the precipitation has ceased. Stirring was continued for another 2 hour and then the
contents were left undisturbed. After 3 days, the solid Co doped SnO2 was separated from the
colorless supernatant layer using a centrifuge and washed with deionized water. Finally the
crystalline Co doped SnO2 powder was dried in oven at 80ºC for several hours. The same
procedure was followed for obtaining pure/undoped SnO2 from SnCl4. The above product was
heated at 200oC for 12 hrs followed by grinding. The precursor powders thus obtained were
divided into different batches and were annealed at 400oC, 600oC and 800oC in air and N2 gas
atmosphere respectively.

2.2 High Temperature Furnaces
High temperature furnaces were used for material preparation. Homemade muffle
furnaces with a maximum operating temperature of 1200°C and commercial high temperature
furnaces with the maximum operating temperature of 1400°C were used for sintering the
samples. The commercial furnaces were supplied by N. R. Enterprises and Bysakh & Company,
Kolkata, India. The furnace supplied by N. R. Enterprises was powered by a thyristor unit of 30A
rating. The temperature was controlled using; INDFURR make, PID programmable temperature
controller (TAJE PFY-400). The platinum versus platinum-rhodium (Platinum + 10 % Rh)
thermocouple was used for sensing the temperature. The heating elements were based on SiCarbide rods. The temperature was controlled to an accuracy of ± 1°C. The furnace could be
operated up to a maximum temperature of 1400°C. The other furnace supplied by Bysakh & Co.
contains (1) a thyristor unit of 35 A rating, (2) a PID programmable temperature controller
(model no. PRC-300) with 16 segment programming feature, (3) a platinum versus platinumrhodium (Platinum + 13 % Rh) thermo couple wire, (4) Si-Carbide heating rods. The maximum
operating temperature was 1450°C. The home made furnace (1200°C) consists of a cylindrical
alumina muffle with an inner diameter of 5.8 cm and length 50 cm. Six Si-Carbide rods of 45 cm
length each were used as heating elements. The muffle loaded with heating elements is housed in
a cylindrical container of 50 cm diameter and 50 cm length and it is made up of galvanized
aluminum sheet. It is filled with ceramic bricks and ceramic wools for thermal insulation.
Measurement and controlling of temperature was carried out by using Chromel-Alumel (Cr-Al)
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thermocouple and a commercial on/off type temperature controller. The input power to the
furnace was regulated using a variac (dimmerstat) of 15 A capacity. An external on/off relay
(15A capacity) was used for controlling the power supply to the heater wire. The relay was
triggered using the temperature controller. The block diagram of the furnace is shown in Fig. 2.2.
The furnace could be operated up to a maximum temperature of 1200°C. The temperature could
be controlled with an accuracy of ± 5°C.

Fig. 2.2 Block diagram of the furnace with maximum operating temperature of 1200°C.

2.3 X-ray Diffraction
The X- ray diffraction technique has been used to study the phase purity and crystal
structure of the prepared compounds. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded at
room temperature using commercial Seifert-model no. 3003TT or a Bruker model no. D8 X-ray
diffractometer by employing CuKα radiation (1.5418 Å). In the present investigation, all the
XRD data were collected with the setting of 30 mA current and 40 kV voltage for X-ray
generator. The instrument is based on the Bragg-Brentano geometry as shown in Fig. 2.3. In this
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geometry, the source to sample distance and the sample to detector distance are kept equal. A
perspex sheet with a rectangular groove was used for sample mount, where the powder sample
was filled uniformly. The data were collected in θ-θ scan with an angular speed of 1-2
1 o/minute
and a step size of 0.03-0.05°.
The XRD patterns were analyzed with the help of Fullprof program by employing
Rietveld refinement technique [245]
[245].. The background

was

function.

Fig. 2.3 Ray diagram of X
X- ray diffractometer.
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Pseudo-Voigt function was chosen for peak shape. The global parameters, such as coefficients of
background polynomial, scaling factor, half width parameters (u, v, w) and lattice parameters (a,
b, c) were mainly varied during the refinement. In addition to that nuclear structure variables
such

as

fractional

atomic

coordinates

(x, y, z), isotropic displacement (temperature)

parameters and occupancy values were varied. Here, occupancy is the chemical occupancy
normalized to the multiplicity of the general position of the group. The occupancy of oxygen was
taken as 1 for all the refinements and it was not varied during the refinement. The quality of the
refinements are known based on the values of reliability factors such as, Rp, Rwp, Rexp, RBragg, RF
and χ2 and they are defined as follows.
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, σ i2 is the variance of observation yi.

Expected weight factor, Rexp
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Here (n – p) is the number of degrees of freedom. n is the total number of experimental points
and p is the number of refined parameters.
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∑ I −I
= 100
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Bragg factor, R B
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Here h is the vector which levels the Bragg reflections. The Iobs,h is the observed integrated
intensities and Icalc,h is the calculated intensities.

∑ F −F
= 100
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Crystallographic RF factor, R F
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------------------- (2.6)

h
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h

Here Fobs,h and Fcalc,h are the observed and calculated structural factors respectively.
Inter atomic distances (bond length) were calculated using the refined fractional
coordinates and lattice parameters by using Fullprof software.
The average crystallite size (SC) has been calculated from the peak broadening by using
the Scherrer’s formula [246]

SC = κλ / β cosθ

-------------------------- (2.7)

where, constant k depends upon the shape of the particle(grain) size. Here it is taken as 0.89 by
assuming the circular shape of the particle, β = Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of
intensity versus 2θ profile, λ is the wavelength of the CuKα radiation and θ is the Bragg’s
diffraction angle. The instruments broadening effect has been taken into account.

2.4 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
Recording of microstructural images and compositional analysis have been
carried out by using LEO Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, Leo 1430VP) equipped with
Oxford energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS). Basic principles of SEM and EDS analysis are
given briefly as follows. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of electron
microscope that uses electrons to form an image of objects and to study surface morphology,
fractured components, foreign particles and residues, etc. The schematic view of SEM is shown
in Fig.2.4. The thermionically emitted electrons from a tungsten filament are drawn towards the
anode and were focused by two successive condenser lenses into a beam with a narrow spot size
(~50 Å). The shorter wavelength of electrons permits image magnifications up to 100,000 times
in SEM. Pair of scanning coils located at the objective lens deflect the beam either linearly or in
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raster fashion over a rectangular area of the specimen surface. These primary bombarding
electrons on the surface of the specimen dislodge electrons from the specimen. Fig. 2.5 shows
the interaction of electrons with the surface of the sample. Upon electron impinges on the
surface, the interaction volume assumes a tear shape. These dislodged electrons are known as
secondary electrons, which are attracted and collected by a positively biased grid or detector, and
then translated into signals. These signals are then amplified, analyzed, and translated into
images of the topography being inspected.

Fig. 2.4 Schematic view of scanning electron microscope.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.5 (a) Electron and photon signals emanating from tear-shaped interaction volume during
electron beam impingement on specimen surface, and (b) Energy spectrum of electrons emitted
from the specimen surface.
Apart from secondary electrons, the back scattered electrons (BSE), characteristic x-rays,
light (cathode-luminescence), specimen current and transmitted electrons are produced by SEM.
These types of signal require specialized detectors and all such detectors are not present in a
single machine. The primary electron beam results in the emission of BSE from the specimen.
BSE possesses more energy than secondary electrons and have a definite direction. As such, they
cannot be collected by a secondary electron detector, unless the detector is directly in their path
of travel. All emissions above 50 eV are considered to be BSE. BSE imaging is useful in
distinguishing one material from another, since the yield of the collected BSE increases
monotonically with the specimen’s atomic number Z (~ 0.05 Z1/2). Backscattered imaging can
distinguish elements with an atomic number difference of at least 3.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS or EDX) is an analytical technique used for
the elemental analysis or chemical characterization of a sample. Its characterization capabilities
originate from the fact that each element has a unique atomic structure, which emits its unique
characteristic X-ray. To stimulate the emission of characteristic X-rays from a specimen, a high
energy beam of charged particles such as electrons or protons, or a beam of X-rays, is focused
into the sample being studied. At rest, an atom within the sample contains ground state (or
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unexcited) electrons in discrete energy levels or electron shells bound to the nucleus. The
incident beam may excite and eject an electron from an inner shell and it results in a hole or
electron vacancy in the shell. An electron from an outer higher-energy shell then fills the hole,
and the difference in energy between the higher-energy shell and the lower energy shell is
released in the form of an X-ray. The atoms of every element release X-rays with unique
amounts of energy during the above process. Thus, by measuring the value of energy of X-rays
being released by a specimen during electron beam bombardment, the identity of the atoms
present in the specimen can be established. Thus, we get the EDS spectrum, as an output and it is
just a plot of how frequently an X-ray is received in each energy level. An EDS spectrum
normally displays peaks corresponding to the energy levels for which the X-rays had been
received. Each of these peaks is unique to an atom, and therefore corresponds to a single
element. The intensity of the peaks depends on the concentration of the elements present.
In the present work, a thin solid pellet was mounted on carbon coated tape. Our samples
are either semiconducting or insulators, so the direct SEM and EDS measurements could be not
carried out without any metal coating. As the samples are semiconductors and insulating in
nature, the electrons will get trapped in the surface and creates charge segregation which will not
allow the further bombardment of electrons, for which the electrons cannot reach the detector. So
a coating of metal layer serves our purpose.
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2.5 Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
The TEM analysis was done in order to study the nanocrystalline microstructure of the samples
by using JEOL Transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL 2100). Fig.2.6 shows the
schematic diagram of TEM. Thermionically emitted electrons from the gun which is a tungsten
filament are accelerated to 100 keV or higher and are first projected onto the specimen by means
of the Condenser lens system.

Fig. 2.6 (a) Schematic diagram of transmission electron microscope (b) Schematic
ray diagram for image mode (c) Schematic ray diagram for diffraction mode.
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The scattering process experienced by electrons during their passage through the specimen
determines the kind of information obtained. Elastic scattering, involving no energy loss, when
electrons interact with the potential field of the ion core, gives rise to diffraction patterns.
Inelastic interactions between beam and matrix electrons at heterogeneities, such as

grain

boundaries, dislocations, secondary phase particles, defects, density variations, etc., cause
complex absorption and scattering effects, leading to a spatial variation in the intensity of the
transmitted beam. Images can be formed in a number of ways. The bright-field image is obtained
by intentionally excluding all diffracted beams and only allowing the central beam through the
specimen. This is done by placing suitably sized apertures in the back focal plane of the
objective lens. Intermediate and projection lenses then magnify this central beam. Dark-field
images are also formed by magnifying a single beam; here one of the diffracted beam is chosen
by means of an aperture that blocks the central beam and the other diffracted beams. Fig.2.6(c)
shows the schematic ray diagram for a diffraction mode. Fig. 2.7 shows the typical selected area
(electron) diffraction (SAD or SAED) SAD pattern for a single crystal sample. We could see a
long thin metal strip, the strip was placed in order to allow a small fraction of the beam, to enter
into the sample and blocks the rest. The highly energetic electrons of the order of ~100 eV could
easily pass through the samples having a thickness of few nanometers. The electron will behave
like a wave and interact with the atoms and molecules more efficiently than visible and X-rays
and gives rise to the diffraction pattern. We could observe a series of spot called as the selected
area diffraction pattern, SADP, where each spot corresponds to a typical dhkl value. If the same
sample under illumination is tilted with some other angle, different diffraction conditions will be
satisfied and the corresponding diffraction pattern can be seen. SAD is referred as selected
because here we can easily choose any part of the specimen where we want to obtain the
diffraction pattern.
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Fig.2.7 SAD pattern of single crystal Austenite.

SADP is used to identify crystal structures and examine crystal defects. It is similar to X-ray
diffraction, but here the advancement is that we are able to select the areas in nanometer scale,
whereas in X-ray diffraction several millimeters in size of the sample are required. The image
obtained from the SAD patterns i.e. the obtained spots are basically in the k-space and in order to
determine the dhkl value in the real space we have used the imageJ software. Here, we could able
to do the accurate centering of the diffraction ring and by choosing appropriate distance in nm-1
scale, the exact value of the dhkl plane in the real space could be determined. Also the high
resolution TEM (HRTEM) images were analyzed based on this software, to determine the
corresponding dhkl value for a particular crystal axis. We first do the fast Fourier Transform of
the HRTEM image which converts the real space crystal planes to imaginary spots in the kspace, from that we could be able to determine the particular dhkl plane.
In the present study the powdered sample was first dispersed in ethanol solution and then a drop
of the liquid was placed on a carbon coated grid for the TEM observation.
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2.6 FTIR and Raman Spectroscopy
Infrared and Raman spectroscopic techniques are basically related to vibrational spectroscopy
and they give information about the vibrations of atoms of the constituent molecule and the
nature of the atomic bonding. A molecule as a whole has constant translational and rotational
motion. The frequency of the periodic motion is known as vibrational frequency. A non-linear
molecule having N-atoms per primitive cell has 3N-6 normal modes of frequency of vibration. A
linear molecule has 3N-5 normal modes of frequency because in this case, the rotation about the
axis is not visible. At room temperature, all molecules are in their lowest energy levels with
quantum no. n=0. For each normal mode, the most probable vibrational transition is from this
level to the next higher level (n=0≥1) and they are called as the fundamental bands. For
transitions into next higher levels such as for n≥2 are called overtone bands. The vibrational
excitation occurs similar to that of the electronic excitation. Here the excitation particle is a
phonon and its energy, a measure of vibrational energy is quantized. So it occurs in different
energy states. Vibrational transitions are strongly related to photon-phonon coupling and follows
the Franck-Condon selection rules [247]. The transition between the vibrational energy levels of
molecules induced by the absorption of IR radiation and the resultant emission spectrum is
known as IR spectroscopy. When the vibrational transition occurs during the scattering of light
by molecule it comes under Raman spectroscopy. Depending on the nature of symmetry and
asymmetry of a molecule, the mode of vibration can be either Raman active or IR active. In the
case of IR active molecules, the dipole moment µ changes when the molecules vibrate whereas,
the overall polarisabilty α changes in Raman active material. The asymmetric stretching and
bending in a centre of symmetry molecule give rise to change in dipole moment and hence the
molecule is IR active. The asymmetric stretching and bending in a centre of symmetric molecule
do not give rise to change in polarizability and hence such molecules are Raman inactive.
Whereas in symmetric stretching things will be just the opposite. Thus for a centre of symmetry
molecule IR and Raman mode of vibrations are complementary to each other. However for
molecules without having center of symmetry, the vibrational mode could be either IR active,
Raman active, both, or neither.
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2.6.1 FTIR Spectrometer
The Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) absorption spectra were recorded in the wave number
range of 250-4000 cm-1 using model no. Spectrum BX, supplied by Perkin Elmer. The resolution
of wave number was 2 cm-1. Fig.2.8 (a) shows the block diagram of the FTIR spectrometer. The
beam splitter divides the beam from the source into two parts. Half of the beam was reflected to
a stationary mirror and come back to the splitter while the other half was reflected back by a
movable mirror. Therefore the path length of this beam is variable. The two reflected beams
recombine at the splitter and interfere. Constructive interference occurs for a path difference of
zero or even multiple of wavelength and destructive interference occurs for half multiple of
wavelength. The moving mirror should move smoothly. The position of the moving mirror is
measured by using a laser as shown in Fig.2.8 (b). In the FTIR measurement, the sample is
placed in between the interferometer and the detector. The sample absorbs a particular
wavelength. Thus the output of the interferometer which is called as an interferogram contains
the spectrum of the source minus the spectrum of the sample. A Fast Fourier Transform of the
recorded interferogram changes the time domain to frequency domain.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.8 Schematic block diagram for FTIR
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2.6.2 Raman Spectrometer
There are two types of scattering of light namely elastic and inelastic scattering. Elastic
scattering is generally quite strong and the frequency of scattered light has the same frequency as
that of the incident light (υo) and such scattering is generally known as Rayleigh scattering. In
inelastic scattering, the frequency of scattered light can be either more or less than the incident
wave. Raman scattering is a type of inelastic scattering and the scattered wavelengths fall in two
categories namely antistoke lines and stokes lines. The Raman scattering phenomenon was first
observed by Sir C.V. Raman in 1928, for which he got the Nobel Prize in 1930. In IR
spectroscopy, a photon is completely absorbed to excite a molecular vibration, whereas in
Raman spectroscopy quite high energy photons are used and some energy is lost from the photon
to excite a vibration. The intensities and energy of the photons that have been lost energy to
excite the vibrations are measured in order to get a spectrum. Fig. 2.9 shows the schematic
diagram for the Raman spectrometer. The HR800 is an integrated Raman system used for all our
samples to study the Raman spectra. The microscope is coupled confocally to a 800 mm focal
length spectrograph equipped with two switchable gratings. The excitation photon can be
supplied by using two sources namely HeNe laser of 20 mW power 632.817 nm wavelength or
Argon laser of wave length 488 nm. If the particular sample used is fluorescence active to
certain wavelength, then next higher wavelength is used, in order to observe the Raman spectra.
The laser beam is totally reflected by the beam splitter, which splits the beam into two equal
parts. The beam was allowed to fall on the sample and it undergoes both Rayleigh and Raman
scattering. The notch filter, allows only the Raman scattered wavelength while it blocks the
incident wavelength. The inelastic scattered light was allowed to pass through the grating and
etalon which in turn resolve the weak inelastic scattered wavelength coming from the sample
more efficiently. Further the beam was allowed to enter into a charge couple device where it
detects the change in polarisability of the sample from the change in wave length and converts
into the intensity. We could see intensity vs. wave number graph in the computer screen.
.
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Fig. 2.9 Schematic diagram for Raman spectrometer.

2.7 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
DC magnetization as a function of temperature and field was measured by using the
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) (model no. 7410) made by Lakeshore.
The vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) is an important equipment for the rapid and
reliable measurement of the magnetic moment for a large variety of magnetic materials. The
VSM developed originally by Foner [248] is widely used experimental set up for measuring
temperature and field variation of magnetization of magnetic solids at ambient, higher and lower
temperatures up to moderately high field. It has a flexible design and combines high sensitivity
with ease of sample mounting and exchange. Samples can be changed rapidly, even at any
operating temperature. Using a vibrating sample magnetometer, one can measure the DC
magnetic moment as a function of temperature, magnetic field and time. So, it allows performing
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susceptibility and magnetization studies. Magnetic moments as small as 5 × 10-5 emu are
measurable with a VSM [248].
The temperature variations of magnetization (M) were measured by using a Lakeshore, model
no. 7410 vibrating sample magnetometer. The temperature variation down to 20 K was achieved
using an OXFORD make CCR cryostat (model X 74019-044) along with the temperature
controller. The magnetic field was produced by using a 10

//

electromagnet. The magnetization

loop was measured by varying B up to 2 T. Calibration of the vibrating sample magnetometer
was done by measuring the magnetic moment of a standard pure Ni sample. Block diagram of
the vibrating sample magnetometer is shown in Fig. 2.10.

Fig. 2.10 Block diagram of the vibrating sample magnetometer.
The VSM is based upon Faraday’s law, according to which an emf is induced in a
conductor by a time-varying magnetic flux. If a sample of any magnetic material is placed in a
uniform magnetic field, a dipole moment will be induced. If the sample vibrates with sinusoidal
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motion, there is some magnetic flux change. This induces a voltage in the pick-up coils, which is
proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample.

Voltage, V (t) can be detected to a high

resolution and accuracy by means of a suitable VSM signal detector (e.g. Lock in Amplifier).

2.8 Electron Spin Resonance
The Electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra could be understood as a consequence of Zeeman
effect, where the splitting of energy levels of an atom occurs in the presence of an external
magnetic field. The spectral term associated with an energy level is denoted by 2S+1LJ, where L, S
and J are respective orbital angular momentum, spin angular momentum and the total angular
momentum quantum numbers. In the presence of a magnetic field, the magnetic moment µJ
associated with J will be having a number of orientations represented by the quantum number mJ,
where mJ= J, J-1,…… -J+1, -J. Different orientations of the magnetic dipole in the field B0
correspond to different potential energies, so that the shift in energy of particular mJ level is
given by
∆E = hν = gJ mJ µBB0
Where gJ=1+

f!f|#|r!r|#!|#

9.2740 x 10-24 Am2.

]f!f|#

------------------------------------------------

(2.8)

is the Lande g-factor and µB=Bohr magneton = eђ/2me =

The g factor plays an important role in the ESR spectra and it gives us the idea about the nature
of angular momentum state of the electron. It is different from the gJ.
The unpaired electron in an atom, not only get affected by the external magnetic field B0, but
also from the internal local magnetic fields associated with it. Therefore, the effective field Beff
felt by the electron was given by the eq.
Beff = B0 (1 - σ)

-----------------------------------------------

(2.9)

Where σ includes the effects from the local fields which can be positive or negative, and
therefore the resonance condition is satisfied when
∆E = hν = gJµBBeff = gJµBB0 (1 - σ)

---------------------------------------------

The quantity gJ(1 - σ) is called the g factor, given the symbol g, so
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∆E = hν = gµBB0

------------------------------------------------

(2.11)

Using this equation, we can calculate the value of g from the ESR experiment by measuring the
field B0 and the frequency ν at which resonance occurs. The g-value depends on the nature of
environment and interactions of electrons such as spin-orbit interaction in a crystal and it differs
from the case of isolated electron having g value 2.0032.
Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) Spectrometer, JEOL JES-FA200 was used to carry out all the
ESR measurements. Fig.2.11 shows the schematic diagram of ESR spectrometer. Here, the
magnetic field is varied and a constant microwave source of frequency equal to 9.5 GHz (known
as X-band microwave radiation) is used. The microwave can be amplified by the Klystron and is
allowed to pass in one direction with the help of an isolator. Further, the power of the microwave
can be decreased with the help of the attenuator. The desired microwave frequency is allowed to
pass through the sample by passing the microwave into the microwave cavity. The cavity is
placed in between the pole pieces of an electromagnet, and the magnetic field can be swept. The
resonance occurs, when it satisfies the equation explained above. The observed signal is detected
and amplified to give the ESR signal. The data were analyzed using the cW-ESR software.
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Fig. 2.11 Block diagram for ESR spectrometer.
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2.9 Electrical Resistivity Measurements
Temperature variation of dc electrical resistivity measurements down to 20 K was carried
out to study the electrical transport properties in the DMS materials. The low temperature was
achieved by using a commercially supplied APD make CCR (closed cycle refrigerator). Fig.2.12
shows the schematic diagram of the Cryostat. The set up consist up of a copper sample holder
(22x 22x6mm) which was mounted over the cold tip of the cryostat to load the sample. The
temperature variation was achieved by using a heater wire in the vicinity of the cold tip.
The top view of the sample holder is shown in Fig.2.13. A groove of 10mm length and 3mm
diameter was made in a copper block to mount the pt-100 sensor for sample temperature
measurement. The controlling sensor is the Si-diode, which was mounted at the cold tip, where
the heater wire of 37Ω resistance is installed. In order to mount the sample, electrically insulated
from the copper sample holder, a thin mica sheet was used. Electrical contacts on the sample
were made with the help of silver paint and /or Indium soldering. A printed circuit board (PCB)
with four copper strips was mounted on the sample holder. The copper wires of 32SWG
(0.2743mm) were used for electrical connection between PCB and sample. Standard two probe
technique was used as most of our samples have high resistance. A programmable Keithley
SourceMeter of model no.2410 was used for measuring the current (or voltage) as a function of
temperature. The experimental data were collected using a personal computer equipped with
GPIB board. The Fabricated sample holder attached to the CCR cryostat for resistivity
measurement is shown in Fig.2.14. The necessary software in quick Basic language was
developed for temperature controlling and data acquisition using a personal computer.
For the calculation of electrical resistivity, the dimension of the sample was determined
by using a screw gauge and the distance between the voltage leads was measured by using a
travelling microscope. The collected data were in the form of the temperature variation of current
which was converted to resistance by dividing the constant voltage supplied by the source meter
and hence the resistivity as a function of temperature was calculated by taking the sample
dimensions.
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High Pressure Gas Inlet

Low Pressure Gas Return

First stage Regenerator

Second stage Regenerator

Cold Tip

Sample Holder

Fig. 2.12 Block diagram of APD Cryostat.
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Fig. 2.13 Top view of sample holder for resistivity measurement.
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Fig.2.14 Block diagram of electrical resistivity measurement set-up.

To summarize, I have used various experimental facilities such as X-ray diffractometer, scanning
electron microscope, transmission electron microscope, FTIR spectrometer, Raman spectrometer
and ESR set up to characterize the samples. The detailed magnetization was measured by using a
vibrating sample magnetometer as described above. The electrical resistivity as a function of
temperature was measured by using linear two probe technique with the help of SourceMeter
unit.
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Chapter 3

Co doped SnO2 based DMS
SnO2 is an attractive semiconductor with wide band gap, Eg= 3.6 eV and optical transparency in
the visible region. In an attempt to achieve spin controlled devices; it is first aimed at tailoring
the material for reproducible room temperature ferromagnetism by doping transition elements in
SnO2. In thin film samples of Co doped SnO2, Ogale et al.[39] reported giant magnetic moment
of 7.55 µB/ion at room temperature. Subsequent to the above report, the room temperature
ferromagnetism (FM) with saturation magnetic moment, ms= 0.133 µB/Co-ion for x = 0.01 was
obtained by Punnoose et al.[40] on polycrystalline Sn1-xCoxO2. Gopinadhan et al. reported FM
with Tc > 573K and ms = 0.26µB/ion on thin film sample of 10 at % Co-doped SnO2 [43]. Room
temperature FM without any TM doping in wide band gap semiconducting oxides are also
reported by a few authors [249, 250] and such phenomenon was explained in terms of defects,
such as oxygen vacancy. However, antiferromagnetic (AFM) behavior has been observed by a
few groups upon TM element doping in SnO2 [198, 251].
In order to understand the magnetic behavior of Co doped SnO2, without the influence of any
substrate effect, bulk Sn1-xCoxO2 for x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 were prepared by solid state
route. It is found that, these materials exhibit ferromagnetism at room temperature with magnetic
moment up to 0.34 µB/Co-ion, especially on material prepared under N2 gas atmosphere. The
magnetization data could be analyzed in terms of bound magnetic polaron model and for one of
the samples, the magnetization data could be fitted to the Brillouin function model with
ferromagnetic interaction.
To study the role of annealing conditions; crystalline size, etc. on the physical properties of Co
doped SnO2, we have prepared Sn0.98Co0.02O2 by a co-precipitation technique. In this technique
uniform distribution of Co ions and better control over its crystallite size are possible. They were
annealed in air and N2 atmosphere. We have found that the samples annealed in the presence of
N2 gas environment at 800oC show relatively better room temperature ferromagnetic behavior in
comparison to other air annealed samples.
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In order to understand the defect induced room temperature FM in SnO2, we have taken up
mechanical milling of high purity SnO2 without any TM element doping and using two different
vials, namely steel and tungsten Carbide (WC). The milled powders were also annealed at 900oC
to study the effect of annealing on defects and the corresponding magnetic properties. Also, in
order to study the role of defects and annealing conditions in these materials and in an attempt to
have material with large Ms value, the Co doped SnO2 samples were prepared by using ballmilling technique, followed by high temperature annealing.
Materials undergoing second order magnetic phase transition from paramagnetic (PM) to FM
state are widely analyzed in terms of critical behavior of various thermodynamic parameters and
the associated critical exponents can be determined in the vicinity of transition temperature [120,
128, 252]. Such critical exponents give an idea about the nature and type of magnetic interaction
and in depth knowledge of magnetic phase transition. Even though, there are a couple of reports
[142, 143, 145] on the critical behavior studies of alloy based DMS, there is no such report to the
best of our knowledge on the critical exponent of oxide based DMS. Fukuma et al. [143] have
studied the critical exponents of Group IV-VI based DMS alloys, i.e. Ge1-xMnxTe by recording
isothermal magnetization and by analyzing the data, in terms of modified Arrott plot method.
The critical exponents were found to follow the prediction of the mean field model. The presence
of antiferromagnetic interaction was reported to have no influence on the observed critical
behavior of FM transition. The DMS materials are generally characterized as strongly disordered
magnetic system, due to the presence of random magnetic moments as a result of small
concentrations of magnetic ion. Priour and Das Sarma [142] have studied theoretically, the effect
of disorder on the critical behavior of the 3D Heisenberg model by using Monte-Carlo
simulation. They have concluded that the strong disorder has no influence on the critical
behavior of the 3D Heisenberg model, however, at large value of reduced temperature; the
critical exponents get obscured due to the finite size correlation length effect. Hamedoun et
al.[145] have reported that the critical exponent γ, associated with susceptibility was found to
vary from the value corresponding to the Heisenberg model to that of the Ising model depending
on the competitions between inter and intra sublattice interactions, especially in ferrites.
In the present thesis work, a detailed isothermal magnetization measurement and analysis on Co
doped SnO2 based DMS, exhibiting a strong room temperature FM have been carried out. The
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analysis suggests the presence of long range magnetic interaction with critical exponents
comparable to those of the mean field model.

3.1 Sn1-xCoxO2 by solid state synthesis
Co doped SnO2 samples were synthesized by solid state route. They were characterized by Xray diffraction and by recording microstructural images. The detailed magnetization
measurement and analysis are presented.

3.1.1 Preparation and Characterization
Sn1-xCoxO2 samples for x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 were prepared by following the
standard solid state route. Stoichiometric ratio of SnO2 and Co3O4 with 99.9% purity were
weighed, mixed under acetone and were presintered at 400oC. The final sintering in pellet form
was carried out in air at 900oC for 24 hr (air annealed). For a comparison, one of the pellets of x
= 0.02 was annealed at 500oC for 12 hr under flowing N2 gas. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns
were recorded at room temperature using Seifert 3003-TT XRD machine by employing Cu-Kα
radiation. Fig.3.1 shows the XRD patterns recorded for Sn1-xCoxO2 samples for x = 0 to 0.10 and
they are found to be in single phase form. The patterns could be refined by using P42/mnm space
group with the aid of Rietveld refinement technique and Fullprof programme. Fig.3.2 shows the
refined XRD patterns for all the Co doped SnO2 samples. The obtained lattice parameters from
the refinement are tabulated in table-3.1. The lattice parameters for pure SnO2 are found to be a =
b = 4.732 Å and c = 3.184 Å and they reduce to a = b = 4.712 Å and c = 3.142 Å for x = 0.10.
The lattice parameters are found to decrease marginally with increase in doping concentration
and it can be understood in terms of Co2+ or Co3+ replacing Sn4+ions. The lattice parameters are
comparable to those reported by Duan et al. [198] for Mn doped SnO2. The expanded view of
(110) peaks are shown in Fig.3.3, where one can see the shift in peak position towards higher 2θ
value with increase in doping concentration. The above observation substantiates the argument
of lattice parameter variation due to Co-ions replacing Sn ions.
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The average crystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer’s formula
S=λk/β cosθ

...............................................................

(3.1)

where constant k depends upon the shape of the grain size and is taken as 0.89 by assuming the
circular grains, λ=1.5406 Å for CuKα radiation, β is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
diffraction peaks and θ is the glancing angle. The experimental β value was corrected for
instrumental broadening using the relation β2 = βm2 - βins2. Here βm is the measured FWHM of the
XRD peak and βins is the instrumental broadening. The crystallite sizes for various samples are
given in table-3.1. The average crystallite size was found of the order of 60 nm.
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Fig.3.1 XRD patterns recorded at room temperature for Sn1-xCoxO2 (x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10).
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Fig.3.2(a) XRD patterns along with Rietveld refinement for x = 0.02 and 0.05.
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Fig.3.2(b) XRD patterns along with Rietveld refinement for x = 0.07 and 0.10 samples. The
circles represent experimental points and solid line represents Rietveld refined data. The dotted
lines at the bottom show the difference between experimental and refined data.
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Fig.3.3 Expanded view of (110) peak of XRD pattern.
Table-3.1. List of parameters obtained from the Rietveld refinement and analysis of XRD
patterns of Sn1-xCoxO2 samples prepared by solid state route.

Sample/Parameters
Space group

x = 0.0

x = 0.02

x = 0.05

x = 0.07

x = 0.10

P42/mnm P42/mnm P42/mnm P42/mnm P42/mnm
4.732

4.731

4.723

4.717

4.712

3.184

3.182

3.178

3.164

3.142

Volume (Å3)

71.3

71.2

70.9

70.4

69.8

χ2 (%)

3.17

1.38

2.26

1.87

1.95

28.1

19.9

20.0

18.5

16.7

66

68

66

65

63

a = b (Å)
c (Å)

Rp (%)
Crystallite Size(nm)
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The microstructure and compositional analysis were studied by using LEO SEM machine with
energy dispersive X-ray spectrum (EDX) facilities. The SEM images show uniform surface
morphology. The cation ratio obtained from EDX analysis are given in table-3.2 and are found to
be comparable to that of nominal starting composition.

(x=0.02)

(x=0.05)

(x=0.10)

Fig.3.4 SEM images recorded for x= 0.02, 0.05 and 0.10 samples along with EDX spectra
for x=0.10 Co-doped sample.
Table-3.2 Cationic ratio obtained from EDX measurement for different Co-doped SnO2 samples.

Sample Calculated Cationic Ratio from EDS
Sn

Co

x=0.02

0.97

0.03

x=0.05

0.94

0.05

x=0.07

0.92

0.08

x=0.10

0.87

0.12
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Fig. 3.5 shows the TEM images of x = 0.02 sample taken in a carbon coated copper grid. The
average particle size is found to be around 50 nm. Fig. 3.5(b) shows the selected area electron
diffraction pattern and it depicts the polycrystalline behavior of the sample. The absence of ring
like pattern suggests that the crystalline grains are in some preferred orientation.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(101)

(101)
(110)

Fig. 3.5 TEM, SAD and HRTEM image recorded for Sn0.98Co0.02O2 sample annealed in air at
9000C.
The EDS measurement using TEM facility was carried out and it showed the presence of Co
within the crystallites. The high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) image
recorded at different locations shows continuous (101) atomic plane as can be seen in Fig.3.5(c).
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) image is shown in the inset of Fig. 3.5(c), where we can see
the uniform (101) plane.
The samples were also characterized by recording Raman spectra by using LabRam HR 800
spectrometer. The typical Raman spectra recorded for x=0.0, 0.02 and 0.10 samples are shown in
Fig.3.6. The main peak at 633 cm-1 corresponds to A1g mode, i.e. symmetric Sn-O stretching.
The observed minor peak at ~693 cm-1 can be compared to the reported Raman spectrum in
literature for SnO2 [253, 254]. It may be noted that other than reduction in intensity no additional
peak has been observed. So, the samples are basically free from Co3O4 and other related impurity
phases.
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Fig.3.6 Room temperature Raman spectra of Sn1-xCoxO2 for x= 0.0, 0.02, 0.10 sample.

3.1.2 Magnetic Properties
The field variation of magnetization at different temperatures and temperature variation of
magnetization in the temperature range of 400 K to 1000 K were measured by using Lakeshore
model no.7410 vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). Typical magnetization loops recorded at
two different temperatures namely 85 K and 400 K are shown in Fig.3.7 for all the Co doped
samples. The magnetization data are expressed in the unit of µB/Co-ion, and it was calculated
from emu/mole by taking into account the actual Co concentration in the material. They all
exhibit ferromagnetic behavior even at 400 K. The 2 at % Co-doped sample exhibits magnetic
saturation with its magnitude considerably larger than that of other higher concentration of Co
doped samples. In addition to the FM behavior, considerable linear contribution can be seen
especially for x ≥ 0.05 at low temperature and it suggests the presence of considerable
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paramagnetic matrix in the system. The saturation magnetization Ms and coercivity Hc values for
all the Co-doped samples are given in table-3.3.
The saturation moment of 0.036 µB/Co-ion (0.19emu/cm3) has been observed for x = 0.02 at 400
K and it enhances to 0.055 µB/Co-ion (0.28emu/cm3) when the temperature is reduced to 85 K.
As the temperature is reduced, there is a considerable increase in hysteresis loss due to the
possible enhancement in magnetic anisotropy or other competing magnetic interaction. The M-H
curve of N2 annealed x = 0.02 sample is shown in Fig.3.8 and we can see a large increase in
magnitude of magnetization compared to air annealed material. The N2 annealing is expected to
reduce the oxygen content in the sample and that leads to electron doping in the material. In
other words, there would be an increase in electron concentration with N2 annealing. Thus
enhanced carrier concentration plays an important role in ferromagnetic interaction.

Table-3.3 Coercive Field (Hc) and saturation magnetization (Ms) determined for Sn1-xCoxO2
samples.
Sample/Parameters
Hc Oe (85 K)
Hc Oe(400 K)
Ms emu/gm(85 K)
Ms emu/gm(400 K)

x = 0.0

x = 0.02 x = 0.05 x = 0.07 x = 0.10

diamagnetic 4100

3776

3434

2975

-----------------------------------------

929
0.047
0.024

499
0.016
0.028

887
--------------0.019

529
0.042
0.022
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Fig.3.7 M-H loops recorded for Sn1-xCoxO2 samples at (a) 85 K and (b) 400 K for x=0.02, 0.05,
0.07, 0.10.
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Fig.3.8 Magnetic hysteresis loop of nitrogen annealed Sn0.98Co0.02O2 sample recorded at 400 K.
In order to further understand the magnetic properties, we have analyzed the measured
initial M-H curves of the air annealed samples in terms of bound magnetic polaron (BMP) model
by following refs [112, 113, 255] i.e.
M=M0L(x) + χm H ………………………………………………………

(3.2)

Here the first term is from BMP contribution and the second term is due to paramagnetic matrix.
Here M0=Nms, N is the number of BMPs involved and ms is the effective spontaneous moment
per BMP. L(x) = cothx-1/x is the Langevin function with x = meffH/(kBT), where meff is the true
spontaneous moment per BMP. At relatively high temperature, where the interaction between
BMPs can be ignored; ms = meff can be taken [112]. However at sufficiently high temperature,
where there is a considerable mobility of charge carriers, so, eq.3.2 cannot be used due to the
lack of BMP.χm is the susceptibility of the matrix. The M-H curves recorded at three different
temperatures namely 85 K, 295 K and 400 K could be fitted to eq.3.2 for samples with x ≥ 0.05.
Intial M-H curves of different samples measured at 295 K along with BMP model fit are shown
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in Fig.3.9(a). BMP fit of magnetization measured at different temperatures for x = 0.05 and 0.07
samples are shown in Fig. 3.9(b) and (c) respectively. The fitted parameters M0, χm and meff are
given in table-3.4.
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Fig.3.9 (a) Magnetization versus field at 295K, for x= 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and x=0.10 samples of
Sn1-xCoxO2. The solid lines represent the fit to Bound magnetic polaron model (eq.3.2).
Temperature variation of M-H curves (b) for x=0.05 and (c) 0.07 samples along with the BMP
fit.
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Table 3.4: List of parameters obtained from the bound magnetic polaron model fit. M0 is the
spontaneous magnetization, χm is the susceptibility of the matrix and meff is the effective
spontaneous moment per bound magnetic polaron.
Sample/
parameter
Temperature
(K)
M0(emu/g)

85

295

400

85

295

85

295

400

0.06

0.04

0.02

0.06

0.04

0.05

0.04

0.02

χm(10-4 cgs)

0.03

0.03

0.002

0.09

0.03

0.12

0.11

0.003

meff(10-17 emu)

0.42

3.8

5.2

0.41

3.3

0.22

2.7

4.5

38

72

80

31

61

22

51

80

BMP radius (Å)

x=0.05

x=0.07

x=0.10

For a given doping concentration, the M0 values are found to decrease with increase in
temperature and this can be understood as a result of the decrease in ferromagnetic interaction
with increase in temperature. On the other hand, M0 value is found to decrease with increase in
doping concentration and such a decrease in ferromagnetic interaction with increase in doping
concentration has been reported in Mn-doped SnO2 based diluted magnetic semiconductor [198].
It is mainly due to a reduction in average Co-Co inter-atomic distance, which might contribute to
nearest neighbor antiferromagnetic interaction at the expense of ferromagnetism. The
paramagnetic susceptibility χm is found to decrease with increase in temperature as expected for
any paramagnetic matrix and its value marginally increases with increase in doping
concentrations. The spontaneous moment per BMP, meff is found to increase with temperature
and such a variation of meff is in contradiction to the variation of M0 and it can be understood as a
result of increase in size of BMP with temperature. At higher temperature, even though the
magnetic moments are aligned parallel within each BMP, the overall alignment of BMPs along
the applied field may not be complete due to the increase in thermal energy. The value of meff is
found to be in the order of 10-17 emu (10-20 J/T) and it is comparable to that reported by Quintero
et al. [114] in p-type Cu2FeGeTe4. However, the present meff value is found to be one order of
magnitude larger than that reported in Cu2Mn0.9Zn0.1SnS4 and Y0.9Ce0.1MnO3 [112, 256]. In the
present series of samples, the parameter M0/meff is found to vary with temperature, so in such
condition, one cannot assume ms = meff. In view of above the restriction, we could not estimate
N, the number of BMP per unit volume. The average radius of the BMP was estimated from the
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fitted value of meff and by assuming a spherical shape of BMP. The typical radius of BMP for
x=0.05 sample is found to be 38 Å. Our result is comparable to that reported by Dietl et al. [6] in
CdMnSe based DMS, where the radius was determined to be 40 Å. The BMP radius at different
temperatures and doping concentrations are given in table-3.4
The magnetization data of N2 annealed sample could not be fitted to BMP model; on the
other hand it could be fitted to the Brillouin function model by taking into account the
ferromagnetic contribution.
M = MS BJ(x)……………………………………………………………………………….. (3.3)
MS = ngµBS and BJ ( x ) =

1 
1
1 1
x

 S +  coth x  S +  − coth 

S 
2
2 2
2


Here n is the number of magnetic atoms per unit volume, S is the magnetic spin quantum number
and x =

g µB B
. The fitted data are shown as solid line in Fig.3.10, which closely follow the
kT

experimental data. The values of S and Ms are found to be 1.38 and 0.23 emu/g respectively. The
S value suggests the presence of Co2+ ions in high spin state and however, we cannot rule out the
presence of Co3+ ions. The magnetization data of air annealed x=0. 02 sample could not be fitted
to the Brillouin function model due to the weak signal.

0.25
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0.20
------ experimental data
------fitted data

0.15

Sn0.98Co0.02O2

0.10
0.05
0.00

T=450K
0.0

0.6

1.2

Field(Tesla)
Fig.3.10 The initial magnetization curve along with Brillouin function model fit for N2 annealed
x=0.02 sample.
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In order to study the ferromagnetic transition, the temperature variation of magnetization was
measured in the temperature range 400 to 1000 K for an applied field of H=0.2T. The M-T
curves for all the Co-doped samples are shown in Fig.3.11, where a clear paramagnetic to
ferromagnetic transition can be seen. The magnetization is found to increase gradually with
decrease in temperature. The paramagnetic susceptibility was fitted to Curie-Weiss law,

χ=

C ( x)
T − θc

……………………………………………………………………………

(3.4)

where, C(x)= xC0= xnµeff2/3kB is the Curie constant, where x is the concentration of doped Co, θc
is Curie temperature. The Curie temperature is found to be 692 K for x = 0.02 and it gradually
decreases to 582 K for x = 0.10 sample as shown in Fig. 3.12. The effective magnetic moment
µeff estimated from Curie constant is found to vary from 1.3µB/Co-ion to 1.9µB/Co ion which
suggests that the Co-ions are mostly in the Co2+ lowspin state. The theoretical effective magnetic
th

moment of Co2+ ion in the low spin state is µeff = 1.73. The Curie temperature and the effective
magnetic moment values for all the Co-doped samples are given in table-3.5
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Fig.3.11 M-T plots for Sn1-xCoxO2 (x=0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10).
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Fig.3.12 Plots of χ-1 vs. T of solid state synthesized Sn1-xCoxO2 (x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10)
samples along with the Curie-Weiss fit.
Table-3.5: Parameters obtained from Curie- Weiss fit. Here θc is the Curie temperature; µeff is
the effective magnetic moment per Co-ion.

Sample/Parameters x=0.02 x=0.05 x=0.07 x=0.10
696
670
595
582
θC (K)
µeff (µ
µB)

1.65
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3.1.3 ESR Analysis
ESR spectra in the temperature range of 295 K to 445 K were recorded on Sn1-xCoxO2 samples of
solid state route. ESR spectra for x=0. 02, 0.07, 0.10 samples are shown in Fig.3.13 (a). We can
see a shift in the resonance field towards the higher field with increase in doping concentration
and it supports the magnetization results of decrease in FM interaction. In order to study the
variation of ESR signal intensity with temperature, ESR signal were recorded at different
temperature for x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples (air annealed). The spectra of integrated
ESR signals at different temperatures for x = 0.02 sample are also shown in Fig.3.13. The
observed increase in intensity with temperature can be explained as a result of increase in
paramagnetic signal as it approaches towards Curie temperature. The observed low field
shoulder in the above curves signifies the presence of ferromagnetism even above room
temperature. The observed ESR signal could be simulated by using two Gaussian curves as
shown as dashed lines in Fig. 3.13(b). The low field (LF) and the high field (HF) resonance peak
values for all the samples with temperature variations are tabulated in table-3.6. As the
temperature approaches 445 K, the signal could be reproduced by using single Gaussian
function, where the material is close to the paramagnetic state.
Table-3.6 low field (LF) and high field (HF) resonance peak values obtained from two peaks
Gaussian model fit.
Sample/

x=0.02

x=0.05

Temperature(K) LF(mT)

HF(mT)

295

29±2

345

LF(mT)

x=0.07

x=0.10

HF(mT)

LF(mT)

HF(mT)

LF(mT)

HF(mT)

274±0.5 33±3

285±0.5

112±2.2

285±0.1

---------

294±0.1

65±4

286±0.9

75±5

285±0.7

165±3

284±0.3

---------

294±0.2

395

77±2

273±0.5

149±2

286±0.1

------

285±0.1

---------

295±0.1

445

-----

276±0.4

-----

286±0.2

-------

285±0.2

---------

295±0.3
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Fig.3.13(a). ESR spectra at room temperature for different samples of Sn1-xCoxO2 and integrated ESR spectra for x=0.02(air annealed)
sample recorded at (b) 295K, (c) 345 K, (d) 395 K, (e) 445 K respectively. The simulated data by using two overlapping Gaussian
curves are also shown.
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3.2 Sn0.98Co0.02O2 by Co-precipitation
3.2.1 Preparation and Characterization
A Co doped (2 at % of cobalt) SnO2 material was synthesized by co-precipitation technique.
Here 1.48 mmol of Co(NO3)2·6H2O and 82.5 mmol of SnCl2 were dissolved in 150 mL of
deionized water. To this pink solution, concentrated aqueous NH3 was added drop wise with
stirring, for about 1 hour. During this time the precipitation has ceased. Addition of NH3 was
stopped when the pH of the solution has reached about 12. Stirring was continued for another 2
hours and then the contents were left undisturbed. After 3 days, the solid Co-doped SnO2 was
separated from the colorless supernatant layer using a centrifuge and washed with deionized
water. The crystalline Co-doped SnO2 powder was dried in an oven at 80ºC for several hours.
The same procedure was followed for obtaining pure/undoped SnO2 from SnCl4. The above
product was heated at 200oC for 12 hr followed by grinding. The precursor powder thus obtained
was divided into different batches and were annealed at 400oC, 600oC and 800oC in air and N2
gas atmosphere respectively. Fig.3.14 shows the XRD patterns for different samples annealed
under air and N2 gas environment at atmospheric pressure. The air annealed samples at 400oC,
600oC, 800oC are named as Sample-1A, Sample-2A and sample-3A respectively. Similarly the
N2 annealed samples at the corresponding temperature are named as Sample-1N, Sample-2N and
Sample-3N respectively. The crystalline behavior is found to be enhanced with increase in
annealing temperature. The XRD patterns could be refined to P42/mnm space group by using the
Reitveld refinement technique with the help of FullProf program. The typical XRD pattern,
along with the refinement is shown in Fig.3.15 for the sample-3A and 3N, where all the observed
peaks could be refined. The typical lattice parameters for SnO2 and 2 at % Co-doped Sample-3N
are a = b = 4.745Å, c = 3.192Å and a = b = 4.725 Å, c = 3.182 Å respectively. The lattice
parameters are comparable to those reported by Bouaine et al. [253] in Co-doped SnO2. The
lattice parameters obtained from the refinement are tabulated in table-3.7. The lattice parameters
are found to decrease with the introduction of Co ion and it indicates the incorporation of smaller
ionic sized Co ions into the Sn sites. Similar kind of decrease in lattice parameters was observed
in Co-doped SnO2 samples prepared by solid state route (section 3.1.1).
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Fig.3.14. XRD patterns of Sn0.98Co0.02O2 samples under different annealing conditions
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Fig.3.15. XRD patterns along with Rietveld refinement for the samples-3A and 3N.
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The average crystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer’s formula by using eq.3.1. The
crystallite sizes for various samples are given in table-3.7. They depict the nanocrystalline phase
of the prepared materials. The crystallite size is found to increase with annealing temperature. In
comparison to our solid state route prepared Co doped SnO2, where the crystallite size was of the
order of 60 nm as given in table-3.1, here the highest crystallite size is found to be 15 nm.
Table-3.7. List of parameters obtained from the Rietveld refinement and analysis of XRD for
2 at % Co doped SnO2 prepared by co-precipitation technique.
SnO2

1A

2A

3A

1N

2N

3N

Space group

P42/m
nm

P42/m
nm

P42/mn
m

P42/mn
m

P42/mn
m

P42/mn
m

P42/mn
m

a = b (Å)
c (Å)
Volume (Å3)
χ2 (%)
Rp (%)
Crystallite Size(nm)

4.745
3.192
71.86
3
17
40

4.706
3.181
70.44
2.63
31
6

4.724
3.181
70.99
2.18
15
12

4.731
3.184
71.24
1.80
12
15

4.733
3.198
71.63
2.44
17
5

4.731
3.188
71.34
4
30
7

4.723
3.182
71.24
1.8
12
14

Sample/Parameters

In order to confirm the absence of impurity phase or any clustering, we have carried out high
resolution TEM analysis. Fig. 3.16 shows the images of Sample-3N taken in a carbon coated
copper grid. The TEM image of particles and HRTEM image are shown in Fig.3.16 (a) and (b),
where the (110) and (101) planes can be seen. Fig.3.16(c) shows the selected area diffraction
(SAD) pattern. We have observed a faint ring pattern along with many bright spots and it
suggests the polycrystalline nature of the particle. Many regions of the sample were searched; no
trace of Co clustering has been detected from the EDS measurement done at different crystallites
and it shows the substitution of Co-ions into the lattice and their uniform distribution. The Sn:Co
atomic ratio was found to be 0.98: 0.015.
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b
(110)

(d)
(002)
(101)
(110)

Fig.3.16 (a) TEM image of Sample-3N, (b) HRTEM image of the same sample, (c) SAD
pattern, (d) EDX pattern of the Sample-3N.
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrum in the wave number range of 400 to 4000 cm-1 was
recorded for all the samples. Fig.3.17 shows the typical FTIR spectra for a few samples along
with the parent SnO2. The absorption band at around 3400 cm-1 and 1640 cm-1 are associated
with the oxide surface hydroxyl group which is in O-H mode. The weaker band at, 1370 and
1130 cm-1are because of the C-H vibrations, due the reaction between CO2 from atmosphere with
H2O as reported in[257]. The bands at around 530 and 680 cm-1 correspond to Sn-O and
Sn-O-Sn vibrations of SnO2. So, it is evident from Fig.3.17 that the prepared samples exhibit
pure rutile structure without any significant change in crystal structure due to Co substitution.
We have not observed any peak due to Co3O4 or related compounds, so the doped Co ions are
expected to replace the Sn4+ without forming any clustering. If we observe the sharpness of the
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peaks, it increases with increase in annealing temperature because of the increase in crystalline
behavior, which is in good agreement with the XRD data.

Sample-2N

Intensity(abr. unit)

Sample-3N

Sample-1N

SnO2

500

1000 1500 2000 2500 -1 3000 3500 4000
wavenumber(cm )

Fig.3.17. FTIR spectra for N2 annealed Co doped samples along with the parent SnO2 for
comparison.
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3.2.2 Magnetic Properties
Fig.3.18 shows the M-H loops recorded for all the samples. The nitrogen annealed samples exhibit
improvement in ferromagnetism compared to air annealed samples, although having a weak magnitude.
From Fig.3.18, we can infer that as the annealing temperature is increased, the magnitude of
magnetization increases. Such phenomenon can be explained as a result of the increase in oxygen
vacancy, which encourages the formation of bound magnetic polaron and ferromagnetic interaction.
Moreover the crystallite size may also play a role in restricting the range of BMP interaction leading to
FM. In materials prepared under normal conditions with relatively large crystallite size of the order of
40nm, the magnetization value was found to be larger as discussed in (section 3.1.2).

0.02
1A
2A
3A

M(emu/g)

0.01
0.00

-0.01
-0.02
-2

0.02

-1

0
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1

2

Sample-3N

M (em u/g)

Sample-2N
0.01
Sample-1N

0.00

SnO2

-0.01
-0.02
-2

-1

0
Field(Tesla)

1

2

Fig.3.18. Hysteresis loop recorded for air annealed and N2 annealed samples at room
temperature.
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3.2.3 Electrical Resistivity Measurement
The temperature variation of electrical resistivity was measured by using two probe technique.
The electrical resistivity of air annealed samples at room temperature are found to be in the order
of 109 Ω-cm, and their temperature variation could not be measured because of large resistance
beyond the measuring limit of the instrument used. On the other hand, the electrical resistivity of
nitrogen annealed samples are found to be about two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the
air annealed material. Fig. 3.19 shows the resistivity vs. temperature plot for the N2 annealed
samples. The values of resistivity at 70 K for 1N, 2N and 3N samples are found to be
8 x 107Ω-cm, 3.4 x 107Ω-cm and 3 x 107Ω-cm respectively and it reduces to 0.03 x 107Ω-cm,
0.02 x 107Ω-cm and 0.1 x 107Ω-cm respectively at 300 K.

4
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8
Sample-2N
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ρ (10 Ω -cm)
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1

2
0
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Fig.3.19 Temperature variation of resistivity for samples 1N, 2N and 3N.
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lnρ (ohm-cm)

22 Mott Variable hopping
model
20
Sample-1N

18
16
0.24

0.28
0.32
1/4 -1/4
(1/T) K

0.36

Fig.3.20. Variation of resistivity with temperature for 400oC N2 annealed Sn0.98Co0.02O2
(sample-1N).
The resistivity data of N2 annealed sample could be analyzed based on the Mott variable hopping
range model (VRH) using the eq.3.5 [148]
ρ = ρo exp [To/T] 1/4
………………………………………………………
Where ρ is the resistivity of the sample, ρo and To are constants.

(3.5)

Fig.3.20 shows the typical plot of ln (ρ) versus (1/T) 1/4 for Sample-1N, where the solid line is the
fit to VRH model. From the fitted value of To and ρo, the density of states in the vicinity of Fermi
level, N(EF), hopping distance Rhop(T) and hopping energy Ehop(T) are determined following ref.
[148] and using eq.3.5. The density of states, hopping distance and hopping energy are found to
be 1.67×1026 eV-1m-3, 25Å and 94meV respectively. The resistivity data for 2N and 3N samples
could not be fitted based on the above model.
Thus the 2 at % Co doped SnO2 samples prepared by co-precipitation technique exhibit weaker
FM compared to the sample obtained from solid state route for the same composition. This can
be explained in terms of reduced crystallite size and limited range of BMP interaction. N2
annealing is found to show enhanced FM and electrical conductivity.
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3.3 Ball Milled Pure SnO2
3.3.1 Sample Preparation and Characterization
Two batches of commercially available SnO2 (diamagnetic) of 99.9% purity were separately
milled for 10hr by using steel and tungsten carbide (WC) vials respectively. The milling speed
and balls to powder ratio were kept same for both the batches; the milling speed was 500 rpm
and the ball to powder weight ratio was kept as 10:1. The as-milled samples on steel and WC
vials are represented as samples S1 and T1 respectively. A part of the milled powder from each
batch was pressed into cylindrical pellets and were annealed in air at 900oC for 10 hrs. These
annealed samples originated from steel vial milling and WC vial milling are represented as S2
and T2 respectively. XRD patterns of as milled samples T1 and S1 and annealed samples T2 and
S2 along with commercial SnO2 powder are shown in Fig. 3.21. XRD pattern of sample T1
shows the presence of minor impurity peaks corresponding to WC. However, upon annealing,
i.e. sample T2 doesn’t show any WC impurity. XRD patterns of samples S1 and S2 are found to
be comparable to the commercial SnO2 powders except that the widths of the peaks are quite
broad in the prepared samples due to reduced crystallite sizes. XRD patterns were refined by
choosing P42/mnm space group in tetragonal cell. All the observed peaks in samples S1, S2 and
T2 could be refined; the minor impurity peaks observed in T1 sample were excluded in the
refinement. The XRD patterns for samples T1, S1, T2 and S2 along with Rietveld refinement are
shown in Fig. 3.22 and Fig.3.23, where we can see the refined pattern closely following the
experimental data. The lattice parameters obtained from the above analysis are given in table-3.8,
they are comparable to the reported values in literature [250]. The lattice parameters of as-milled
powders are found to relatively large compared to the commercial and annealed samples. This
property can be easily correlated with nanocrystalline behavior of as-milled samples. The
average crystallite size was estimated using the Scherrer’s formula S = λk/β cosθ. The average
crystallite size values are found to be around 15 nm for as milled samples S1 and T1 and it is
found to increase upon annealing as shown in table-3.8.
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Fig. 3.21. XRD patterns recorded for samples T1, S1, T2 and S2 along with the un-milled commercial SnO2. The star marks (*)
represent WC impurity phase.
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Fig. 3.22 XRD patterns along with Rietveld refinement for samples T1 and S1.
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Fig. 3.23 XRD patterns along with Rietveld refinement for samples T2 and S2.
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Table - 3.8: List of parameters obtained from the analysis of XRD patterns, magnetization data
and ESR spectra.
Samples/Parameters

a=b(Å)
c(Å)
χ2(%)
Rp (%)
Crystallite Size(nm)
Ms(300K) emu/g
Ms(20K) emu/g
Hc(300K)Oe
Hc(20K)Oe
Resonance Field (mT)

Commercial
SnO2
4.7311

T1

S1

T2

S2

4.737

4.749

4.732

3.1826
1.39
13.4
40
-

3.185
2.42
22
15
0.11
0.13
841
936
106±0.
3

3.195
1.99
20.5
18
0.95
1.68
430
650
Hl=101±0.5
Hh=269±0.4

4.728
8
3.181
3.24
21.4
22
-

-

-

3.185
1.31
14.9
40
0.9
1
440
590
293±0.5

Fig. 3.24 shows the typical SEM images of S2 and T2 samples along with their EDX pattern.
The SEM images show uniform surface morphology. The EDX images show the presence of
small fraction of Fe peaks along with Sn and O, for S1 and S2 samples and W related peaks for
T1 and T2 samples respectively. The cation ratio obtained from EDX analysis are given in
table-3.9.

T2

S2

S2

T2

Fig. 3.24 SEM imageS recorded for S2 and T2 samples along with their EDX spectra.
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Table-3.9: Cationic ratio obtained from EDX analysis for S1, T1, S2 and T2 samples.

Sample Calculated Cationic Ratio from EDS
Sn

Fe

W

S1

0.94

0.05

------

T1

0.96

-----

0.03

S2

0.93

0.06

-----

T2

0.95

-----

0.04

The microstructure and the composition at crystallites level were studied by recording TEM
images using JEOL-JEM 2100 transmission electron microscope (TEM) coupled with an EDS
analyzer. Typical High resolution TEM image (HRTEM) and selected area diffraction pattern for
samples T1 and S1 are shown in Fig.3.25. The HRTEM image shows the presence of (101)
plane and the inset shows the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) image. The d-values obtained from
SAD pattern are found to agree with those of XRD analysis.
T1

T1
(101)

(301)
(211)
(110)

(101)

(a)

(b)

S1

S1

FFT(101)

(002)
(110)
(101)

(d)

(c)

Fig.3.25. HRTEM and Selected Area Diffraction pattern images of samples T1 and S1. The inset
shows the FFT image.
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The samples were also characterized by recording Raman spectra using LabRam HR800
spectrometer. The Raman spectra recorded for T1, S1, T2 and S2 samples are shown in Fig.3.26.
SnO2 has the tetragonal rutile structure (space group D 4h14, P42 /mnm) with two SnO2 molecules
per unit cell. The number of allowed modes of vibrations is 15, the irreducible representations of
the optic modes are
Γ= Γ1+ (A1g ) +Γ2+ (A2g ) +Γ3+ (B1g ) +Γ4+ (B2g ) +Γ5- (Eg ) +Γ1- (A2u ) +2Γ4-(B1u) +3Γ5- (Eu).
The 5 modes of A1g , B1g , B2g , Eg are Raman active, 7 modes of A2u and 3Eu are IR active and
2 modes of A2g and B1u are inactive [258, 259]. All the samples show the Raman shift at
~ 640 cm-1 which corresponds to A1g (symmetric Sn-O stretching). This indicates the tetragonal
rutile structure. The other peak observed at 693 cm-1 for S1 and S2 is because of the A2u(LO),
LO=longitudinal optic mode; which is basically IR-active but because of some disorder this
become Raman active [259-261]. T1 and S1 samples exhibit the peak broadening effect and it
depicts the presence of some amorphous phase. The peaks become sharper for T2 and S2, which
depicts the improved crystalline nature of the samples upon annealing. The observed peak at
475 cm-1 for samples T1 and S1 corresponds to the Eg mode of vibration. However such peak
was not observed for sample T2 and weak broad peak like feature can be seen for sample S2. As
the Eg mode is the result of two oxygen atoms vibrating parallel to the c axis, but in opposite
direction; it is more sensitive to oxygen vacancies than other modes[262]. So the vacancy related
defects are dominant in samples T1 and S1.

Intensity(a.u)

S2
T2
S1

T1
400

500

600
700
-1
Raman Shift(cm )

800

Fig. 3.26 Raman Shift for T1, S1, T2 and S2 samples collected at room temperature.
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3.3.2 Magnetic Properties
The field variation of magnetization at different temperatures and the temperature variation of
magnetization in the temperature range of 20 K to 1000 K were measured by using a Lakeshore
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) of model no.7410.
The M-H loops were recorded at room temperature (300 K) and at T = 20 K. Fig.3.27 shows the
M-H loops of as milled (T1 and S1) and annealed samples (T2 and S2). Surprisingly both the as
milled samples T1 and S1 show room temperature FM without any transition element doping.
Even though, sample T1 was milled by using non-magnetic WC vial and still room temperature
FM has been observed. Both samples exhibit increase in hysteresis loss and saturation
magnetization, Ms at low temperature. In addition to that, M-H loops at T = 20 K exhibit
considerable linear behavior and it can be explained in terms of the presence of strong magnetic
anisotropy or competing antiferromagnetic interaction. The values of the Ms and coercive field
Hc are given in table-3.10. The Hc value is found to increase appreciably with decrease in
temperature. The M-H curve of annealed sample T2 shows a diamagnetic behavior similar to that
of commercial SnO2. So, upon annealing the FM is destroyed.
The oxygen vacancy induced localized electron spin moments and their exchange interaction are
known to play a role in room temperature ferromagnetism [249]. Theoretical calculations of
Kilic and Zunger [233] suggest that oxygen vacancy has very low formation energy and would
commonly exist in non-stoichiometric SnO2. So, the observed FM in as milled sample T1 and its
disappearance upon annealing, (T2) can be explained in terms of ferromagnetism originating
from oxygen vacancy or other defects related mechanism. On the other hand, the annealed
sample S2 shows FM but with reduced Ms value compared to the as milled sample S1. Another
notable difference is that the presence of linear behavior of the magnetization curve observed in
sample S1 has disappeared upon annealing and a complete saturation behavior is observed as
shown in Fig. 3.27(d) for sample S2. No appreciable difference between the Ms value of T = 300
K and 20 K was observed. The reduction in Ms value of sample S2 compared to that of S1 can be
understood in terms of reduced oxygen vacancy and defects upon annealing. Moreover, the
presence of FM in sample S2, even after the annealing can be understood in terms of inadvertent
doping of Fe in SnO2 due to the contamination from steel vial.
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Fig. 3.27 M-H curves recorded for samples T1, S1, T2 and S2 at 20 K and 300 K. The insets show the initial curves along with the fit
to BMP model.
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The magnetization data were further analyzed in terms of bound magnetic polaron (BMP)
model [112, 113, 255], i.e. by fitting the initial M-H curves to eq. 3.2. The parameters Mo, meff,

χm were varied during the fit. The initial magnetization curves of T1, S1 and S2 at 20 and 300 K
along with the fitted data are shown in the respective inset of Fig.3.27. The fitted data closely
follow the experimental data and the fitted parameters Mo, meff and χm are given in table-3.10.
The χm is found to increase with decrease in temperature. The spontaneous moment per BMP,
meff is found to increase with increase in temperature and such a variation of meff is in
contradiction to the variation of Mo and it can be understood as a result of increase in size of
BMP with temperature. At higher temperature, even though the magnetic moments are aligned
parallel within each BMP, the overall alignment of BMPs along the applied field may not be
complete due to the increase in thermal energy. The value of meff is found to be in the order of
10-17 emu and it is comparable to that reported by Quintero et al.[114] in p-type Cu2FeGeTe4
based DMS. The present Mo is found to be one order of magnitude larger than that of the solid
sate route prepared Co doped SnO2 as given in table-3.4, whereas the meff varies with the same
order of magnitude. In the present series of samples, the parameter M0/meff is found to vary with
temperature, so in such condition, one cannot assume ms = meff. In view of above the restriction,
we could not estimate N, the number of BMP per unit volume.
In order to determine the FM transition temperature, we have measured the temperature
variation of magnetization of samples T1, S1 and S2 for an applied field of H = 0.2 T.
Fig. 3.28 (a) shows the M-T plot of T1 sample, where we can see a clear paramagnetic (PM) to
FM transition with Tc at 915 K. For T< Tc the magnetization is found to be almost constant and
suggests the presence of long range magnetic ordering. The M-T plot of sample S1 shows two
transitions. The main transition observed at 911K is found to be quite close to that observed in
T1 sample and a secondary transition with onset at around 700 K was observed. The Tc of
sample T1 and the high temperature Tc of sample S1 are found to be comparable and it suggests
that even though these two samples were alloyed by using different type of vials, they have the
same origin of FM, i.e. oxygen vacancy or defect induced FM. The two transitions observed in
sample S1 suggest that there is more than one mechanism responsible for FM. Interestingly upon
annealing, i.e. in sample S2, the high temperature Tc disappears and the low temperature Tc
remains same without any appreciable shift. It closely supports the argument of defect or oxygen
vacancy induced FM in as milled samples. In samples S1 and S2, the low temperature FM could
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be due to the doping of Fe ions into Sn site of SnO2 due to the contamination from the steel vial.
The low temperature Tc of S1 sample is comparable to the 2 at % Co doped SnO2 sample
prepared by solid state route. Thus the mechanism of FM ordering at Tc~700K can be attributed
to the transition element doping in SnO2. Thus transition element doping and oxygen vacancy
give rise to FM at two different temperatures. Since no FM was observed in sample T2, we have
not carried out any M-T measurement. The dM/dT versus T plots for the above samples are
shown in Fig. 3.28 (d). We can see that both samples T1 and S1 show prominent negative peaks
at around 915 K and it is attributed to the FM transition originating from oxygen vacancy or
defect. For sample S1, in addition to the high temperature negative peak, a broad negative peak
like structure is observed at T< 700 K. The low temperature transition is smeared due to the
presence of dominant high temperature transition and their possible overlapping. The sample S2
shows a sharp negative peak at 690 K and it is comparable to the low temperature transition
observed at sample S1, the sample S2 does not show any high temperature peak. This clearly
indicates the suppression of FM due to oxygen vacancy upon annealing. This is consistent with
complete destruction of FM in sample T2.
Table-3.10 List of parameters obtained from the bound magnetic polaron model fit. M0 is the
spontaneous magnetization, χm is the susceptibility of the matrix and meff is the effective
spontaneous moment per bound magnetic polaron.
Samples/Parameters
Mo (300 K)emu/g
Mo (20 K)emu/g
χm(10-6emu/g.Oe ) 300K
χm(10-6emu/g.Oe ) 20K
meff(10-17emu) 300K
meff(10-17emu) 20K

T1
0.131
0.167
0.6
3
4.4
0.3

S1
0.9
1.8
3.1
5
7.2
0.4
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1
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Fig. 3.28 Temperature variations of magnetization M, (a, b and c) and dM/dT (d) for samples T1, S1 and S2.
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3.3.3 ESR Measurement
In order to further understand the magnetic properties, room temperature ESR spectra for all the
samples were measured and are shown in Fig. 3.29. The inset shows the integrated intensity of
ESR signal. The resonance field values are tabulated in table-3.8. The T2 sample doesn’t show
any ESR spectrum, which can be well understood from the observed diamagnetic property of the
material. The observed ESR signal in T1 and S1 could be due to the polarized electron spins at
the oxygen vacancy site. The observation of the ESR signal due to oxygen vacancy has been also
reported in the literature on nanocrystalline SnO2 [233]. The shift in the resonance field towards
higher field for sample S2 can be understood in terms of reduced Tc. The integrated intensity of
ESR signals is shown in the inset of Fig. 3.29(a), where we can see that the samples S1 and T1
exhibit a broad peak. Careful investigation of the spectrum of samples S1 shows a step like
behavior below the resonance field and it is due to the mixture of two ESR signals. So, the
integrated intensity of sample S2 was fitted to two Gaussian peak model and is shown in Fig.
3.29(b). So, it is basically a mixture of two ESR signals with resonance fields at Hl = 101± 0.5
mT and Hh= 269 ± 0.4 mT respectively. The Hl value is found to be comparable to the resonance
field of sample T1 and similarly Hf value is found to be comparable to the resonance field of
sample S2, so it clearly depicts the resonance field originating from high Tc and low Tc FM
phases respectively. Higher FM Tc, larger the exchange interaction and hence larger molecular
field is expected. Due to the presence of large molecular field, the resonance occurs at low
applied field.
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Fig. 3.29 (a)ESR spectra recorded for T1, S1, T2 and S2 samples at room temperature. The inset
shows the integrated intensity of ESR signal. (b) Integrated ESR pattern for sample S1 along
with fitting to Gaussian functions with two different resonance fields.
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3.4 Co doped SnO2 by Ball Milling
3.4.1 Preparation and Characterization
.
Sn1-xCoxO2 samples for x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 were prepared by mechanical alloying
method. The stoichiometric ratio of SnO2, Co3O4 with 99.9% purity were weighed and mixed
and, then ball milled using a hardened steel vial containing steel balls of 8 mm diameter and
weight of each ball is approximately 2.1g. The weight of the vial is 15.5kg with a volume of
203cm3. The milling speed was 500 rpm and ball to powder weight ratio was 10:1. The milling
was carried out for duration of 10 hrs. The milled powders were pressed into cylindrical pellets
and were annealed in air at 900oC for 10 hrs.
XRD patterns of ball milled Sn1-xCoxO2, for x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 are shown in Fig. 3.30.
In addition to the allowed XRD peaks for tetragonal rutile structure of SnO2, a minor XRD peak
at 2θ ≈ 35.5o is observed. The origin of the minor extra peak was found to be from Fe3O4 or
SnFe2O4 based spinel structure. Since, no Fe was doped in the above samples; we can infer that
the contamination from the steel vial could be the source of the spinel structure. So, the patterns
were refined to the two phase model of crystal structure corresponding to Sn1-xCoxO2 and the
spinel phase by using Rietveld refinement technique and Fullprof programme. The refinements
were carried out by choosing P42/mnm space group for (Sn,Co)O2 and Fd3m space group for the
spinel phase. Typical XRD pattern for x = 0.10 sample along with Rietveld refined data are
shown in Fig. 3.31. The volume fraction of the spinel phase obtained from the XRD refinement
was found to around 6 %, without any appreciable variation with increase in doping
concentration. From the obtained value of volume fraction of spinel phase and by taking the
theoretical density, the weight % of spinel phase was determined for different samples and the
values are found to be close to 4.5 wt %. The lattice parameters and particle size values
determined from XRD analysis are given in Table-3.11. We can see that the values of the lattice
parameters decrease marginally up to 7 % of Co-doping and can be explained in terms of Co3+
(0.61 Å) replacing some of Sn4+ (0.69 Å) ions. The above variation of lattice parameters is
comparable to those of Co doped SnO2 samples prepared by conventional solid state route as
discussed in section 3.1.2. The refined occupancy values of Sn and Co are found to be
comparable to the nominal starting composition. Typical values of Sn/Co occupancy are
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0.923/0.077 for x=0.07 sample. The lattice parameters of spinel structure phase is found to be
around 8.40 Å, and is comparable to the reported value of ferrites [263]. The crystallite size
values are found to be close to 40 nm for all the samples.
Table-3.11. List of parameters obtained from the Rietveld refinement and analysis of XRD
patterns.
Samples/Parameters
a=b(Å)
c(Å)
χ2(%)
Rp (%)
Crystallite Size(nm)

x=0.0
4.7322
3.1848
1.31
14.9
40

x=0.02
4.7327
3.1836
1.9
19.9
39
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x=0.07
4.7310
3.1824
2.2
18.5
42

x=0.10
4.7329
3.1830
2.21
17.7
41
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Fig. 3.30 XRD patterns of Sn1-xCoxO2 samples for x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 prepared by ball milling method. Star marked peaks
correspond to spinel phase.
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Fig. 3.31 XRD pattern along with Rietveld refinement for x=0.10 sample.
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The EDX spectra recorded for the pure and the Co-doped samples show the presence of Fe along
with Co, Sn and O peaks as shown in Fig.3.32. This can be understood in terms of Fe
contamination due to the ball milling process using the steel vial. It is also in agreement with the
observed spinel phase from XRD analysis. Similar Fe contaminations were also reported in Codoped ZnO based materials prepared by mechanical synthesis route [264]. The EDX spectra
analyses for all the samples are tabulated in table-3.12. From the observed Fe content in EDX
analysis and by assuming that they are from the spinel phase, the weight percentage of spinel
phase was estimated by taking the theoretical densities of (SnCo)O2 and Fe3O4 and by
normalizing them, the value was found to be close to 6 wt %. They are comparable to the results
of XRD analysis.

Fig. 3.32 SEM images for x=0.02 and 0.10 with EDX spectra.
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Table-3.12 Cationic ratio obtained from EDX measurement for x =0.0, 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10
samples.

Sample Calculated Cationic Ratio from EDS
Sn

Co

Fe

x=0.0

0.93

-----

0.06

x=0.02

0.91

0.023

0.077

x=0.07

0.87

0.067

0.072

X=0.10 0.74

0.098

0.062

Typical TEM image of x = 0.02 sample is shown in Fig. 3.33, where we can see the nanometric
size of the particles. The high resolution TEM (HRTEM) images recorded at different locations
show the presence of (110) plane as shown in Fig. 3.33(b). The respective Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) image is shown in the inset of Fig. 3.33(b). Typical selected area diffraction
pattern (SAD) recorded for x = 0.02 sample is shown in Fig. 3.33(c), where a regularly arranged
bright spots are observed and it highlights the single crystalline nature of the particle. The crystal
structure observed at the microscopic scale was found to be comparable to the bulk crystal
structure obtained from XRD analysis.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(110)
(101)
(110)
(200)

Fig. 3.33 TEM, HRTEM and SAD images of x=0.02 sample.
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The Raman spectra recorded for all the Co-doped samples are shown in Fig.3.34. All the samples
show the Raman shift at ~ 640 cm-1 which corresponds to A1g (symmetric Sn-O stretching). This
indicates the tetragonal rutile structure. The other peak observed at 693 cm-1 is because of the
A2u(LO), LO=longitudinal optic mode; which is basically IR-active but because of some disorder
this become Raman active [259-261]. The samples exhibit the peak broadening effect and it
depicts the presence of some amorphous phase. The observed peak at 475 cm-1 corresponds to
the Eg mode of vibration. As the Eg mode is the result of two oxygen atoms vibrating parallel to
the c axis, but in opposite direction; it is more sensitive to oxygen vacancies than other
modes[262]. So the vacancy related defects are dominant in the samples.

Intensity(a.u)

x=0.10

200

x=0.07
x=0.02
x=0.0
300

400 500 600 700
-1
Raman Shift(cm )

800

Fig.3.34 Raman Spectra recorded for Sn1-xCoxO2 x=0.0, 0.02, 0.07, 0.10 samples at room
temperature.
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3.4.2 Magnetic Properties
The magnetization data of mechanically milled Sn1-xCoxO2 samples recorded at 290 K
for x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 are shown in Fig. 3.35(a) for a maximum applied field of 1.5T.
They all exhibit ferromagnetic behavior including the x = 0 sample. The Ms value of x = 0
sample is found to be 0.9 emu/g and it is found to increase to 4.4 emu/g for 2 at % of Co doping.
The sharp increase in Ms value for x = 0. 02 can be attributed to the FM introduced by Cosubstitution in Sn site. However, for further increase in Co-concentration, the Ms value is found
to reduce. Such a decrease in Ms value with increase Co concentration has been observed on
(Sn1-xCox)O2 prepared by solid state route as given in section 3.1.2.
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Fig. 3.35 M-H loops of Sn1-xCoxO2 samples for x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 samples at (a) 290
K and (b) 20 K.
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However, the magnitude of Ms in the ball milled samples are found to be about two order of
magnitude larger than those of solid state synthesized samples for the same concentrations of Co
doping. Similar variation of Ms with increase in doping concentration has been reported in
literature [198, 265]. The decrease in Ms value with increase in Co-concentration can be
understood in terms of enhanced nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic superexchange interaction.
The values of coercive field, Hc are given in Table-3.13. The Hc value is found to be maximum
for x=0.02 sample. Similar kind of Hc variation was observed for the Co doped samples prepared
by solid state route (section 3.1.2).
Table-3.13 Coercive Field (Hc) and saturation magnetization (Ms) determined for various Co
doped SnO2 samples prepared by ball milling.
Sample/Parameters
Ms(290K) emu/g
Ms(20K) emu/g
Hc(290K)Oe
Hc(20K)Oe

x = 0.0 x = 0.02 x = 0.07 x = 0.10
0.9
1
440
590

4.4
7.7
879
3735

4.1
6.4
786
3727

3.8
4.8
470
3245

The M-H loops recorded at 20 K for all the above samples are shown in Fig. 3.35(b). The Ms
values were obtained after subtracting the high temperature linear region. The obtained Ms and
Hc values are tabulated in Table-3.13. For x = 0 sample, no appreciable variation in Ms and Hc
values are observed with decrease in temperature. However for example, x = 0.02 sample
exhibits a large increase in Ms and Hc values with decrease in temperature. Similar behavior was
observed for other Co-doped samples. So basically, there is a clear difference between the
magnetization behavior of x = 0 and other Co doped samples and it leads to the understanding
that, the mechanism and the origin of FM in x = 0 sample is quite different from other doped
samples. The large increase in Hc value at low temperature can be understood in terms of
enhanced magnetic anisotropy due to domain growth. In order to quantitatively analyze the
magnetization data due to Co substitution, the contribution from spinel related phase or other
extrinsic effect need to be separated out. Since the concentration of spinel phase is almost
constant for different samples and the FM behavior of x = 0 sample is found to be distinct
compared to rest of the samples, it can be assumed that the observed FM signal of x = 0 sample
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is due to lattice defect such as oxygen vacancy, Fe3O4 type spinel impurity phase, or due to the
small amount of Fe doping in Sn site. The initial M-H curve of x = 0 sample was fitted to the
following expression [266],
M = Mso(1-a/H+b/H2)+χdH……………………………………

(3.6)

Here Mso is the saturation magnetization, a and b are constants and χd is the paramagnetic
susceptibility. The first term is to account for the FM behavior of x = 0 sample and the second
term is to account for the observed paramagnetic contribution at higher field. The data were
fitted by varying the parameter Mso, a, b and χd. The initial curve of x = 0 sample at 290 K along
with the fitted data to eq.3.6 are shown in Fig. 3.36(a). The fitted data closely follow the
experimental data. The fitted values of Mso, a, b and χd are found to be 0.915emu/g,
118emu.Oe/g, -1.7×105 emu.Oe2/g, 1.4×10-7 emu/g.Oe respectively.
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Fig. 3.36(a) Initial M-H curve for x = 0 sample along with fit to eq. 3.6. (b) BMP model fit for x
= 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 sample.
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The intrinsic magnetization due to Co-doping was determined by subtracting the magnetization
arising from spinel phase or other extrinsic effects. This can be done by estimating the
background magnetization by using eq.3.6 and parameters Mso, a, b and χd corresponding to x =
0 sample. The background magnetization was subtracted from the measured magnetization of Co
doped samples. The intrinsic initial magnetization data of x = 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 samples are
shown in Fig. 3.36(b). The intrinsic saturation magnetization, Msi was determined from the above
plots and are found to be 2.9 emu/g, 2.6 emu/g, 2.2 emu/g for x = 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 samples
respectively at 290 K. Their corresponding values at 20 K are found to be 5.9 emu/g, 4.9 emu/g
and 3.3 emu/g. The data were analyzed in terms of bound magnetic polaron model (BMP) [112,
113, 255]. The parameters Mo, meff, χm were varied during the fit to BMP model. The
magnetization curves for x = 0.02, 0.07, 0.10 samples at 290 K along with the fitted data are
shown in Fig.3.36(b). The fitted data closely follow the experimental data and the fitted
parameters Mo, meff and χm are given in Table-3.14. The M0 value is found to decrease with
increase in doping concentration and such a behavior has been reported in Mn-doped SnO2
compounds [198]. It is mainly due to the reduction in average Co-Co inter-atomic distance,
which might contribute to nearest neighbor antiferromagnetic interaction at the expense of
ferromagnetism. The paramagnetic susceptibility χm is found to increase with increase in doping
concentration. The value of spontaneous moment per BMP, meff is found to be in the order of
10-17 emu and increases marginally with increase in Co concentrations. Similar kind of variation
was observed for the solid state route prepared Co doped samples and with almost same order of
magnitude as given in section 3.1.2. The average radius of the BMP was estimated from the
fitted value of meff and by assuming spherical shape of BMP. The radius of BMP was found to be
in the range of 30 Å to 39 Å and is comparable to that reported by Dietl et al. in CdMnSe based
DMS [267].
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Table 3.14: List of parameters obtained from the analysis of M-H data by using BMP model. Mo
is the spontaneous magnetization of the system, χm is the susceptibility of the matrix and meff is
the effective magnetic moment per bound magnetic polaron.
Sample

Parameters obtained from BMP Fitting
Mo(emu/g)

χm(10-4emu/g.Oe )

meff(10-17emu)

BMP radius(Å)

x=0.02

3.34

1.04

5.7

39

x=0.07

2.8

2.1

5.8

31

x=0.10

2.21

5.1

7.8

33

In order to completely understand the magnetic transitions, we have carried out the
temperature variation of magnetization for an applied magnetic field of H = 0.2 T and they are
shown in Fig. 3.37. M versus T plot of x = 0 sample (sample S2) is shown in Fig. 3.27(c) and for
comparison; it is reproduced in Fig. 3.37(a) where we can see the FM transition. The temperature
derivative of magnetization as a function of temperature in the expanded scale is shown in
Fig.3.37(b), where we can see a sharp negative peak at 690 K and a minor negative peak at 750
K. So, basically the x = 0 sample exhibits two magnetic transitions. The transition observed at
750 K can be attributed to ferrite based structure or extrinsic effect such as oxygen vacancy.
However, the observed Tc at 690K could be attributed to the doping of some of Fe-ions into the
Sn site. The M-T curves of x = 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 samples are shown in Fig. 3.37(a) and (c) and
they all exhibit single Paramagnetic (PM) to FM transition. The FM Tc is found to decrease with
increase in Co-concentration and it is in correlation with a decrease in Ms value observed from
M-H data. Unlike x = 0 sample, no secondary transition is observed, and it could be mainly due
to the strong FM signal of Co-doped samples.
The paramagnetic susceptibility was fitted to the modified Curie-Weiss law,

χ = χ0 +

C ( x)
T − θc

…………………………

(3.7)

where, χ 0 is temperature independent susceptibility, C(x) = xC0= xNµeff2/3kB is the Curie
constant, where x is the concentration of doped Co-ions, / is Curie temperature. Fig. 3.37(d)

shows a typical plot of temperature variation of susceptibility along with fit to eq.3.7 for x = 0.07
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sample. The Curie temperature (FM Tc) of x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.07 and x=0.10 samples are found to
be 692±0.2K (690 K), 653±0.5K (Tc=640K), 519±0.7 K (Tc=501 K) and 446±0.4 K (Tc=396K)
respectively. The observed values suggest that the transition temperature is not due to any Fe or
Co related clustering effects or spinel related structures. The µ eff values are found to be
0.94 µ B/TM-ion, 2.34 µ B/TM-ion, 3.5 µ B/TM-ion and 2.15 µ B/TM-ion respectively for x = 0.0,
0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 samples. The above results suggest that Co doping gives rise to room
temperature FM. Strong room temperature FM was observed with a maximum Msi value of
2.9 emu/g (3.8 µ B/Co-ion) and it increases to 5.9emu/g (7.9 µ B/Co-ion) at 20 K for x = 0.02
sample. Thus the observed giant magnetic moment value is comparable to that reported by Ogale
et al. [39] for 5 % Co-doped SnO2 thin film. Such a high Msi value can be explained in terms of
unquenched d-orbital of the doped Co-ion and due to oxygen vacancy as explained in ref. [45].
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Fig. 3.37 Temperature variations of magnetization M, (a, b and c) and dM/dT (d) for samples T1, S1 and S2.
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3.5 Critical Behavior Studies
In order to understand the nature of FM interaction in Co doped SnO2 sample, a detailed study of
critical behavior in the vicinity of PM to FM transition was carried out. For this study,
Sn0.98Co0.02O2 sample prepared by mechanical milling process is taken up, because its M versus
T plot shows single sharp PM to FM transition. Moreover, it exhibits strong room temperature
FM compared to other samples, with a saturation magnetization of 3.8µB/Co.
The temperature variation of magnetization of mechanically milled Sn0.98Co0.02O2 sample, in an
applied field of 2kOe (0.2T) is shown in Fig. 3.37(a) and is reproduced in Fig. 3.38 in the unit of
emu/cc for comparison with isothermal magnetization data. The sample exhibits a single PM to
FM transition without any trace of secondary transition. The transition can be attributed to the
DMS behavior of Co doped SnO2 because, we have found that the Tc is comparable to the Codoped SnO2 prepared by solid state route without any ferrite impurity. The susceptibility in the
PM region could be fitted to Curie-Weiss law. The present sample exhibits the highest transition
temperature and saturation magnetization compared to other higher doped samples. So, we have
taken up a detailed isothermal magnetization study on Sn0.98Co0.02O2 sample to understand the
critical behavior.

24.5

H = 2kOe

M(emu/cc)

21.0
17.5
14.0
10.5
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3.5
0.0
300 400 500 600 700 800 900
T(K)
Fig. 3.38 Temperature variation of magnetization for Sn0.98Co0.02O2 sample.
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As per the Landau theory and the minimization of Gibb’s free energy in the vicinity of magnetic
phase transition, the relation between magnetization M and magnetic field H can be written as,
H/M=2a+4bM2

……………………………………………………….

(3.8)

where the coefficients ‘a’ and ‘b’ are temperature dependent parameters [120].
Thus the plot of M2 versus H/M should be a straight line [121] . According to Banerjee [122], for
a second order phase transition, the plot of H/M versus M2 should be a straight line with positive
slope. The thermodynamic parameters, such as spontaneous magnetization, Ms(T), the inverse
susceptibility χ0-1(T) and the isothermal magnetization at the critical temperature, M(H) follow
the power law behavior of reduced temperature, ε = (T-Tc)/Tc as shown below[120],
MS(T) ~ |ε|β,

ε < 0 ……………………………………………………….

(3.9)

χ0-1(T) ~ εγ,

ε>0 ………………………………………………………..

(3.10)

M(H) ~ H1/ δ,

ε=0

……………………………………..

(3.11)

Here β, γ and δ represent critical exponents associated with Ms, χ0 and M(H). The critical
exponents are related to each other by the Widom scaling relation [125], δ = 1+ γ/β. According
to Arrott and Noakes [123], the mean filed relation (eq.3.8) can be modified, for a more general
case as given below,
(H/M)1/γ=(T−TC)/T1+(M/M1)1/β ………………………………………..

(3.12)

where T1 and M1 are sample dependent constants. Eq. (3.12) reduces to eq. (3.8) upon
substitution of critical exponents corresponding to mean field model.
The isothermal magnetization curves as a function of applied magnetic field up to
H = 20 kOe (2 T) in the temperature range 610 K to 647 K covering the transition temperature
are shown in Fig. 3.39. They exhibit a smooth transition from the FM characteristic behavior of
magnetization to the PM behavior with increase in temperature. The isothermal magnetization
data in the form of Arrott plots (M2 versus H/M) are shown in Fig.3.40. They all exhibit positive
slope and confirm the second order nature of magnetic phase transition. Moreover, the plots at
higher fields are found to be almost parallel to each other.
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Fig. 3.39 Isothermal magnetization curves for Sn0.98Co0.02O2 sample.
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Fig. 3.40. The Arrott plots (M2 vs. H/M) for 2 at % Co-doped SnO2 sample in the temperature
range of 610-647 K.
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In order to determine the reliable critical exponents, we have to determine the accurate values of
Ms(0, T) and χ-1(0, T) at H = 0. These thermodynamic experimental data can be obtained from the
modified Arrott plots (MAP). The MAP technique [123] requires the prior knowledge of β and γ
and however, these Ms(0,T) and χ0-1(0,T) data can be obtained by following systematic procedure
as reported by Kim et al.[268]. Such technique was also used by Samantaray et al. [269] in
determining the critical exponents of manganites. It is briefly described as follows. MAP was
plotted by choosing a trial β and γ values close to one of the known theoretical models such that
the plots are linear and from these plots Ms(T) and χ0-1(T) were determined by extrapolating the
high field data to zero values of horizontal (H/M)1/γ and vertical (M1/β) axis respectively. Tc was
taken from the temperature corresponding to the isothermal M-H curve passing through the
origin. A new set of β and γ values were obtained by plotting ln(Ms) versus ln(ε) for ε < 0, and
ln(χ0-1) versus ln(ε) for ε > 0 and by fitting to linear relation. The above process was repeated by
using the new set of β and γ values. This process was repeated until consistent values of β and γ
were obtained. By fitting ln(M) versus ln(H) data at T = TC, the exponent δ was determined. The
values of critical exponents β, γ and δ determined from the above analysis are given in
table-3.15. These values are found to be comparable to those predicted by the mean field model.
The set of MAP by using the final refined values of β and γ are shown in Fig. 3.41 and we can
see that they exhibit linear behavior at higher field confirming the validity of mean field model.
Moreover, the linear plots for different temperature are found to be parallel to each other and
they signify the consistency of β and γ values.
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Fig.3.41 Modified Arrott plots, M1/β versus (H/M) 1/γ with β = 0.52 and γ = 1.1.
Temperature variation of Ms and χo-1 determined from the measured data are shown in
Fig.3.42 (a) and Fig.3.43 (a) along with theoretical data. The fitted data closely follow the
experimental data. The plots of ln(MS) and ln(χ0-1) as a function of ln(ε) are shown in
Fig.3.42 (b) and Fig.3.43(b) respectively. We can see that they exhibit linear behavior. The fitted
data to the linear relation are shown as solid line and they closely follow the experimental data.
The critical exponents β and γ were determined from the linear fit. The isothermal M-H curve at
T = TC along with theoretical fit to eq.3.11 is shown in Fig. 3.44(a). The same data in logarithmic
scale along with the fitted data are shown in Fig. 3.44(b). The value of δ was determined from
the fit. The value of δ – (1+γ/β) was found to be 0.005 and it is close to the expected value of
zero as per Widom scaling relation.
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Fig. 3.42 (a) The spontaneous magnetization (MS) versus Temperature. (b) The plot in
logarithmic scale along with fitted data.
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Fig. 3.43 (a) The initial inverse susceptibility 1/χ0 plotted against temperature for 2 at % Codoped SnO2 sample. (b) The plot in logarithmic scale along with fitted data.
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plot in logarithmic scale, along with the fitted data shown as solid line.
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The static scaling hypothesis predicts that M(H,ε) is a universal function of ε and H, i.e.
M (H, ε) ε-β = f± (H ε – (β+γ))
Here f

+

……………………………………….

(3.13)

and f - are regular analytical functions for ε > 0 and ε < 0 respectively. According to

eq. (3.13), plots of M(H, ε)| ε |-β versus H | ε |-(β+γ) would lead to universal curves, one for
temperatures T >TC (ε > 0) and the other for T < TC (ε < 0). Fig. 3.45 shows the scaling plot and
the inset shows the scaling plot in logarithmic scale. All the data points over the entire range of
the variables are found to fall on two branches of a curve depending upon the sign of ε. This
suggests that the values of the critical exponents and TC determined from the analysis are quite
accurate.
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Fig. 3.45 Scaling plot of M ε-β versus H ε-(β+γ) with β, γ and δ values from the final iteration for
Sn0.98Co0.02O2. Different symbols represent different temperatures. The inset reproduces plots in
double logarithmic scale.
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The values of critical exponents determined for the present sample along with values predicted
for various models such as mean field [120], 3D Heisenberg [120], 3D Ising [120] are listed in
table 3.15. The critical exponents β, γ and δ obtained in the present sample are found to be quite
close to those predicted by the mean field model and it reflects the presence of long range
magnetic interactions in this material. The main difficulty in arriving at a conclusion regarding
the type of magnetic interaction is that the values corresponding to a different universality class
of theoretical models are quite close to each other. However, the β and δ values of the mean field
model are quite distinct compared to other models in terms of percentage of variation. The
experimental values of these critical exponents are also found to quite close to the mean field
model. So, we can conclude that the magnetic interaction in the present sample is governed by
the mean field model. Even though, the γ-value is found to be slightly larger than the predicted
mean field model and however such deviation is well within the ambit of the mean field model, it
cannot be identified with any other universality class.
The error inherited in the determination of transition temperature can affect the accuracy of
estimated critical exponents. To exclude the possibility of error in Tc obscuring the critical
exponents, we have analyzed the χo data in terms of Kouvel-Fisher method [127] and according
to that, the expression for susceptibility can be written in the following form

 






So, the plot of



 [
w


 


………………………………………………….


(3.14)

versus T is expected to exhibit a linear behavior with a slope 1/γ

and the intercept in the T axis equal to Tc. Thus Tc and γ can be determined simultaneously. The
plot of  






as a function of T is shown in Fig.3.46 and the least square fit to the

linear relation is shown as solid line. The γ and Tc values determined from the Kouvel-Fisher
method are found to be 1.07 and 629.2K respectively and these values are comparable to those
obtained from MAP method. So, we can unequivocally say that the present sample exhibits a
long range magnetic interaction of the mean field model.
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In order to understand the variation of critical exponents with reduced temperature, we can
determine the effective susceptibility critical exponent, γeff as per the following relation [270]

γ~  6



2

cZC !t#e

……………………………………………..

(3.15)

γeff value determined from the above technique is found to be quite scattered due to the three
points derivative method. To have an idea about the trend of the γeff as a function of ε, γeff values
were determined by following Padmanabhan et al. [270]. The lnχo versus lnε data were fitted to
the third order polynomial equation and the derivative was obtained analytically. The plot of γeff
as a function ε is shown in Fig. 3.47. Even though, the γeff values can be identified within the
mean field model in the entire ε range, γeff at ε → 0 is found to be closer to the predicted mean
field model value of γeff = 1.0. It is found to show a broad peak structure with a maximum γeff
value of 1.12 at ε = 12.5 x 10-3. The broad peak type behavior observed in γeff versus ε plot is
comparable to the theoretical prediction of Priour and Das Sarma [142] in disordered materials,
due to the low concentration of magnetic ions. However, they have modeled the magnetic
transition in DMS materials in terms of strongly disordered Heisenberg model in 3D lattice. The
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present sample, which can be also categorized as strongly disordered system is found to exhibit a
long range magnetic interaction.
In the presence of strong disorder, there could be an apparent change in the critical behavior
especially at relatively large ε value. In such case, the expression for χ can be written by taking
into account the correction to scaling as follows [142]

χ = χo (ε-γ+ B t  + Ct  Y q)

………………………………………..

(3.16)

where γ is the genuine critical exponent for χo and y1 and y2 are the exponents for correction in
the scaling relation. The effective exponent, γeff can be written as

γ~ !t# 

 





 γ
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|B

 |C

 
 
 |C 

…………………..

(3.17)

At ε→0, γeff → γ, the genuine critical exponent of χo.
The fit of γeff versus ε curve, in terms of eq.3.17 is shown in Fig. 3.47 as solid line and it closely
follows the experimental data.
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Fig. 3.47 Variation of γeff with reduced temperature ε.
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In order to compare, the obtained critical exponents in the present sample with various
theoretical model predictions and on other related materials, the critical exponents β, γ and δ
from literature are tabulated in table 3.15.
The critical exponents of the present sample are found to be comparable to those of DMS alloy
(Ge,Mn)Te [143] and however, they differ from the values corresponding to (Cd,Mn)Sb and
(Cd,Mn)Te [144, 145]. We have also compared with the results of ferrite based materials, where
mostly the exponents were comparable to the 3D Heisenberg model. To our knowledge, there is
no theoretical prediction on critical exponents of oxide based DMS materials. The possible
reason for the observed long range mean field behavior can be discussed by comparing the
various mechanisms proposed in literature. Bound magnetic polarons and charge carrier
mediated super exchange interaction are quite often used in explaining the FM behavior. In
addition to that, defect structure along with charge carrier concentration is found to play a major
role on the mechanism of magnetic properties. As per bound magnetic polaron model, each
magnetic ion is under the influence of polaron interaction and the overlapping of polarons give
rise to long range interaction of magnetic ions, through the polaronic field. So, the observed
critical exponents may originate from the long range bound magnetic polaronic interaction.
However, theoretical work based on such magnetic interaction would shed further insight into
the nature of critical exponents from the above interaction.
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Table- 3.15. Comparison of Critical exponent values with different theoretical models for DMS and Ferrite samples.
Tc (K)

Sample

Ref.

Technique

Sn0.98Co0.02O2

This work

Bulk (DMS)

Mean
Field
Model
3D
Heisenberg
Model
3D Ising Model
Cd0.5Mn0.5Te

[120]

Theory

[120]

Cd0.9Mn0.1Sb
MnSb
Ge0.12Mn0.88Te
Ti0.2Fe2.8O4
MnFe2O4
Fe3O4
Zn0.75Ni0.25Fe2O4

β

γ

δ

0.52±0.02

1.1±0.01

3.12±0.01

-

0.5

1.0

3.0

Theory

-

0.365

1.336

4.80

[120]
[145]

Theory
Theory

-

0.325
-

1.241
1.4±0.1

4.82
-

[144]
[144]
[143]
[132]
[131]
[271]
[271]

Bulk
536
Bulk
514
Thin Film
Single crystal
602
polycrystalline 556.2±0.1
Bulk
853.5
Bulk
295.2

0.172
0.379
0.50
0.47
0.35±0.04
0.379
-

1.00
1.28
1.33±0.05
1.345
1.420
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3.6 Summary
Single phase samples of Co doped SnO2 based diluted magnetic semiconductors were prepared
for x=0.02 to 0.10 by solid state route. These samples are found to exhibit room temperature
ferromagnetism with the highest magnetic moment of 0.34µB/Co-ion for x=0.02 sample prepared
under N2 gas atmosphere. The magnetization of x=0.02 sample could be fitted to Brillouin
function model by taking into account the ferromagnetic contribution. The magnetization data
measured at three different temperatures for x ≥ 0.05 sample could be fitted to BMP model. The
variation of total spontaneous magnetization, M0 and spontaneous moment per BMP, meff with
temperature has been explained in terms of increase in size of BMP with temperature. The
decrease in M0 and meff values with increase in doping concentration has been explained on the
basis of possible antiferromagnetism due to reduction in average inter-atomic distance of doped
Co-ions.
Pure and 2 at % Co doped SnO2 samples were prepared by co-precipitation technique. The
crystallite sizes ranging from 5nm to 15nm have been prepared by choosing different annealing
temperature. The homogeneity and single phase nature of the samples have been confirmed from
various characterization techniques. Magnetization measurements show the signature of room
temperature ferromagnetism. The N2 gas annealed samples exhibit increase in FM behavior and
enhanced conductivity due to the role of N2 gas in electron doping. We have observed that as the
crystallite size reduces, the spontaneous magnetization reduces. This can be explained as a result
of restriction in the range of BMP interaction due to smaller crystallites. The resistivity data
could be analyzed based on the Mott variable hopping range model (VRH) where the hopping
energy and hopping distance are found to be 94 meV and 25Å respectively.
The mechanically milled pure SnO2 powders were prepared by using two different types of vials
and by further annealing at 900oC. The as milled and annealed samples were characterized by Xray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, magnetization and electron spin resonance measurements.
Room temperature FM was observed in as milled samples without any transition element doping.
They are explained in terms of oxygen vacancy induced localized electrons and the exchange
interaction between the spin moment of these electrons. However upon annealing, the FM was
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destroyed in one of the samples and partially suppressed in another sample. The measured M-H
loops at 20K and 300K were explained in terms of bound magnetic polaron model.

The

observed ESR spectra and the shift in resonance field upon annealing the samples are found to be
consistent with magnetization measurements.
We have shown that bulk Co-doped SnO2 based diluted magnetic semiconductors prepared by
ball milling technique exhibit large saturation magnetic moment with room temperature
ferromagnetism. The effective spontaneous moment of BMP was found to be in the order of
10-17 emu. The x = 0.02 sample was found to exhibit a maximum FM Tc of 640 K and a effective
paramagnetic moment of 2.34 µ B/TM-ion. The saturation magnetization of 7.9 µ B/ Co-ion was
observed for x = 0.02 sample and is comparable to giant magnetic moment reported by Ogale et
al. [39]
We have carried out detailed isothermal magnetization measurements in the critical region of
Sn0.98Co0.02O2 based DMS material prepared by ball milling technique. The critical exponents
corresponding to ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition were extracted by using modified
Arrott plot method. The observed FM transition is found to be of second order in nature. The
obtained critical exponents are found to be comparable to the values predicted by mean field
model, i.e. with long range interaction. We have also estimated the critical exponent, γ based on
Kouvel-Fisher method and it is found to be consistent with the result of MAP method. The
critical exponents are also found to follow the Widom scaling relation and universal scaling
hypothesis. The characteristic feature of temperature variation of effective critical exponent, γeff
is found to be comparable to the theoretical prediction of disordered system.
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Chapter 4

Ni-doped SnO2 Series
Preparation of Ni doped SnO2 was carried out by following solid state route and mechanical
milling. Their structural characterization and detailed magnetization studies are given. Room
temperature FM in thin film samples of Ni doped SnO2 was reported by Hong et al. [272]. The
FM Tc was reported to be around 400 K, where the M-T measurement was carried out up to 400
K. Moreover, they have reported that the magnitude of magnetic moment strongly depends on
nature of substrate. In order to determine the Tc and to understand the role of Ni in promoting the
room temperature FM, without the influence of substrate related ambiguity, we have prepared
bulk Sn1-xNixO2 samples for x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10. The temperature variation of
magnetic moment was measured up to 1000 K. The Ms value was found to increase up to 7 at %
of Ni doping and then decreases with further increase in Ni-doping concentration. The typical Ms
value for x = 0.07 sample is found to be 0.023 emu/g (0.01 µB/Ni-ion). The effective magnetic
moment of the order of 1.4µB/Ni-ion with Curie temperature θc as high as 770 K has been
observed. The magnetization data could be analyzed based on bound magnetic polaron(BMP)
model with a typical spontaneous magnetization of 0.06emu/g and a BMP radius of 60 Å.
We have also prepared Ni doped SnO2 by mechanical milling followed by high temperature
annealing. All the prepared samples are found to be in single phase form and could be refined
using P42/mnm space group. The samples were also characterized by recording Raman spectra.
FM ordering above room temperature has been observed for all the Ni doped samples. The
samples prepared by ball milling technique also exhibit enhancement in saturation magnetization
up to 7 at % of Ni doping similar to the case of solid state synthesized samples. The highest
saturation magnetization was found to be 1.13emu/g (0.42 µB/Ni ion). The typical value of
effective magnetic moment µeff estimated from the modified Curie-Weiss law analysis is found to
be 3.9µB/Ni ion and θc = 695 K for x = 0.07 sample. The initial magnetization data could be
analyzed based on the BMP model. The spontaneous magnetic moment per BMP, meff was found
to be in the order of 10-17 emu.
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4.1 Ni-doped SnO2 by solid state route
4.1.1 Preparation and Characterization
Polycrystalline samples of Sn1-xNixO2 (x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10) were prepared by
following the standard solid state route. Stoichiometric ratio of SnO2 and NiO with 99.9% purity
were weighed and they were mixed thoroughly for several hours under acetone to have a
homogeneous mixture followed by presintering at 400oC for 24 hr. The final sintering in pellet
form was carried out at 900oC for 36 hrs in air with several intermediate grindings. Fig.4.1 shows
XRD patterns of x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples. Fig.4.2 shows the XRD patterns
recorded for all the Ni doped samples along with Rietveld refinement. All the observed peaks
could be refined by using P42/mnm space group and it suggests the single phase nature of the
samples. The typical lattice parameters are found to be a = b = 4.732 Å and c = 3.184 Å for x =
0.0 and a = b = 4.734 Å and c = 3.187 Å for x = 0.07 sample. The parameters obtained from the
refinement are tabulated in table-4.1. Fig.4.3 shows the intensity in the logarithmic scale for
x=0.0 and x=0.07 sample, where no trace of impurity phase could be identified. The average
crystallite size was estimated using the Scherrer’s formula, S=λk/βcosθ, where constant k = 0.89,
λ = 1.5406Å, β is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of diffraction peaks and θ is the
glancing angle. The experimental β value was corrected for instrumental broadening. The
average crystallite size was estimated to be 40 nm for x = 0.07 sample.
The SEM images show uniform surface morphology as shown in Fig.4.4. The cation ratio
obtained from EDX analysis are given in table-4.2 and are found to be comparable to that of
nominal starting composition.
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Fig. 4.1. XRD patterns recorded at room temperature for x=0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples of Sn1-xNixO2.
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Fig.4.2 (a) XRD patterns along with Rietveld refinement for x=0.02 and 0.05 samples.
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Fig. 4.2(b) XRD patterns along with Rietveld refinement for x= 0.07 and 0.10 samples.
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Fig. 4.3 XRD patterns of x =0.0 and 0.07 samples with intensity in logarithmic scale.
Table- 4.1 List of parameters obtained from the Rietveld refinement and analysis of XRD
patterns.
Sample/Parameters
Space group
a = b (Å)
c (Å)
Volume (Å3)
χ2 (%)
Rp (%)
Crystallite size(nm)

x = 0.0

x = 0.02

x = 0.07

x = 0.10

P42/mnm P42/mnm P42/mnm P42/mnm P42/mnm
4.732
3.184
71.3
3.17
28
66

4.716
3.172
70.5
2.36
28
40
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x = 0.05

4.713
3.171
70.43
3.07
30
42

4.712
3.165
70.27
3
25
42

4.710
3.162
70.14
3.02
28
43
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Au

Fig.4.4 SEM image and EDX spectrum of Sn0.95Ni0.05O2.
Table-4.2 Cationic ratio obtained from EDX measurement for different Ni-doped SnO2 samples.

Sample Calculated Cationic Ratio from EDS
Sn

Ni

x=0.02

0.98

0.02

x=0.05

0.94

0.05

x=0.07

0.93

0.06

x=0.10

0.90

0.08

Fig.4.5 shows the TEM images of x = 0.07 sample taken in a carbon coated copper grid. The
average particle size is found to be around 50 nm. The inset of the Fig. 4.5(a) shows the selected
area electron diffraction pattern and it depicts the polycrystalline behavior of the sample. The
absence of ring like pattern suggests that the crystalline grains were in some preferred
orientation. The high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) images were
recorded at different locations and its typical image is shown in Fig.4.5(b), where we can see the
continuous (110) atomic plane. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) image and inverse FFT by
filtering the noise are shown in the top and bottom insets of Fig.4.5(b), where we can see the
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uniform (110) plane. The EDS measurement using TEM facility was carried out and it showed
the presence of Ni within the crystallites.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.5 (a) TEM image of x=0.07 sample and the inset shows the selected area diffraction
pattern. (b) HRTEM image showing the (110) plane. FFT image and inverse FFT image after
filtering the background for (110) plane are shown in the top and bottom insets of the Fig (b).
(c) EDS spectrum of x =0.07 sample showing the presence of Ni.
To further substantiate the doping of Ni ions, FTIR spectra were recorded. Fig. 4.6 shows the
absorption spectra for different doped samples along with the parent SnO2 and NiO compounds.
The absorption band observed at 3400 cm-1 and 1640 cm-1 can be attributed to a hydroxyl group,
which is in the O-H mode. The weaker band at, 1370 and 1130 cm-1 are basically from C-H
vibrations as a result of reaction of atmospheric CO2 with H2O as reported in ref.[257]. The
bands at around 530 and 680 cm-1 correspond to antisymmetric Sn-O-Sn vibrations of SnO2. So,
it is evident from Fig.4.6 that the prepared samples exhibit pure rutile structure without any
signature of contribution from NiO cluster.
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Fig.4.6 FTIR spectrum for x = 0.02 and 0.07 samples along with parent SnO2 and NiO
compounds for comparison.

4.1.2 Magnetic Properties
The magnetic hysteresis loops recorded for x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples of Ni doped
SnO2 at 85 K and 300 K are shown in Fig.4.7. They demonstrate the presence of room
temperature FM. For a comparison, we have also carried out M-H loop measurement on the
parent compound SnO2, and it is found to exhibit weak diamagnetic behavior. The lack of
saturation in M-H curves with considerable linear contributions especially at low temperatures
highlights the presence of considerable paramagnetic matrix or other competing magnetic
interaction. The increase in hysteresis loss with decrease in temperature could be mainly due to
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magnetic anisotropy. The observed saturation magnetization is found to be comparable to those
reported in literature for ZnO and SnO2 based DMS materials [273-276]. The values of coercive
field, Hc and saturation magnetization, Ms at 85 K and 400K for different samples are tabulated
in table-4.3.
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Fig.4.7 M-H loops recorded for x=0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples at 300K and 80 K.
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Table-4.3 Coercive Field (Hc) and saturation magnetization (Ms) values determined for various
Ni-doped samples from the magnetization measurements.

Sample/Parameters
Hc Oe (85 K)
Hc Oe(400 K)
Ms emu/gm(85 K)
Ms emu/gm(400 K)

x = 0.0

x = 0.02 x = 0.05 x = 0.07 x = 0.10

diamagnetic
-----------------------------------------

643
450
0.027
0.021

650
490
0.02
0.014

1314
555
0.025
0.023

733
547
0.008
0.006

The resistivity of these samples is found to be in the order of 104 Ω-cm at room temperature and
it enhances to 107 Ω-cm at around 100 K. The rather large value of resistivity indicates the
localized nature of charge carriers. The localized charge carriers are expected to promote the
bound magnetic polaron mediated ferromagnetism. Here each trapped charge carrier polarizes
the spin of the magnetic ions within its Bohr radius and it leads to ferromagnetic bubble or BMP
embedded in a paramagnetic matrix. Ferromagnetism is observed, when these ferromagnetic
bubbles start overlapping in such a way that all the magnetic spins are aligned in a particular
orientation [112, 113, 255, 267].
In order to further understand the magnetic properties, we have fitted the measured initial M-H
curve in terms of the bound magnetic polaron (BMP) model by following refs. [112, 113, 255]
and as per eq. 3.2. The parameters M0, meff, χm were varied during the fit. Plots of magnetization
curve for x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples at 80 K and 300 K along with fitted data to BMP
model are shown in Fig.4.8. The theoretical fit closely follows the experimental data and the
fitted parameters M0, meff and χm are given in table-4.4. For a given sample, M0 is found to
increase marginally but meff is found to reduce with decrease in temperature. The increase in M0
could be due to interaction between BMP and the paramagnetic matrix and however further
analysis is required to verify such interactions. The enhanced hysteresis loop at low temperature
can be explained on the basis of magnetic anisotropy. The possible reason for low meff at low
temperature could be due to reduced size of BMP. The origin of such reduced BMP size can be
due to the presence of competing magnetic interaction. The considerable increase in χm value at
low temperature is consistent with smaller size of BMP. The above variation of χm cannot be
simply explained based on the Curie law for the paramagnetic matrix and it supports the above
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argument of BMP size. With the increase in doping concentration; the M0 and χm values are
found to increase as a result of higher concentration of magnetic ions. In the present series of
samples, the parameter M0/meff is found to vary with temperature, so in such condition, one
cannot assume ms = meff. In view of the above restriction, we could not estimate N, the number of
BMP per unit volume. The average radius of the BMP was estimated from the fitted value of meff
and by assuming a spherical shape of BMP and, it is found to be 60 Å for x = 0.07 sample at 80
K. The BMP radius is found to be in the same order of magnitude as reported in other magnetic
system such as, in CdMnSe by Dietl et al. [267]. The main uncertainty in the above calculation is
from the estimation of number of transition element ions, Ni within each BMP, especially in
weakly doped materials. On the other hand, in other magnetic system following BMP model
such as Cu2Mn0.9Zn0.1SnS4 and Y0.9Ce0.1MnO3 [112, 256] the number of magnetic ions per BMP
is large by an order of magnitude. The meff values are found to increase with temperature and this
could be mainly due to change in size of the BMP.
Table 4.4: List of parameters obtained from the analysis of M-H data by using BMP model. M0
is the spontaneous magnetization of the system, χm is the susceptibility of the matrix and meff is
the effective magnetic moment for per BMP.

Sample/
parameter
T (K)
M0(emu/g)
χm(10-4 cgs)
meff(10-17
emu)
BMP
radius (Å)

x=0.02

x=0.05

x=0.10

80
0.02

300
0.02

80
0.04

300
0.02

80
0.07

300
0.06

80
0.03

300
0.02

0.04
2.17

0.002
5.9

0.03
2.3

0.002
7.4

0.1
1.25

0.004
3.6

0.02
1.6

0.003
7.4

70

98

52

78

38

54

37

61
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Fig. 4.8 Magnetic hysteresis loops for x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples at 80 K and 300 K
along with fit to BMP model.
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In order to study the ferromagnetic transition, the temperature variation of magnetization was
measured for a wide temperature range i.e. 300 K to 1000 K. The M-T curves for all the Ni
doped samples are shown in Fig.4.9, where a clear PM to FM transition can be seen. The
magnetization is found to increase gradually with decrease in temperature. The paramagnetic
susceptibility was fitted to modified Curie-Weiss law, i.e. by fitting to eq. 3.7. The paramagnetic
susceptibility along with the fit to eq.3.7 are shown in Fig.4.10. The typical values of Curie
temperature are found to be 770 K and 730 K respectively for x = 0.02 and x = 0.07 samples.
The θc and effective magnetic moment µeff values for all the Ni doped samples are given in
table-4.5. The typical value of µeff estimated from Curie constant is found to be 1.4µB/Ni ion for
x=0.07 sample and it suggests that the doped Ni ions are expected to be mostly in Ni2+ state. If
the doped Ni ions are in the Ni2+ state, one would expect the µeff value to be of the order of
2.8µB/Ni ion, the observed difference between experimental and theoretical value could be due to
only a fraction of Ni ions entering the Sn site.
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x=0.10
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0.02
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400
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Fig.4.9. Temperature variation of magnetization for x=002, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples.
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Fig.4.10 paramagnetic susceptibility along with Curie-Weiss law fit for x = 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10
Ni doped SnO2.
Table-4.5 Parameters obtained from Curie-Weiss fit. Where θc is the Curie temperature, µeff is
the effective magnetic moment per Ni-ion.

Sample/Parameters x=0.02 x=0.05 x=0.07 x=0.10
770
750
730
690
θC (K)
µeff (µ
µB)

1.3

1.4
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4.1.3 Resistivity Analysis
The temperature variation of electrical resistivity was measured down to 100 K for x=0.0, 0.02,
0.05, 0.07and 0.10 samples. The plots of resistivity as a function of temperature for x = 0.0, 0.02
and 0.10 are shown in Fig.4.11. They exhibit semiconducting behavior. The resistivity of x = 0.0
sample at T = 100 K was found to in the order of 105Ω-cm and it was found to increase up to
108Ω-cm, upon doping.
The resistivity data could be analyzed based variable range hopping (VRH) model [148] using
eq.3.5. The plots of lnρ as a function of (1/T)1/4 for the samples along with VRH model fit are
shown in Fig.4.12. The density of states in the vicinity of Fermi level N (EF), hopping distance
Rhop and hopping energy Ehop was determined by following ref. [148] and they are tabulated in
table-4.6. The typical values of density of states, hopping distance and hopping energy are found
to be 6.1×1024 eV-1m-3, 59Å and 215meV respectively for x=0.02. The above parameters for
x = 0.07 sample are found to be 1.3×1025 eV-1m-3, 49 Å and 178meV respectively.
Table-4.6 Parameters obtained from VRH model fit. Here ρ(RT), N(EF), Rhop(RT) and Ehop(RT)
are resistivity, density of states in the vicinity of Fermi level, hopping distance and hopping
energy at room temperature respectively.
Sample

x=0.00

x= 0.02

x=0.05

x=0.07

x=0.10

ρ (RT) (104 Ω-cm)

0.4

50

65

10

3

N(EF) 1025 eV-1m-3

18.0

0.6

0.6

1.3

1.4

Rhop(RT) Å

25

59

60

49

48

Ehop(RT) meV

92

215

219

178

175

Parameters
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Fig.4.11 Temperature variation of electrical resistivity for x=0.0, 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 samples.
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Fig. 4.12 ln ρ versus (1/T)1/4 plots along with VRH model fit (solid line).
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4.1.4 ESR Measurement
To further investigate the magnetic property of Sn1-xNixO2 samples, ESR spectra were recorded.
Fig.4.13 shows the ESR spectra of all the Ni-doped samples at room temperature. The typical
resonance field for 2 at % Ni-doped sample is found to be 227 mT (g = 2.84) at 120 K and the
value increases to 246 mT at 295K. The values of the resonance peak at room temperature and
120K are given in table-4.7. The integrated intensity of ESR spectra for x = 0.02 and 0.07 and
0.10 samples are shown in Fig.4.14. They show the presence of FM interaction along with the
contribution of paramagnetic signal. They could be simulated by using two Gaussian curves as
shown in Fig.4.14. The low field shoulder gradually decreases with increase in temperature as
the material approaches towards transition temperature.
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Fig.4.13 ESR data recorded for x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 at 295 K.
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Fig. 4.14 ESR spectra recorded for x = 0.02, 0.07 and 0.10 samples at 295 K and 120 K. The
experimental spectrum could be simulated with the help of two overlapping Gaussian profiles.
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Table-4.7 Resonance fields (high field and low field) obtained from two overlapping Gaussian
profiles at 295 K and 120 K.
Sample

Resonance Field at 295 K

Resonance Field at 120 K

(mT)

(mT)

HF

LF

LF

x=0.02

246

80

246

74

x=0.05

265

55

255

42

x=0.07

274

44

249

31

x=0.10

265

99

263

84
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4.2 Ni-doped SnO2 by ball milling
4.2.1 Preparation and Characterization
Sn1-xNixO2 samples for x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 were prepared by mechanical milling
method. Stoichiometric ratio of SnO2, NiO with 99.9% purity were weighed and mixed and, then
ball milled using a hardened steel vial containing steel balls of 10 mm diameter where the
average weight of each ball is approximately 3.5g. The weight of the vial is 5.5 kg and the
volume is estimated to be 590 cm3. The milling speed was 500 rpm and ball to powder weight
ratio was 10:1. The milling was carried out for the duration of 10 hrs. The milled powders were
pressed into cylindrical pellets and were annealed in air at 900oC for 10 hrs. Fig.4.15 shows the
XRD patterns recorded for all the Ni-doped samples at room temperature. They are found to be
in single phase form. The patterns could be refined by using P42/mnm space group with the aid
of Rietveld refinement technique and Fullprof programme. The XRD patterns along with the
Rietveld refinement for all the doped samples are shown in Fig.4.16. No appreciable variation in
lattice parameters with Ni doping has been observed and it can be understood in terms of
comparable size of Ni2+ ions replacing Sn4+ions. The lattice parameters for 2 at % Ni doped
sample are found to be a=b=4.739Å and c=3.188Å and they are found to be a=b=4.743Å and
c=3.191Å for 10 at % Ni doped sample. All the parameters obtained for different Ni-doped
samples are given in table-4.8. No extra impurity phase has been detected from the XRD data.
The refined occupancy values of Sn and Ni are found to be comparable to the nominal starting
composition. The average crystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer’s formula and was
found to be in the order of 40 nm.
Fig.4.17 shows the typical SEM image and EDX spectrum for the Ni doped samples. The EDX
spectrum shows the presence of Fe along with Ni, Sn and O2 peaks. The typical ratio of Sn:Ni:Fe
for 5 at % Ni doped sample is found to be 0.94:0.05:0.01. The values of cation ratio obtained
from the EDX analysis are tabulated in table-4.9. The presence of trace Fe element indicates the
inadvertent doping of Fe during the high energetic ball milling process and is found to be within
1 at % for sample x = 0.0 and x = 0.05. No trace of any Fe content was seen in other Ni-doped
SnO2 samples.
The Raman spectra recorded for all the Ni-doped samples are shown in Fig.4.18. All the samples
show the Raman shift at ~ 640 cm-1 which corresponds to A1g (symmetric Sn-O stretching). This
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indicates the tetragonal rutile structure. The other peak observed at 693 cm-1 is because of the
A2u(LO), LO=longitudinal optic mode; which is basically IR-active but because of some disorder
this become Raman active [259-261]. The samples exhibit the peak broadening effect and it
-1

depicts the presence of some amorphous phase. The observed peak at 475 cm corresponds to
the Eg mode of vibration. As the Eg mode is the result of two oxygen atoms vibrating parallel to
the c axis, but in opposite direction; it is more sensitive to oxygen vacancies than other modes
[262]. So the vacancy related defects are dominant in the samples.
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Fig. 4.15 XRD patterns recorded for ball milled x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07, 0.10 samples.
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Fig.4.16 XRD patterns of x=0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples obtained by ball milling method along with the Rietveld refinement.
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Table-4.8 List of parameters obtained from the Rietveld refinement and analysis of XRD
patterns.
Sample/Parameters
Space group
a = b (Å)
c (Å)
Volume (Å3)
χ2 (%)
Rp (%)
Crystallite size (nm)

x = 0.0

x = 0.02

x = 0.05

x = 0.07

x = 0.10

P42/mnm P42/mnm P42/mnm P42/mnm P42/mnm
4.732
3.184
71.29
2
19
38

4.739
3.188
71.59
1.9
19.3
39

4.736
3.185
71.44
2.08
22.8
40

4.738
3.186
71.53
1.93
22
38

4.743
3.191
71.82
2.05
22.1
40

Fig.4.17 SEM and EDX images for x=0.02, 0.05 and 0.010 Ni doped SnO2 along with the EDX
spectra for x=0.10 sample.
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Table-4.9 Cationic ratio obtained from EDX measurement for x =0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10
samples
Sample Calculated Cationic Ratio from EDS
Sn

Ni

Fe

x=0.0

0.99

-----

0.01

x=0.02

0.98

0.01

--------

x=0.05

0.94

0.05

0.01

x=0.07

0.93

0.06

--------

x=0.10

0.87

0.09

-----

Intensity(a.u)

x=0.10

x=0.07
x=0.05

x=0.02
200

300

400 500 600 700
-1
Raman Shift(cm )

800

Fig.4.18 Raman spectra recorded for x=0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples at room temperature.
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4.2.2 Magnetic Properties
The magnetization data recorded at 290 K for x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples are
shown in Fig. 4.19(a) for a maximum applied field of 1.5T. They all exhibit FM behavior. The
Ms value of x = 0.02 sample was found to be 0.7 emu/g and it is found to increase to 1.13 emu/g
for 7 at % of Ni doping. Similar to the case of solid state synthesized Ni doped SnO2 samples,
here also we have found a sharp increase in Ms value up to 7 at % of Ni doping and with further
Ni doping, the Ms value was found to decrease. The sharp increase in Ms value for x = 0.07 can
be attributed to the FM introduced by Ni-substitution in Sn site. The decrease in Ms value with
further increase in Ni-concentration can be understood in terms of enhanced nearest-neighbor
antiferromagnetic superexchange interaction. The values of coercive field, Hc are given in
Table-4.10. The Hc value is found to be maximum for x=0.07 sample and is comparable to that
of Ni doped samples obtained from solid state route.
The M-H loops recorded at 80K for all the above samples are shown in Fig. 4.19(b). The Ms
values were obtained after subtracting the high temperature linear region. The obtained Ms and
Hc values are tabulated in Table-4.10. Unlike the Co-doped samples, here there is no appreciable
change in Hc values.
In order to quantitatively analyze the magnetization data due to Ni substitution, the contribution
from other extrinsic effect needs to be separated out. In order to study the magnetic properties of
Ni doped SnO2 without the influence of inadvertent Fe doping or defects, the initial M-H curve
of x = 0 sample was fitted to eq.3.6. The data were fitted by varying the parameter Mso, a, b and

χd. The initial curve of x = 0 sample at 300 K along with the fitted data to eq.3.6 are shown in
Fig. 4.20. The fitted data closely follow the experimental data. The fitted values of Mso, a, b and

χd are found to be 0.134emu/g, 76emu.Oe/g, -1.2×104 emu.Oe2/g, 1.4×10-6 emu/g.Oe
respectively.
The intrinsic magnetization due to Ni-doping was determined by subtracting the magnetization
arising from other extrinsic effects. This can be done by estimating the background
magnetization by using eq.3.6 and parameters Mso, a, b and χd corresponding to x = 0 sample.
The background magnetization was subtracted from the measured magnetization of Ni doped
samples. The intrinsic initial magnetization data of x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples are
shown in Fig. 4.21. The intrinsic saturation magnetization, Msi was determined from the above
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plots and are found to be 0.3 emu/g, 0.5 emu/g, 1.02 emu/g and 0.8emu/g for x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07
and 0.10 samples respectively at 300 K. Their corresponding values at 80 K are found to be
0.4 emu/g, 0.63 emu/g, 1.34emu/g and 1.05emu/g.
The intrinsic initial magnetization data were analyzed in terms of bound BMP model [112, 113,
255], i.e. by fitting to eq. 3.2. The magnetization curves for x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07, 0.10 samples at
300 K and 80 K along with the fitted data are shown in Fig. 4.21. The fitted data closely follow
the experimental data and the fitted parameters Mo, meff and χm are given in Table-4.11. The M0
value is found to increase with increase in doping concentration up to 7 at % which is because of
the increase in FM interaction with increase in Ni concentration. The value of spontaneous
moment per BMP, meff is found to be in the order of 10-17 emu. The meff values observed in the
present samples are comparable to those reported by Quintero et al. [114] in p-type Cu2FeGeTe4
and those of Ni-doped samples from solid state route. The BMP radius calculated from the meff is
found to be around 30 Å and it is found to increase with increase in temperature similar to the
case of Co doped SnO2 and Ni doped SnO2 samples prepared by solid sate route (section-3.1.2,
section-4.1.2).
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1.2

T=300K

x=0.07

M(emu/g)

0.8

x=0.10
x=0.05
x=0.02

0.4

x=0.0

0.0

-0.4
-0.8
-1.2
-0.7

0.0
Field(Tesla)

1.6

x=0.07

1.2

x=0.10

0.8
M(emu/g)

0.7

x=0.05
x=0.02

0.4
0.0

-0.4
-0.8

T= 80 K

-1.2
-1.6
-1.0

-0.5

0.0
H(Tesla)

0.5

1.0

Fig.4.19 M-H loops recorded for x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples at (a) 290 K and (b)
80 K
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Table-4.10 Ms and Hc obtained from magnetization measurements.
Sample/Parameters
Hc Oe (80 K)
Hc Oe(300 K)
Ms (µB/Ni) (80 K)
Ms (µB/Ni) (300 K)

x = 0.0 x = 0.02 x = 0.05 x = 0.07 x = 0.10
459
446
-----------

548
434
0.55
0.4

588
477
0.4
0.3

741
581
0.5
0.4

467
378
0.3
0.2

0.14
0.12
M(emu/g)

0.10
0.08
0.06
x=0.0

0.04
0.02
0.00

0.0

0.2

0.4 0.6 0.8
Field(Tesla)

1.0

Fig. 4.20 Initial M-H curve of x =0.0 sample along with fit to eq. 3.6.
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1.0

T=300K
x=0.07

(a)

M(emu/g)

0.8

x=0.10
0.6
x=0.05

0.4
0.2

x=0.02

0.0
0.0

1.4

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
Field(Tesla)

T=80K

1.2

x=0.07

(b)

1.0
M(emu/g)

1.0

x=0.10

0.8
0.6

x=0.05

0.4
x=0.02

0.2
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
Field(Tesla)

1.0

Fig. 4.21(a) Initial M-H curves of x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples along with
BMP model fit at (a) 300 K and (b) 80
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Table-4.11 List of parameters obtained from the analysis of M-H data by using BMP model. Mo
is the spontaneous magnetization of the system, χm is the susceptibility of the matrix and meff is
the effective magnetic moment for per BMP.
Sample/
parameter
Temperature
(K)
M0(emu/g)

x=0.02

x=0.05

x=0.07

x=0.10

80

300

80

300

80

300

0.4

0.3

0.7

0.6

1.5

1.1

1.1

0.9

χm(10-6
emu/g.Oe)
meff(10-17 emu)

4.4

0.6

1.8

0.3

1.5

0.9

11.0

4.7

2.4

10.0

1.5

15.0

2.0

7.2

1.7

8.5

BMP
(Å)

60

96

37

81

37

57

31

53

radius

80

300

M-T curves for all the Ni doped samples are shown in Fig.4.22, where a clear paramagnetic to
ferromagnetic transition can be seen. The FM transition was determined from dM/dT versus T
plots as shown in Fig. 4.23 and the Tc values are found to be 789 K, 821 K, 786 K and 825 K for
x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples respectively. The paramagnetic susceptibility was fitted to
modified Curie-Weiss law, i.e. by fitting to eq. 3.7. The typical Curie-Weiss fit for x= 0.05 and
0.07 samples are shown in Fig.4.24. The Curie temperature and µeff values are tabulated in table4.12. Typical Curie temperature was found to be 803±5 K and 774±3 K respectively for x = 0.02
and x = 0.07 samples. The typical value of effective magnetic moment µeff estimated from Curie
constant is found to be 3.7µB/Ni ion for 0.07 sample and it suggests that the doped Ni ions are
expected to be mostly in Ni2+ high spin state.
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0.24

0.05 Tesla

x=0.02
x=0.05
x=0.07

M(emu/g)

0.20
0.16
0.12
0.08
0.04
0.00
400

600
T(K)

800

1000

Fig.4.22 (a) M-T curves for x=0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples.

0.2

-0.2

-3

dM/dT(10 )

0.0

-0.4
-0.6
-0.8

x=0.02
x=0.05
x=0.07
x=0.10

-1.0
400

500

600

700 800
T(K)

900 1000

Fig.4.23 dM/dT plot for x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples.
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x =0.05

χ (emu/mol.Oe)

0.0018

0.0012

0.0006
840

900
T (K)

960

χ (emu/mol.Oe)

x=0.07
0.0004

0.0002

825

850

875
T(K)

900

925

Fig.4.24 Temperature variation of magnetization plot for x=0.05 and 0.07 samples along
with modified Curie-Weiss fit in the paramagnetic region.
Table-4.12 Parameters obtained from the fit of susceptibility data to modified Curie-Weiss law
and ESR resonance field.

Sample/Parameters x=0.02 x=0.05 x=0.07 x=0.10
803
774
695
----θC (K)
µeff (µ
µB)
Resonance Field(mT)
g-factor

3.6

4.1

3.9

-----

284
2.37

281
2.41

276
2.44

278
2.41

4.2.3 ESR Spectra
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Fig.4.25 Shows the ESR spectra recorded for x=0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples at room
temperature. The value of resonance field and the corresponding g-value are tabulated in
table-4.12. The resonance field shifts towards the lower field with increase in doping
concentration up to 7 at %. Further increases in Ni doping concentration, the resonance peak
value shifts towards higher field side and it supports the magnetization results of decrease in FM

(a)
Intensity(a.u)

x=0.02
x=0.05
x=0.07
x=0.10

100

200

300

400

Intensity(a.u)

interaction.

500100

Field(mT)

x=0.02
x=0.05
x=0.07
x=0.10

200

(b)

300
Field(mT)

400

Fig. 4.25 ESR spectra and integrated ESR intensity for x=0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 samples of
Ni doped SnO2.
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4.3 Summary
The Ni-doped SnO2 based diluted magnetic semiconductors were prepared in single phase form.
They exhibit room temperature ferromagnetism with FM Tc as high as ~ 770 K. The saturation
magnetization increases up to 7 at % of Ni doping then it decreases with further increases in Ni
concentration. The measured initial M-H loops could be explained based on bound magnetic
polaron model. The increase in paramagnetic matrix susceptibility and decrease in effective
spontaneous magnetic moment of BMP at low temperature are explained on the basis of
reduction in BMP size. The measured magnetization data could be also explained in terms of
interaction between BMP and magnetic moments of the matrix.
We have shown that bulk Ni-doped SnO2 based diluted magnetic semiconductors prepared by
ball milling technique exhibit large saturation magnetic moment with room temperature
ferromagnetism. The samples are found to be in single phase form and could be refined using the
Rietveld refinement technique. Similar to the case of solid state synthesized Ni doped samples,
here also the saturation magnetization increases up to 7 at % of Ni doping and then it decreases.
The magnetization data after subtracting the contribution from extrinsic effects were analyzed in
terms of BMP model. The effective spontaneous moment of the BMP was found to be in the
order of 10-17 emu. The typical Curie temperature was found to be 803±5 K and 774±3 K
respectively for x = 0.02 and x = 0.07 samples. The typical effective magnetic moment µeff was
found to be 3.7µB/Ni ion for 0.07 sample and it suggests that the doped Ni ions are mostly in
Ni2+ high spin state.
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Chapter 5: CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, two series of SnO2 based diluted magnetic semiconductors have been prepared
in the present thesis work and they are,
1. Sn1-xCoxO2 (x =0 to 0.10) and
2. Sn1-xNixO2 (x =0 to 0.10)
In both the series, the samples were prepared by following solid state route and ball milling
technique. In addition to that on selected Co doped samples, the material preparation was carried
out by using a co-precipitation technique and by using alternate vial in ball milling process. The
oxide diluted magnetic semiconductors obtained by doping Co and Ni in SnO2 are found to
exhibit room temperature ferromagnetism with high Tc beyond room temperature. The observed
ferromagnetism in these samples could be mostly explained on the basis of the formation of
bound magnetic polarons. Moreover we have found that along with the transition element
doping, defects are also playing a crucial role in tuning the nature of ferromagnetic interaction.
In addition to that, for the first time critical exponent analysis has been carried out on oxide
based DMS. The important conclusions drawn in Co and Ni doped samples as they are discussed
in detail in chapters 3 and 4 are summarized below.
Sn1-xCoxO2 samples were prepared for x = 0 to 0.10 by using solid state synthesis technique.
X-ray diffraction and their analysis in terms of Rietveld technique show that all the Co doped
samples are in single phase form. The XRD patterns could be refined by using P42/mnm space
group with typical lattice parameters a = b = 4.712 Å and c = 3.142 Å for x = 0.10. The average
crystallite size was found to 60 nm as per the analysis of XRD pattern. A systematic shifting of
(h k l) peaks towards higher 2θ angle and the corresponding decrease in lattice parameters with
increase in doping concentration suggest that the doped Co ions indeed enter the Sn site of SnO2.
The cationic ratio obtained from the EDS analysis was found to be comparable to the nominal
starting composition. Single phase nature of the samples and their consistent composition and
crystal structure down to nanocrystallite level have been confirmed from the recorded Raman
spectra and TEM/ HRTEM image at room temperature. As per the magnetization measurement,
all the Co doped SnO2 samples are found to exhibit room temperature ferromagnetism. The
saturation magnetization was found to decrease with increase in Co concentration and is
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explained in terms of increase in nearest neighbor antiferromagnetic interaction. The saturation
moment of 0.036 µB/Co-ion (0.027emu/g) was observed for x = 0.02 at 400 K and its value at 85
K was found to be 0.055 µB/Co-ion (0.05emu/g). Considerable increase in hysteresis loss with
decrease in temperature has been observed due to possible enhancement in magnetic anisotropy
or other competing magnetic interaction. Typical increase in coercivity from ~ 500 Oe at 400 K
to 4100 Oe at 85 K was observed for Sn0.98Co0.02O2 sample. Large increase in saturation
magnetization by an order of magnitude has been observed on a sample prepared by N2 gas
environment at atmospheric pressure. The M-H curves of Co doped samples recorded at three
different temperatures could be analyzed based on bound magnetic polaron model. The decrease
in spontaneous magnetization, M0 and increase in spontaneous moment per BMP, meff with
increase in temperature has been explained in terms of increase in BMP size with temperature.
A temperature variation of magnetization up to ~900 K was measured and all the Co doped
samples exhibit paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transitions. The FM Tc was found to decrease
with increase in doping concentrations. The temperature variation of dc susceptibility obtained
from magnetization data in the paramagnetic region could be fitted to Curie-Weiss law.
Maximum Curie temperature of 692 K was obtained for x =0.02 sample and it is found to
decrease systematically with increase in doping concentrations. ESR spectra measured in the
temperature range of 295 K to 445 K show a shift in the resonance field towards the higher field.
The resonance field is also found to increase with increase in doping concentration and is in
consistent with magnetization results.
In order to study the particle size effect in Co doped SnO2, nanocrystalline samples of pure and
2 at % Co-doped SnO2 were prepared by a co-precipitation technique and by annealing at
different temperature. Average crystallite size ranging from 5 nm to 15 nm was observed. The
homogeneity and single phase nature of the samples were confirmed by using various
characterization techniques, such as X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscope and
Fourier infrared spectroscopy. Signature of room temperature ferromagnetism has been observed
for 2 at% Co doped samples, however pure SnO2 was found to be diamagnetic as per the
magnetization measurement. The magnetization was found to decrease with decrease in
crystallite size. The reduction in magnetization with decrease in crystalline size has been
explained as a result of restriction in the range of bound magnetic polaron interaction. The
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samples prepared under nitrogen gas environment exhibit improvement in ferromagnetic
behavior and enhanced electrical conductivity. The saturation magnetization of samples obtained
from co-precipitation technique is found to be quite small compared to solid state synthesized
samples. In materials prepared under normal conditions i.e. the samples prepared by solid state
route, a relatively large crystallite size of the order of 40nm was found and the magnetization
value was also found to be relatively large. Thus crystallite size plays a considerable role in
controlling the BMP interactions.
To study the defect induced room temperature FM in SnO2 based materials, mechanical milling
of high purity SnO2 without any TM element doping was carried out by using two different vials,
namely steel and WC. The milled powders were also annealed at 900oC to study the effect of
annealing on defects and hence on the magnetic properties. The XRD patterns could be refined
by using P42/mnm space group with typical lattice parameters a = b = 4.7322Å and c = 3.1848Å.
The Raman spectra recorded for all the samples show dominant vacancy related defects in
samples, which exhibit room temperature ferromagnetism. The as-milled powders obtained from
both the vials exhibit room temperature ferromagnetism i.e. without any transition element
doping. Thus irrespective of the nature of vials used both SnO2 samples exhibit room
temperature ferromagnetism. Typical saturation magnetization values at room temperature for
the as-milled samples obtained from steel vial and WC vial are found to be 0.9 emu/g and
0.11emu/g respectively. However upon annealing, the FM was destroyed in WC vial based
sample. The observed FM in as-milled samples could be explained in terms of oxygen vacancy
and defects induced electrons and exchange interaction between them. The ferromagnetic
transition temperature obtained from the temperature variation of magnetization was found to be
915 K for the as-milled samples. The initial magnetization data could be analyzed in terms of
bound magnetic polaron model. The resonance field shift in electron spin resonance spectrum is
explained in terms of observed ferromagnetism.
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In order to study the role of defects and annealing conditions in these materials and in an attempt
to have material with large Ms value, Co doped SnO2 samples were prepared by using ballmilling technique, followed by high temperature annealing. XRD patterns could be refined to
P42/mnm space group with typical lattice parameters a = b = 4.733 Å and c = 3.184 Å. Presence
of minor spinel structure based impurity phase was detected due to contamination from steel vial.
All the Co-doped SnO2 samples were found to exhibit ferromagnetic behavior at room
temperature. Decrease in magnetization magnitude with increase in doping concentration has
been observed similar to the case of solid state synthesized samples. Typical coercive field, Hc
for 2 at % Co-doped SnO2 sample was found to increase from 879 Oe at room temperature to
3735Oe at 20 K. Strong room temperature FM was observed with a maximum saturation
magnetization of 2.9 emu/g (3.8 µ B/Co-ion) for x = 0.02 sample and is enhanced to 5.9 emu/g
(7.9 µ B/Co-ion) at 20 K. This value is comparable to that reported by Ogale et al.[39] for 5 %
Co-doped SnO2 thin film. Such a high saturation magnetization value could be explained in
terms of unquenched d-orbital of the doped Co-ion and due to oxygen vacancy. Thus for the first
time giant magnetic moment of 7.9 µ B/Co-ion in bulk Co doped SnO2 was observed. The
magnetization data after subtracting the contribution from the extrinsic effect such as impurity
phase could be analyzed based on bound magnetic polaron model. Typical values of Mo, χm and
meff for x = 0.02 sample are found to be 3.34 emu/g, 1.04 x 10-4 emu/g.Oe and 5.7 x 10-17emu
respectively. The BMP radius was found to be in the range of 30 Å to 40 Å. Similar to the case
of solid state synthesized samples, the Mo value is found to decrease with increase in doping
concentration. Temperature variation of magnetization exhibits clear paramagnetic to
ferromagnetic transition with a maximum Tc of 640 K for 2 at % Co-doped sample.
Susceptibility in paramagnetic region could be fitted to modified Curie-Weiss law and the typical
values of Curie temperature and µeff for Sn0.98Co0.02O2 sample are found to be 653 K and
2.34 µ B/TM-ion respectively.
Isothermal magnetization data were plotted as per Arrott–plot method and they are all found to
exhibit positive slope with clear FM to PM type magnetization curve with increase in
temperature through transition. So, it was confirmed that the observed magnetic transition is
second order in nature. The critical exponents corresponding to spontaneous magnetization,
susceptibility and isothermal magnetization at T= Tc were determined by performing the analysis
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based on modified Arrott plot technique. The estimated values of transition temperature and
critical exponents are found to be Tc=629±0.5 K, β=0.52±0.02, γ=1.1±0.01, δ=3.12±0.01. The
obtained critical exponent values are found to be comparable to the values predicted by the mean
field model, i.e. with long range FM interaction. We have also estimated the critical exponent, γ
and Tc based on Kouvel-Fisher method and they are found to be consistent with the result of
modified Arrott plot method. The critical exponents are also found to follow the Widom scaling
relation and universal scaling hypothesis. The effective critical exponent γeff as a function of
reduced temperature was determined. It was observed that as T tends to Tc, the value of γeff
approaches 1.0, the predicted value for the mean field model. The characteristic feature of
temperature variation of effective critical exponent, γeff is found to be comparable to the
theoretical prediction of disordered system.
Polycrystalline Sn1-xNixO2 samples were prepared in single phase form for x = 0.02, 0.05, 0.07
and 0.10 and were characterized by using several experimental techniques. The typical lattice
parameters are found to be a = b = 4.734 Å and c = 3.187 Å for x = 0.07 sample. The cationic
ratio determined from EDS analysis are found to be comparable to the nominal starting
composition. Nano-particles of uniform crystalline phase and composition have been identified
from the transmission electron microscope images. All the Ni doped SnO2 samples were found to
exhibit ferromagnetism at room temperature. Ms value was found to increase with increase in Ni
concentration up to 7 at % and beyond that it decreases. The initial M-H curves at 80 K and
100K could be fitted to bound magnetic polaron model. The spontaneous magnetization Mo is
found to increase with Ni concentration up to 7 at % and the trend is same as that measured
saturation magnetization. Increase in Mo and decrease in meff, the effective spontaneous moment
per BMP with decrease in temperature have been observed and is explained in terms of reduced
BMP size at low temperature. The typical polaron size at 80 K was estimated to be 60Å for x
=0.07 sample. Paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition with Tc as high as 770 K was observed.
The paramagnetic susceptibility could be fitted to Curie-Weiss law and the typical µeff for
x =0.07 is found to be 1.4µB/Ni.
Temperature dependence of electrical resistivity was measured. They all exhibit semiconducting
behavior. The temperature dependence of resistivity could be explained based on a variable
range hopping mechanism. The values of the density of states in the vicinity of Fermi level
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N(EF), hopping distance Rhop and hopping energy Ehop are found to be 6.1×1024 eV-1m-3, 59Å and
215meV respectively for x=0.02. The above parameters for x=0.07 sample are found to be
1.3×1025 eV-1m-3, 49 Å and 178meV respectively.
Sn1-xNixO2 samples for x = 0.0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.10 were also prepared by mechanical
milling followed by annealing at 900oC. Unlike, Co doped mechanically milled samples, these
samples are crystallized in single phase form as per X-ray diffraction pattern and their analysis.
No XRD peak corresponding to Ni metal or Nickel oxide has been notified. XRD patterns could
be refined by using P42/mnm space group. The typical lattice parameters for 2 at % Ni doped
sample are found to be a = b = 4.739Å and c = 3.188Å. The average crystallite size determined
from the XRD analysis is found to ~ 40Å. EDS analysis carried out in Ni-doped sample shows
cationic ratio comparable to the nominal starting composition. Trace amount of Fe, i.e. within 1
at % was observed in two samples and can be attributed to inadvertent Fe doping in Sn due to
vial contamination. The Raman analysis shows the presence of vacancy related peak and it is
more prominent for the x = 0.07 sample. All the Ni doped SnO2 samples were found to exhibit
room temperature ferromagnetism. The Ms value of x = 0.02 sample was found to be 0.7 emu/g
and the value got increased to 1.13 emu/g for 7 at % of Ni doping. The variation of Ms value
with Ni concentration is found to be consistent with the result of solid state synthesized samples.
The magnetization data after subtracting the contribution from the extrinsic effects could be
analyzed based on bound magnetic polaron model. The size of BMP at 80 K is found to be in the
range of 60 Å to 30 Å. Temperature variation of magnetization was measured for all the Ni
doped samples prepared by ball milling method. They all exhibit clear paramagnetic to
ferromagnetic transition. Unlike the solid state synthesized samples, here the FM Tc is found to
be relatively higher. The paramagnetic susceptibility data could be fitted to modified CurieWeiss law. Typical values of Curie temperature are found to be 803±5 K and 774±3 K for x =
0.02 and x = 0.07 samples respectively. The typical value of effective magnetic moment µeff
estimated from Curie constant is found to be 3.7µB/Ni ion for 0.07 sample and it suggests that the
doped Ni ions are expected to be mostly in the Ni2+ high spin state.
Thus in the present thesis, the magnetic properties of Co and Ni doped SnO2 based diluted
magnetic semiconductors prepared by different techniques have been studied in detail.
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